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“The Death of Death”:
A Memorial Retrospective
on George A. Romero (1940-2017)
Edited by Kristopher Woofter
“Stay scared.”

— George A. Romero

It has been almost ten years since George A. Romero made Survival of the
Dead, the final film in his series of living dead films, and now his final film. At
that time, he had been working on the comics series, Empire of the Dead (20142015) for Marvel, and, most recently, was seeking funding for a new film, Road
of the Dead, co-written with Matt Birman, who would direct. Romero made
sixteen films in his nearly fifty-year career as an artist of the macabre and
satirical. Even There’s Always Vanilla (1971), despite Romero’s attempt to take a
career-varying left turn after his game-changing Night of the Living Dead (1968),
weaves scenes of dread into its social satire.
Though he worked with major studios on four films—Creepshow (1982,
Warner Bros.), Monkey Shines (1988, Orion), The Dark Half (1990, Orion), and
Land of the Dead (2005, Universal)—and on various other unproduced projects,
Romero was an independent artist through and through. The work of a
visionary is clear in all of his films, from the studio-supported work to hugely
influential films like Night and Dawn of the Dead (1979), to his professedly most
personal work, in films like Martin (1977, released 1978) and Knightriders (1981).
Everywhere in the work of George Romero the spectator finds an artist with
an acute sense of the anxieties of modernity; of the fragility of bodies, families
and communities; of the terrible exigencies of capitalism and American
isolationism, and the struggles of those alienated by both; and of the
transgressive power of monsters to reveal uncomfortable truths—through
horror, humor and pathos.
George Andrew Romero died on 16 July, 2017 at the age of 77. This
retrospective treats all sixteen of the films Romero directed, with a mention of
those he scripted. The critical perspectives here vary from the personal to the
theoretical. Contributors were encouraged to respond in the way that they felt
most appropriate to the film they chose, and to their experience with it. Some
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respondents are seasoned Romero scholars and addicts, some are coming to
the material via Stephen King or literary antecedents such as Edgar A. Poe and
E.C. Comics, and some are coming to Romero’s work absolutely fresh. This
retrospective honors a visionary who changed the face of horror; but, perhaps
more importantly, it hopes to encourage further interest in the diverse work of
an important American filmmaker who never stopped seeking new ways to
force his audience to experience their moment.
— Kristopher Woofter
NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD
Writer: George A. Romero, John A. Russo | Producer: Russell Streiner, Karl
Hardman | Music: uncredited stock music | Editing: George A. Romero |
Cinematography: George A. Romero | Release Date: October, 1968
Now the time has come (Time)
There's no place to run (Time) […]
I've been loved and put aside (Time)
I've been crushed by the tumbling tide (Time)
— The Chambers Brothers, “Time Has Come Today” (1967)

Night of the Living Dead was a film struggling to express the senselessness of
its time. In 1968, America faced fallout from both the Vietnam War and the
rise of global nuclear armament. After shifting back and forth since 1949, the
minute hand of the Doomsday Clock had skipped ahead to an alarming seven
minutes to midnight. This was the same year that both Robert Kennedy and
Martin Luther King were assassinated—the latter at the same time, April 4,
1968, that George Romero and Russ Streiner were driving the first print of
Night of the Living Dead to New York for distribution. Night was a film that
marked a time of despair in the face of perceived societal collapse. As such, it
epitomized “Apocalyptic Horror”—a cinematic dance of death in an absurd
world of time run out. On a more personal level, Night marked time for me.
As I remember, it aired on Chicago television between Twilight Zone marathons
and Reagan-era emergency broadcast signals each New Year’s Day. Having
survived another countdown in the cold-war 80s, we watched Night from bar
stools in the basement—or as the sticker next to the TV dubbed it, “FALL
OUT SHELTER”—of our suburban home.
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More than thirty years later, I’ve seen Night innumerable times and have
taught it through various critical lenses, many of which address the concept of
time obliquely or figuratively: the film has been considered an allegory of its
time; a memento mori (or reminder of fleeting mortal time); and an invitation to
explore the different affective dimensions of zombies running—or in Night’s
case walking—according to different clocks. And yet, I find that there is a
surprising lack of criticism focusing on the film’s formal treatment of time—
both as conscious motif and as the product of no-less-compelling continuity
errors. What follows is a preliminary attempt to address this lacuna and what I
see as the proto-protagonist Barbra’s underrepresentation in studies of Night. I
want to propose that, together, 1) the theme of timekeeping’s (failed)
protective function and 2) the experience of Barbra’s non-linear perception of
and orientation in time, form the film’s narrative center of gravity. Ultimately,
the film bends to Barbra, every clock and character succumbing to her
experience of disorderly time.
The weight of time is evident throughout the film, beginning with the
opening dialogue in the cemetery. Barbra and her brother Johnny’s
conversation is almost exclusively devoted to the passage of time, and to a
fragile economy of time, money, and memory. In the first words of the film,
Barbra situates the action on the first evening of Daylight Savings when she
muses, “They ought to make the day the time changes the first day of summer.
[…] It’s 8 o’clock and it’s still light.” On this March day, she lingers in the
cemetery and luxuriates in the perceived gains of upcoming seasons and
extended sunlight. Barbra’s desire reveals an initial optimism, a forwardlooking attitude that is soon to be reversed through trauma. At the same time,
her words preview a filmic preoccupation with the fantasy that keeping time is
taking power. For Barbra’s is a curiously anthropocentric wish that seasons
“ought” to submit to clocks and custom, nature and fate to human control.
Johnny is equally attentive to the time, but for the purpose of calculating
time and money lost. After missing an hour of sleep on account of the time
change, he has already “blown a Sunday,” or, more precisely, “five minutes to
put the wreath on the grave and six hours to drive back and forth.” Shortly
after—when Johnny impersonates the gravely prescient grandfather: “Boy,
you’ll be damned to hell!”—his obsessive timekeeping takes on new
significance. Like the birth and death dates chiseled on gravestones all around
him, Johnny’s counting reads as protective ritual. In other words, both
Johnny’s reckoning and Barbra’s wish manifest a seeming desire to ward off
inexorable fate. In the land of the dead, keeping time acts as charm against
mortality and the terrifying eternity beyond the grave.
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The cemetery records time fastidiously, protectively, and with a great
degree of accuracy. Time there is mostly linear, sequential, and inscribed
materially—arranged in rows and safely set in stone. Like the cemetery, the
farmhouse where the survivors find themselves sequestered keeps time
defensively: measured moments and countdowns seem set to protect. But in
the old house in the new world, temporal orientation and time sense alike are,
at least at first, hyper-acutely individualized. Ben and Cooper’s antagonistic
temporal orientations are relatively straightforward (Cooper, a man of the
moment, is oriented toward the present and the individual, while Ben leans
toward the future and the collective). Barbra’s relationship to time is more
shifting and complex. After leaving the cemetery, the once forward-looking
celebrant of hours gained becomes a backward-looking embodiment of time
stalled, reversed, and ultimately lost. The film tracks her trauma, and it is
largely through her sense of time that spectators and characters alike
experience the unwieldy time of Night.
Our alignment with Barbra is, of course, most obvious before she meets
Ben. When she flees the graveyard, the site of her brother’s murder, dramatic
pace increases and time trips as she does. Thunder rolls, lightning flashes.
Something is shifting. A series of rapid cuts are punctuated by Barbra’s
steadying herself, with increasingly frequency, on a succession of objects: from
tombstone, to gas pump, to house siding. As meticulously-timed editing and
mise-en-scène nightmarishly dilate time, Barbra’s sprint to a nearby door
seems deceptively long. We experience, along with Barbra, the temporal
illusion of time stalling, which some neuroscientists see as triggered by
extreme fear/flight.
In the “safer” space of the farmhouse, and in Ben’s shadow, Barbra
comes to reside in the backwardness, “afterwardsness” (nachträglichkeit)1, and
looping-back of trauma-time. Dissociating, she becomes silent, slows down,
and (in keeping with a common gothic/horror convention) regresses into a
childlike state. Such is clear later when she speechlessly steals precious
moments of time in what is otherwise a dire crisis: she fixates on a child’s
music box, and she takes time to experience the tactility of lace covering the
arms of a sofa. When she does first speak—in a scene Romero and crew shot
out of sequence before the graveyard—it is as if no time has passed since the
moments preceding her brother’s traumatic death. Rather than simply describe
1 [Editor’s Note: For Jean Laplanche’s definition of the Freudian term, see “Notes on
Afterwardsness,” Essays on Otherness, Translated by John Fletcher (London: Routledge,
1999).]
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the past, Barbra dramatically re-enacts it as if happening now: “And, and
[Johnny] said, ‘Ooh, it's late. Why did we start so late?’ And I said, ‘Johnny, if
you'd've gotten up earlier we wouldn't be late.’" Barbra’s actions are consistent
with what Abram Kardiner (following Freud) says of post-traumatic
temporality, where the “subject acts as if the original traumatic situation were
still in existence and engages in protective devices which failed on the original
occasions” (Kardiner, 1941: 82). Notable here is that Barbra’s “protective
device” is a conversation about controlling time.
Silenced soon after this, Barbra speaks again only to employ another
chrono-protective mechanism. When the Coopers confirm that it is almost
3:00 A.M., Barbra responds, “Oh only 10 minutes more. Better leave soon. It’s
ten minutes to three.” She seeks refuge in the safety of clock time, now
measured in durations between emergency broadcasts. But once again, time—
its passage from night to day, its illusion of measurability—offers a false sense
of empowerment. After all, no one will leave the farmhouse. Barbra’s
repetition of the time left to them is an uncanny marker of the superficiality of
such formal markers of our moments. Thus, what is adumbrated in the
cemetery is fully developed here: Night’s timekeeping reads as superstitious,
compulsive counting, a wish for mastery in the face of helplessness—an empty
ritual, so fully human.
In Night of the Living Dead, counting down toward the future and
recounting the past both promise gains—of sunlight to come, of reclaiming
history in the face of loss. But ultimately, subjective time-sense and material
clocks alike mock and fail the people they are set to serve. This fact and the
film’s deliberate and adept treatment of time’s complexities are best reflected
in a series of time-related errors. In Night, timepieces and memory aids are
everywhere, but in almost every instance—from the calendar on the kitchen
wall, to the watch on almost every (male) character’s wrist—time is out of
sync. While the film is set in March, the prominently-displayed farmhouse
calendar reads “December.” 2 When Barbra and Ben first arrive at the

In a 1972 interview, unavailable until only recently*, Romero implies that, since they shot
during thirty production days over seven months, continuity was a problem. Yet I’m not
satisfied with the notion that the outdated calendar, so prominently placed, is an accident.
Nor am I content to see it as merely a marker of the house’s abandonment. After all, while
Tom and Judy gravitate toward the “old” house as if it’s unoccupied, upon arrival they find
what appears to be the corpse of its female resident.
2

[*Editor’s Note: See “George A. Romero Discusses ‘Night of the Living Dead’ in Previously
Unavailable 1972 Interview,” conducted by Alex Ben Block, and published by Variety.com on
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farmhouse, both mantel clock and Ben’s wristwatch read just minutes to
midnight. However, hours later, when a live bulletin broadcasts from a nearby
Pennsylvania studio, its clearly-displayed clock reads 11:43 Eastern Time
(presumably P.M.). Time seems to have stalled, even reversed. Finally, during
the last bulletin—broadcast live and at 3:00 A.M.—characters in the dark
farmhouse watch reportedly “Just-in!” footage. The fact that it is daylight and
the worst of the zombie siege appears to be over suggests that the footage was
taken the morning after most of the characters will have died. In other words,
for all but Ben (who will barely see dawn), the morning that the group watches
on the news that night, a morning reported as recent past, is a future that will
never come.
Every so often after I screen Night of the Living Dead, a student expresses
some variation of a sentiment I used to share: Barbra starts off strong, but
disconcertingly recedes into the background where she is mostly valueless.
Even Romero seemed to agree, apologizing, “it was wrong” that his female
lead turned out “ineffectual”—an outcome he said he tried to make sense of,
and make up for, ever since (Romero, 1972 [2017]: n.p.). Of course, Barbra’s
loss—of both protagonist status and monochronic time-sense—is
understandable in the context of history. Her diminishment can be reckoned
as a working-out of contemporaneous social realities affecting women: from
the nuclear family home as housewife’s prison, to the feminization of so-called
nervous disorders. But Barbra is more than a would-be protagonist and sign of
the times. She is an “everyman” crucially embodied as a woman, one braving
trauma in what feels like the end of time. Barbra may have shrunken from
focus, but in an important sense—her sense of time—she emerges a locus of
viewer identification and a potent gothic heroine. Unintentional as it may be,
Barbra’s influence is everywhere; her dashed hopes for and subjective
experience of trauma-time is exteriorized in the farmhouse’s asynchronous
timepieces, in Night’s characters, and in the film’s larger land- and time-scape.
(Re)Born of a time run amok, there is room for Barbra to grow in Night
criticism and in the classroom. There is a strong formal basis for her
recuperation, and it’s about time that we bring Barbra back.3
— J.A. Shea
25 October, 2017. The interview was meant to mark the posthumous installation of
Romero’s star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame.]
[Editor’s Note: For a parallel recuperation of Dawn of the Dead’s Fran, see Lorna Jowett’s
piece on that film in this retrospective.]
3
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THERE’S ALWAYS VANILLA
Writer: Rudolph J. Ricci | Producer: John A. Russo, Russell Streiner| Music:
Jim Drake, Steve Gorn, Mike Marracino | Editing: George A. Romero |
Cinematography: George A. Romero | Release Date: December, 1971; 11
February, 1972
Until a few days ago, I had not re-viewed Romero’s second film for some
time. This has less to do with its supposed deficiencies and more to do with
my tendency to move on to new things rather than remain in past realms. Rereading my chapter in The Cinema of George A. Romero: Knight of the Living Dead
(2003, 2015), I find little, if anything, to add to what I’ve written, so my
remarks here form a retrospective premise.
First, the film operates as an independent cinematic experiment very
much in tune with a past era in which free expression with techniques, far
removed from the dominant mode of Hollywood institutional representation,
were not only permitted but actually welcomed by certain producers and
audiences. I read with amazement an early chapter about veteran Warren
Oates’s return to Louisville in 1946 in Susan Compo’s excellent 2009
biography, where he discovered the existence of an early Art Cinema in
Louisville, Kentucky, showing films from different countries. Those of us who
grew up in the 50s and 60s had the opportunity of exposure to different types
of films, whether one lived in New York or elsewhere, as the repertory theatre
aspect of BBC TV revealed. There’s Always Vanilla (1972) is thus a product of
its time by a director wishing to escape confinement in a particular genre and
wanting to explore the various opportunities of diverse cinematic techniques
then available to him. It is a film that has not actually dated, as its themes,
relevant to its time and Romero’s later work, reveal. Yet, it is also an
experiment that is uneven but not as disastrous as its director believed. It
utilizes techniques by its ultimate auteur who is director, editor, and
cinematographer, some of which will be discarded and others refined in later
films within a time in which anything was possible, both in a diverse and
eclectic cinema and audience appreciation of the unusual. Without any
knowledge of Romero’s involvement, the film would still remain an important
record of the decline of the 60s optimistic aspirations into the dead-end of
conformity and its associated emotional wastelands.
Second, as the reference to Orson Welles’s 1938 production War of the
Worlds in Diary of the Dead (2007), as well as “Amberson Hall” in “The Crate”
segment of Creepshow (1982) and the “Rosebud Silver Mine” in Romero’s
graphic serialization, “The Death of Death” for Toe Tags (2014) reveal, the role
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of this innovative predecessor was never far from the director’s mind, despite
the visual differences between them. Jonathan Rosenbaum correctly
recognized that rather than being a Hollywood director, Welles was really an
independent film director who just happened to work in Hollywood. The
same can be said about Romero, whose Hollywood-dominated involvements
became as much a source of frustration to him as to his distinguished
predecessor. The popular and misguided image of Welles has many parallels to
Romero. Both began with successful films and then supposedly declined
afterwards. We now know that Welles was always active as an independent
talent after his last fully-fledged Hollywood film Touch of Evil (1958). Although
Romero gained the backing of Universal for Land of the Dead (2005),
dissatisfaction with studio inference led him to return to Canada to continue
the type of freedom and experimentation he began with Bruiser (2000), another
underrated and neglected film that needs more attention in this era of
corporate cinematic conformity. If Citizen Kane (1941) became the stick with
which to beat Welles for his supposed failure to maintain his initial success,
then the spurious success of The Walking Dead (2010-present) formed an
unjustified comparison with Romero’s achievements and what he wanted to
direct in the future.
A Welles-Romero connection forms an interesting subject for future
research. Welles theatrical scholar Richard France appears in three of
Romero’s films: There’s Always Vanilla, The Crazies (1973), and Dawn of the Dead
(1979). Despite having written two outstanding books on Welles’s theatrical
achievements (1977, 1990), France remains an outcast figure in the world of
Welles scholarship. If Citizen Kane allowed Welles to benefit from the
collaborative support of those on the set in RK0 Studios before he later
engaged in more modest and less flamboyant achievements in The Magnificent
Ambersons (1942) and Chimes at Midnight (1966), Romero began his
experimentations with avant-garde techniques in There’s Always Vanilla. It was
his independent version of Citizen Kane, where he consciously employed
different cinematic techniques. Yet, despite his dissatisfaction with the results,
he continued to experiment with independent cinematic techniques in Jack’s
Wife (1973) and The Crazies (1973) before moving to his own version of a more
creatively innovative type of cinema.
Form always parallels content in the films of both directors, although
Romero knew the difference between his production circumstances and those
of Welles, operating by independent inspiration (rather than Tarantino’s mode
of copying). Although different in spirit from Welles’s films in terms of form
and content, cannot There’s Always Vanilla be seen as his version of The
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Magnificent Ambersons? Rather than a genteel aristocracy oblivious to the
changing times around them, the characters in Vanilla refuse to recognize
changing times and how they affect their personalities. Can Ray Laine’s Chris
in Vanilla be seen as a post-hippie George Minafer who will not receive his
“come-uppance” in Ambersons? All the characters are trapped in one way or
another by instinctual patterns of behavior that also characterize Romero’s
zombies. I’m sure these parallels were not in the director’s conscious mind.
But far from being a failed experiment that deserves to be consigned to
oblivion, Vanilla is Romero’s attempt to explore several contemporary
independent cinematic techniques before he would move on to other types of
formal techniques and narratives. Robin Wood once stated that one need not
see every film by a director but concentrate on the recognized achievements,
as F.R. Leavis did with his “Great Tradition.” But sometimes, it is necessary to
view lesser achievements, understand their flaws, and note elements of
potential promise contained within them that will point forward to greater
achievements. In retrospect, Vanilla is a key example of this.
— Tony Williams
SEASON OF THE WITCH (JACK’S WIFE, HUNGRY WIVES)
Writer: George A. Romero | Producer: Alvin Croft, Nancy Romero | Music:
Steve Gorn | Editing: George A. Romero | Cinematography: George A.
Romero | Release Date: May, 1972 (New York City); 18 April, 1973
BRUISER
Writer: George A. Romero | Producer: Ben Barenholtz, Peter Grunwald |
Music: Donald Rubinstein | Editing: Miume Jan Eramo | Cinematography:
Adam Swica | Release Date: 13 February, 2000
In 2009, George A. Romero travelled to Charlotte, NC, for a retrospective
of his work, not long after the surprising box office success of 2007’s Diary of
the Dead. Charlotte being near my hometown of Greensboro, I was thrilled to
attend. Romero graciously sat for long Q&As after each film, and after a
screening of Season of the Witch, I had the opportunity to ask, “Would you say
that Bruiser is the male version of Season of the Witch?” Romero leaned forward
and looked at me with an amused grin, clearly pleased that I hadn’t asked if he
liked the “fast” zombies in the Dawn of the Dead remake (2004), or if he
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considered the “rage virus” in 28 Days Later (2003) to produce zombies or just
really angry people. He laughed and said, “Well, yeah! That sounds about
right!” It made me feel really smart.
Season of the Witch is actually the third title for a film Romero intended to
be called Jack’s Wife (1973). (Exploitation distributer Jack H. Harris insisted on
naming it Hungry Wives, and tried—unsuccessfully—to market it as a soft-core
sex film.) The film is about Joan (Jan White), a woman entering middle age,
stifled by suburban housewifery, trying to figure out who she is, worrying that
she has already lost who she might have been.
Bruiser was Romero’s first film since the unhappy studio experience of The
Dark Half, and the first produced in Canada. Romero produced all of his
subsequent work in and around Toronto, where he settled and eventually
gained dual-citizenship. Bruiser did not find wide distribution, and was released
direct-to-video. The plot follows Henry (Jason Flemyng), a man abused,
ignored, and put upon by all those around him, as he breaks under the stress
of maintaining a bourgeois lifestyle. These two films, both poorly distributed
and under-appreciated, are in my view best seen as a double feature, and well
worth revisiting.
In both films, the protagonist struggles against the stultifying gender roles
prescribed by capitalism, 4 and experiences lucid dreams and visions that
express inner frustration and rage. The narratives shift from reality to dream
without signaling viewers, aligning them with the protagonists’ point of view,
and equivocating on what exactly is real or illusion. In each film, Romero
tweaks genre conventions—respectively the melodrama or “woman’s film”
and film noir5—in terms of the particular kinds of social traps reserved for their
female and male characters.
Season of the Witch is more aptly served by Romero’s original title, Jack’s
Wife. It begins with a direct homage to the opening dream sequence of Luis
Buñuel’s Belle de jour (1967). Buñuel opens with an erotic dream in which
Parisian housewife Séverine (Catherine Deneuve) fantasizes about being
dragged into the woods, whipped and ravished by strangers. Romero twists
the fantasy into a representation of domesticated despair. A woman follows a
man into the woods. He ignores her, reading a newspaper as he walks and
letting branches and brambles whip back into the woman’s face and hair.
Eventually, the man rolls up his newspaper, hits the woman on the nose,
For more on this, see Tony Williams, The Cinema of George A. Romero: Knight of the Living
Dead, 2nd ed. New York: Columbia UP/Wallflower, 2015, chapters 4 and 13.
4

5

I’m indebted to Kristopher Woofter for discussing the films in these generic terms.
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clasps a dog collar on her neck, and locks her in a kennel. The woman, Joan
(Jan White), is an unhappy homemaker neglected by her titular husband (Bill
Thunhurst), a bland workaholic. Joan finds her teenage daughter dismissive
and disrespectful, and herself unfulfilled in her boring suburb of Pittsburgh.
Consequently, she finds herself drawn to a New Age neighbor who says she is
a witch.
Joan subsequently immerses herself in witchcraft and socializes with
innocuous counterculture types who speak in empty slogans (“Stay stoned
man, it’s all a head thing.”). She tries a conjuring spell first as a means to
catalyze an affair while her husband is away, and later as an attempt to
summon a spirit. Joan begins to have recurring nightmares of a masked
intruder breaking into her home and raping her, and these nightmares and
other dream sequences underscore Joan’s feeling of mental atrophy. When
Jack returns home from a business trip late one night, Joan shoots and kills
him, possibly thinking he is the figure from her dreams. The police decline to
file charges, assuming that Joan thought an intruder was breaking into her
home. Tony Williams argues that Joan’s interest in witchcraft at first suggests
there might be a way out of soul-deadening conformity. But in the end Joan
has only placed herself in yet another social trap. The film ends at a cocktail
party where people still refer to her as “Jack’s wife.”6 Williams makes a strong
point, especially given that she exchanges a social circle of other bored
housewives for a secret coven of witches. The films ends with her still making
the rounds at a vapid suburban party. The ultimate failure to transcend here
takes on even greater resonance in an era that produced former model-turnedPulitzer-Prize-winning feminist poet Anne Sexton’s Transformations (1971),
where fairy tale myths of female entrapment yield only further entrapment and
denial. Like the confessional female voice of Sexton’s “Red Riding Hood,”
who laments being “[q]uite collected at cocktail parties,” while “in [her] head /
[She’s] undergoing open-heart surgery,” Joan also seems to end her journey
“remembering / nothing naked and brutal / from that little death, / that little
birth, / from [her] going down / and [her] lifting up.”7
In Bruiser, Henry has spent his life “playing by the rules,” holding on to
such archaic values as loyalty, gratitude, and friendship. As with Season of the
Witch, the home is a prison built by American Dream-style aspirational
capitalism. Henry lives with his wife, Janine (Nina Garbiras), and her awful
6

See Williams, p. 53-64.

7 Anne Sexton, “Red Riding Hood,” in Transformations (Boston: Houghton-Mifflin, 1971),
269, 272.
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yippy dog in a half-constructed McMansion in a dusty suburb, surrounded by
empty houses and undeveloped lots. Janine, disgusted by his spinelessness,
verbally abuses and cuckolds him. Miles Styles (Peter Stormare), Henry’s boss
at “Bruiser”—a glitzy magazine for the “me” generation—publicly humiliates
him and sleeps with Janine. His best friend and financial advisor is embezzling
from him and, worse, cheating at tennis. His maid steals the silver. Henry
meekly accepts the abuse, though increasingly he finds himself in lucid
daydreams of viciously murdering various rude and inconsiderate people who
cut in front of him in line or otherwise abuse his dignity.8 After the party
during which Janine cuckolds him, Henry wakes to find that has face has
disappeared, replaced by a featureless white mask.9
Romero has said in interviews that he was inspired by the look of the
mask in Georges Franju’s Les yeux sans visage (Eyes Without a Face) (1960), and
adapted it to the idea of losing one’s identity in a capitalist, materialist culture.
Whether real or another of his lucid dreams, Henry uses his perceived
anonymity as cover to murder everyone who wronged him. The film’s slow
build climaxes with a Phantom of the Opera/Paradise set piece featuring a goofy
performance by The Misfits10 and the bloody revenge of the faceless Henry on
all the people who did him wrong. Like Joan, though, Henry doesn’t escape
the cycle. Having gotten away after the massacre of the office holiday party,
Henry has a new job delivering mail in an office. He seems happy and
carefree. 11 Carefree, that is, until some supervisor gets an attitude.
Immediately, the featureless face returns and we are left anticipating a new
killing spree.
In keeping with Romero’s consistent themes, both films are about social
entrapment—here, in the form of traditional gender roles as conditioned by
American capitalism and the punishing echoes of Puritanism. The remarkable
These “daydreams” echo “The Crate” sequence from Creepshow (1982), in which Henry
(Hal Holbrook) repeatedly imagines his wife, Wilma (Adrienne Barbeau) dying in spectacular
ways.
8

Henry’s emasculation may have some resonance in the appropriately named Allan Mann
(Jason Beghe) in Monkey Shines (1988). See Kristopher Woofter’s appreciation in this
retrospective for more on this film.
9

10

The Michale Graves version, alas.

By way of comparison in another genre, consider the end of Mike Judge’s Office Space
(1999). Peter (Ron Livingston), having nearly been found out in his attempt to embezzle
from his company, escapes detection because Milton (Stephen Root) sets the building on
fire. Peter then finds more fulfilling work on a construction crew.
11
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similarity of their narrative structure, from the protagonists’ outer meekness
and inner frustration to their lucid dreaming, suggests that Romero
deliberately considered the specific psychological and social damage inherent
in these traditional roles. It is probably not incidental that both protagonists’
frustrations get sparked at vapid bourgeois dinner parties. These sites of
(drunken) social competition both repel and play to the insecurities of Joan
and Henry, pushing them to seek means of control. Jack’s wife seeks her own
identity. She doesn’t want to age into sexual obsolescence. Henry has been
stepped on or passed over his entire life; his job at “Bruiser,” a yuppie lifestyle
magazine is an ironic reminder of his own beta-male status. Both characters
feel alienated and insignificant, but in attempting to escape as a witch and a
killer, respectively, find themselves back in the same cycle of anonymous
conformity they sought to escape.
— Will Dodson
THE CRAZIES
Writer: George A. Romero, Paul McCollough | Producer: A.C. Croft| Music:
Jim Drake, Steve Gorn, Mike Marracino | Editing: George A. Romero |
Cinematography: George A. Romero | Release Date: 16 March, 1973
George A. Romero’s The Crazies (1973) offers a challenge to D. H.
Lawrence’s notion of the essential American soul as “hard, isolate, stoic, and a
killer.” Lawrence is correct of course, but his examination of American
literature leaves out some predominant qualities, like cowardice, stupidity, and
easy acquiescence in mob mentality. Romero accounts for all of these in The
Crazies, one of his most politically adept films, and the one most informed by
the U.S. attack on Vietnam, from its destroy-the-village-to-save-it view of state
power (a prescient view, to be confirmed in the mid-70s by the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence, with its evidence of the U.S. population’s use as
guinea pig for biochemical warfare experiments) to the priest who immolates
himself (Jack Zaharia). The priest’s suicide takes place in small-town America,
the site of the narrative, Romero examining the nation’s dark heart where it
thrives in blinkered, nonchalant complacence. The film’s central device—the
release of a biological warfare agent (code-named Trixie) on a town, making
people engage in bizarre, violent acts—forces us to decide what in fact propels
the violence. Are people descending into barbarism because of the action of
the state, external to the lives of the population, or because of entrenched
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assumptions of the population itself, finally manifest in policies no longer
removed from the provincial, self-satisfied rural existence, which allow the
monstrousness of the state so long as it is applied to the external Other? The
film continually manifests the power of horror’s ambiguity.
Robin Wood noted the film’s extraordinary opening, which essentially
replicates that of Night of the Living Dead; a boy, considerably younger than the
one in the earlier film, torments his younger sister. In Night, the torment takes
place in a cemetery while the sister places a wreath on a family plot. The
brother mocks the moment, feeling it a meaningless ritual (he is thoroughly
unconcerned with his sister’s feelings, and is even contemptuous of
sentiment). The family is established, in Romero’s first horror film and in its
more refined successor, as, in Michael Haneke’s words, the primal
battleground, the first site of conflict. In The Crazies, the wicked game of the
little boy is interrupted as the camera observes a shrieking man demolishing
the interior of the home, ultimately setting it on fire, an act that sets the film in
motion. Later, we observe him in the back of a police car; he is hysterical as he
looks back at the burning homestead, not yet aware that his daughter and son
are badly injured. (We learn soon after that the little girl has died.) As the story
unfolds, one might assume the man is Trixie’s first victim. But Romero does
more than make us examine the consequences of state violence visited upon us
rather than them. The father’s actions might be seen as the logical consequence
of family life, the father showing, again in Wood’s observation, that the first
victim of patriarchy is the patriarch himself. The father destroys everything in
sight out of frustration: with marriage (his wife lies dead and bloodied in the
marital bed), child-rearing, and wage slavery?
Similarly, the priest’s self-immolation, replicating perfectly the famous
image of a Buddhist monk on a Saigon street, might be caused by the effect of
Trixie, or perhaps outrage at the military’s invasion of the church’s sanctuary,
although it is hard to imagine anyone in this film acting from ideological
conviction. His death conveys none of the sense of a person acting out of
conviction, which gives the newsreel image of the burning monk a heroic
aspect even in its profound horror. Is the priest’s madness born of frustration
as mass culture announces the “death of God,” prophesizing perhaps the
exposure of the church’s true role as a hideout for active pedophiles?
Paramount in this ambiguity is the case of Kathy (Lynn Lowry), who
walks, in a happy daze, into an open field as soldiers close in to eliminate the
Trixie victims. Supposing her to be infected, the soldiers debate what they see
before cutting her down; the scene suggests the archetypal gang rape, a lone
female surrounded by men (albeit clad in bizarre HazMat suits), her only
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response a smile, as if to befuddle the males to keep them off balance and
away. She is shot down of course, the soldiers not knowing about the other
toxin, Kathy’s history of incest with her father (Richard Liberty), the primal
taboo crucial to patriarchal civilization, condemned yet necessarily sanctioned
for the sake of male rule, history’s foundational contradiction.
The military culture at the center of America (perhaps more so at this
writing than ever) is emphasized by the film’s soundtrack, with its incessant
martial drums, and “When Johnny Comes Marching Home” as the film’s
theme. One might say that the music undergirds a generally sarcastic tone, as
it accompanies the looting of homes, the destruction of property, the
incarceration of citizens, and finally the incineration of the town, but these
images return us to Romero’s focus not only on what we have done to various
populations here and abroad, but to our enjoyment of all things military.
Could we, the citizens of this nation, argue otherwise when we insist on
“victory parades” (heartily supported by parade-lover Rachel Maddow, the
most liberal of all TV commentators) after each imperialist adventure? The
film’s nominal heroes, David (Will MacMillan) and Clank (Harold Wayne
Jones) compete for recognition as foremost local hero, Clank very disturbed at
friend David having been a Green Beret, the famed elite murder corps of the
Kennedy era, while Clank was a lowly infantryman. Clank is driven crazy by
the situation, and by his past defeat at romance (but again, is it Trixie?), his
macho pose suddenly ended by an army bullet in the head, as the two heroes
watch both the townspeople and the military rip things to shreds. In a
pathetic Last Stand, David places his pregnant wife Judy inside a makeshift
Alamo made of cinder blocks, less a fort than a trap made of the industrial
debris of America. Her own death by gunfire may be attributed to—what? Her
witness to the affairs of men makes her the archetype of the woman shunted
aside, but she has a complement in the lab technician (Edith Bell) who is
ignored by Dr. Watts (Richard France) even as she yells at him, trying to make
him aware of the need to share with her his formula; he is too arrogant
(manifest throughout the film, making any possible accomplishment by him
extremely unlikely) to take the time to give his assistant the cure he has
supposedly found before he is trampled to death on the staircase by the mob.
Who are “the crazies”? Obviously America itself, given a population that,
through its history, has preferred conflagration to revolution or even reform.
It is a nation which at this writing has placed in the White House a manifest
lunatic, and a dumb one at that, referred to by his former Secretary of State (a
man he never met prior to his appointment), as a “fucking moron.” But if this
nation is made up of insane idiots, appointing a man who would make a
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Millard Fillmore or a James Buchanan seem filled with grace, we must attend
to The Psychopathology of Everyday Life, or the works of Wilhelm Reich or Herbert
Marcuse. Psychopathology has a pandemic character in America, something
George Romero knew throughout his working life, certainly in this 1973
masterpiece.
— Christopher Sharrett
MARTIN
Writer: George A. Romero | Producer: Richard P. Rubinstein | Music:
Donald Rubinstein | Editing: George A. Romero | Cinematography: Michael
Gornick | Release Date: 10 May, 1978
Why does George A. Romero mean so much to us?
This question was always difficult to answer during Romero’s lifetime,
usually because the communities who valued him most—those who knew him
personally, fans and practitioners of the horror genre, scholars and critics of
horror studies, proponents and historians of American independent film, the
people of Pittsburgh and Toronto where he lived and worked—were either
preaching to the converted or ignored by the unconvinced. Now that we have
lost him, it is more important than ever not just to mourn and celebrate him,
but to communicate what makes his work essential and why his legacy matters.
I can think of no better place to start than Martin.
Romero himself was fond of referring to Martin as his personal favorite
among all of his films. I think one of the reasons why is that Martin, with
stunning power and precision, balances the two creative drives that
characterize all of Romero’s work: the documentary impulse and the fantastic
impulse. These two drives express themselves in all of his films to one degree
or another, but it is in Martin that they harmonize most perfectly and are
unmasked not as competing opponents but as interdependent partners. When
Romero’s vision is at its sharpest, he shows us how documentary ways of
seeing and fantastic ways of seeing can combine to reveal more truth about
the world around us than either one on its own.
So is Martin a vampire movie? Yes, but not just because the young,
mentally ill Martin (played with haunting sensitivity by John Amplas) kills his
victims and drinks their blood. After all, he has no fangs, no coffin, no fear of
mirrors or garlic or crucifixes. This is a vampire film in a deeper, more
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disturbing, and more social sense, where it is Martin’s surroundings that have
been bled dry of economic and emotional vitality. When he arrives from
Indianapolis to live with his elderly cousin Cuda in Braddock, Pennsylvania, a
decaying rust-belt town outside of Pittsburgh, he finds himself in a community
that has already been vampirized. The collapse of the steel mills has wreaked
havoc far beyond economic suffering—there is distrust between the older and
younger generations, alienation between couples, and desperation among the
poor echoed by listless depression among the rich.
Romero captures all of this with a documentarian’s expert eye, so much so
that Braddock emerges as a character every bit as vivid as the unforgettable
Martin himself. In fact, Martin, in his own strange and sick way, may be closer
to representing the “new blood” Braddock needs to revive itself than the
vampire out to drain life from the town. Although Cuda curses Martin as
“nosferatu” and maintains that his inheritance of the “family shame” stems
from “the old country” in Italy, Martin is decidedly modern in both his
outlook and his methods. He dismisses vampire lore as superstitious “magic,”
substitutes hypodermic needles for fangs, masters the use of electronic
technologies (the automatic garage-door opener, the telephone), and even
dabbles quite successfully in mass media exposure (his calls to a late-night
radio show). What’s more, Martin works hard—not just as a delivery boy for
Cuda’s butcher shop and a handyman for Mrs. Santini, but as the closest thing
to an amateur therapist that Braddock can muster. Martin speaks very little,
but he listens carefully and empathically: to his cousin Christina about her
struggles with her unreliable boyfriend Arthur and undercutting grandfather
Cuda; to the lonely housewife Mrs. Santini who becomes Martin’s lover; even
to Cuda, whom he hears out to the best of his ability (going so far as to sit
through most of an exorcism ritual that Cuda subjects him to) and tries to
educate by showing him how he is not the old-world vampire Cuda imagines
him to be.
Much of Martin’s most fantastic imagery is contained within a form
commonly associated with documentary realism: black and white film. Martin
is a color film, but switches to black and white for sequences that function as
fantasy/memory flashpoints from Martin’s perspective. Much of this black
and white imagery could sit comfortably with scenes from classic horror
films—the torch-bearing townsfolk, the fair maiden, the stern priest. So when
Romero merges the black and white look of documentary with the images of
fantastic horror, he alerts us to how Martin continually challenges the
distinctions we tend to draw between these two registers. Part of the shock of
Martin’s death at the end of the film—Cuda hammers a stake through his
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heart as punishment for a murder Martin did not commit—is that what is
supposed to be an image from a classic horror film has now erupted in the real
world of Braddock. Romero presents this brutal killing in full color, with no
recourse to black and white. The result is devastating on several levels: not
only has Martin’s subjectivity been snuffed out, but our ability to separate the
“fantastic” from the “real” has been destroyed as thoroughly as Martin’s body.
Romero’s commitment to blurring the borders between documentary
realism and fantastic horror, right down to alternating between color and black
and white film, recalls the work of one of Romero’s favorite directors: Michael
Powell, and Peeping Tom in particular. Powell spoke of his own shocking horror
film as “a very tender film,” and I think the same could be said of the equally
shocking Martin. Much of this tenderness comes from the fact, apparent in
just about every frame, that Martin is a film made by a community about the
community. Nearly everyone involved with the production, filmed on a
shoestring with a tiny crew on location in Braddock and Pittsburgh, does
double and triple duty: special effects maestro Tom Savini also plays Arthur
and performs stunts; sound technician Tony Buba, director of important
documentaries about Braddock in his own right, has a small acting role, helped
to scout locations, and provided access to his mother’s home to play the
crucial role of Cuda’s house; Romero himself not only writes, directs, and
edits, but plays a young priest with a taste for good wine and an affection for
The Exorcist. This is no work-for-hire about some faceless place; it is a labor of
love that stands as an invaluable portrait of Braddock alongside the
documentaries of Buba and photographs of LaToya Ruby Frazier, who
brilliantly brings to life an African-American Braddock detectable only at the
edges of Romero’s vision here.
Romero means so much to us because he is not an outsider looking in,
but someone speaking from inside a world he knows and loves, feeling the
anguish within it. He invites us to share that world with him, to embrace his
love and anguish about it as our own. To accept that invitation in Martin, like
all of Romero’s best films, is no easy task—the warmth and empathy is
indivisible from the pain and horror. But when we do accept Romero’s
invitation, we are ultimately welcomed and confronted by the documentary
aspects of his vision as much as the fantastic ones. The two are one in Martin;
it is essential Romero.
— Adam Lowenstein
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DAWN OF THE DEAD
Writer: George A. Romero | Producer: Claudio Argento, Alfredo Cuomo,
Richard P. Rubinstein, Donna Siegel | Music: Goblin [as The Goblins], Dario
Argento | Editing: George A. Romero | Cinematography: Michael Gornick |
Release Date: 1 September, 1978 (Italy); 24 May, 1979 (U.S.A.)
Dawn of the Dead is one of the most successful independent films to be
made, balancing budget and income, and it frequently appears on lists of Top
Horror Films. Without a doubt, Dawn is also the forerunner of today’s popular
zombie apocalypse subgenre. British science fiction writer John Wyndham
may have built his career with numerous novels on a similar theme—the most
famous being The Day of the Triffids (1951)—but Romero’s film, following four
characters attempting to escape a zombie outbreak that rapidly takes on
apocalyptic proportions, made this narrative popular. Michal Zgorzałek
describes how Romero’s first three zombie films present
a world in which most of the human population dies or is killed by either
a deadly virus or its animated victims. He shows what reality would look
like if the small percent of survivors had to fight for every bit of food,
shelter and munitions. He raises serious questions concerning the state of
politics, economics, and culture using the ‘plague’ as a means of conveying
the message. (2016)
In 2018, decades after Dawn’s initial release, these themes are familiar
from movies like 28 Days Later (2002) to TV series such as The Walking Dead
(2010-), informing zom-rom-com homages like Shaun of the Dead (2004). Its
ideology, execution, economic and critical success, as well as its influence, all
make Dawn of the Dead notable.
The four main characters—Francine and Stephen, employees of a TV
station reporting on the outbreak, plus Peter and Roger, police officers whose
SWAT team is tasked with forcibly evacuating people from their homes—
escape by helicopter and after several close calls with zombies while refuelling,
take refuge in a shopping mall. This setting is what makes the film so
memorable, and much has been made of its critique of consumerism and
foreshadowing of the conspicuous consumption of the 1980s (see Loudermilk,
2002, for instance). The Monroeville Mall, where Dawn was filmed, was one of
the first and largest mega-malls in the United States, offering multiple forms of
pleasurable consumption in a single location. Thus it was an ideal setting for
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the film’s critique of consumerism, environment, and social structures. The
piped-in jingles, bland Muzak and coy advertising heard in the mall stand in
stark contrast to the arguments and chaotic “debates” at the TV station where
Fran and Stephen worked, and these continue on the emergency TV
broadcasts seen by the survivors for a large part of Dawn. But this is not what
I am struck by as I watch the film in 2018.
I imagine that the things that draw my attention would not be important
for many people watching the film. I find myself focusing on particular things.
Not the zombies, their constant threat. Not the fighting to escape them. Not
their spectacular deaths, nor their often laughable—indeed, slapstickinspired—actions in the mall. (Walking without awareness of their
surroundings, for example, more than one stumbles over the upper-level
railings, or into the pools of the obligatory fountains.) Not the carnivalesque
uproar of invading, then possessing a shopping mall free from social
regulation. This time around, I notice things about Francine (Fran).
Admittedly I notice these things because I am a scholar of media, a fan of
horror, and a feminist. The things I notice are so pressing that they derail what
I might have written here. They clamour for my attention, so I bring them to
the attention of others here instead of offering a more traditional academic
analysis.
I notice how Fran only survives initially because of her relationship with
Stephen and the skills of all three men. An assertive, professional woman,
Fran realises early on that her position as the only female survivor in the group
is bound to be a source of tension, and this comes through in subtle ways in
Gaylen Ross’s layered performance. In the helicopter she speaks and moves as
little as possible. When they stop to refuel, and the men each engage in some
kind of action (checking fuel levels, looking in the small office, shooting
zombies) Fran follows Stephen, saying nothing while the men call to each
other. She avoids drawing attention, keeping her head down and her face
turned away. Once at the mall, she demands to do the same things as the
others, and learn some of their skills—including being taught to fly the
helicopter by Stephen—and this may ensure her survival in the future none of
them really want to face. Yet even when she learns to shoot and fight zombies,
she knows that she is not treated the same way as the men treat each other.
I notice how often Fran says nothing while the male characters speak.
How the men ignore her when she advocates leaving the mall. She is the only
protagonist who consistently sees the mall as a threat rather than an aid to
survival. To her, the mall may well be a familiar trap rather than a reassuring
pleasure: “You’re so hypnotized by this place, all of you…. It’s so bright and
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neatly wrapped you don’t see that it’s a prison too.” Fran’s desire to move on
rather than to stay is only one thing that sets her apart from the men. They,
after all, have not had to spend their lives maintaining a “bright and neatly
wrapped” performance that most men are hypnotized by and cannot see
beyond.
I notice how Fran ends up taking on domestic chores, despite her selfconscious sarcasm about doing so. None of the other characters seem to
notice this. Moreover, while Fran’s subtle protests show her awareness of
inequities between her and the men, in the interest of maintaining a semblance
of order she carries out domestic duties efficiently and thoroughly, if not
enthusiastically.
I notice how aware she seems to be of the artificiality of now-redundant
social structures and activities the men cling to. All four, once “safe” in the
mall, fill in time as best they can, with distractions and increasingly
meaningless activities. “Robbing” the safe, putting on make-up, eating luxury
foods, practicing a tennis stroke, and watching TV are all meaningless because
the context that gave them meaning no longer exists. Despair dawns slowly,
making this a surprisingly long horror film.
I notice how the three men discuss Fran’s pregnancy and potential
abortion in her absence. How the meaning of her relationship with lover
Stephen fades: heteronormativity and the myths of romance seem ridiculous
now the social structures that supported and perpetuated them are gone.
When Stephen proposes to Fran over dinner, she refuses, telling him it isn’t
real. In some senses it never was.
I notice how much more willing she is to recognise the reality of their
current situation, right from the start. How alone Fran is with only men for
company in the majority of the story. How seldom her pregnancy is
mentioned. That she is not only female but pregnant sets her apart further,
perhaps as Jennifer Krukowski argues, because it ties her firmly to reality as it
is, rather than fantasy, escapism, and reality as it was before the zombies, or
when they first entered the mall: “Francine’s pregnancy forces her more than
anyone else to physically experience the passage of time and consider her
future, no matter how uncertain it may be” (2016: n.p.).
I notice how being a woman has prepared Fran for all of this. How being
a woman has prepared her to survive in a climate of threat and violence. How
being a woman has prepared her to continue in the face of despair. How being
a woman has prepared her to keep moving, even with very little fuel.
Gathering information and reading about Dawn before and after rewatching the film, I notice other things. How Fran, despite being the first and
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last main character on screen, is still described in some plot summaries as
“Stephen’s girlfriend.” How by far the majority of “memorable quotes” that
come up as online search results are from male characters, not from Fran.
How the actor playing Fran, Gaylen Ross, is almost always named last of the
four main cast members even when the names are not listed in alphabetical
order. I notice these things because her character in the film so clearly—to me,
at least—critiques these kinds of social inequalities.
I am sure I also notice many of these things because it is early 2018 and
inequalities in the film industry are starting to become highly visible.
Finally, because I am a feminist killjoy who has learned to cherish
victories, I notice that Gaylen Ross is now a successful director, writer, and
editor of documentary films.
— Lorna Jowett
KNIGHTRIDERS
Writer: George A. Romero | Producer: Richard P. Rubinstein | Music: Oscar
Brown, Jr., Donald Rubinstein | Editing: Pascale Buba, George A. Romero |
Cinematography: Michael Gornick | Release Date: 10 April, 1981
Romero’s passion project, a film about a troupe of performing knights on
motorcycles and their travelling community of craftspeople and misfits,
Knightriders is, on the surface, hard to square with the medieval romantic
tradition that inspires its characters and its director. In his 1981 review in
Cineaste, Ed Sikov expressed frustration with the symbolic level of the film:
“The allegorical format of the film suggests much more than it delivers, and
only if one is willing to give Romero the benefit of the metaphorical doubt
does Knightriders succeed” (Sikov, 1981: 33). But like J.R.R. Tolkien, whose
work was so often reduced to allegory by both critics and fans, Romero might
be described as an author who recognizes the flexibility of myth and legend
and turns them to his own modern uses. While Billy and his motorcyclemounted knights harken back to the legends of King Arthur and the Knights
of the Round Table, the reference is knowingly loose and self-aware; the
characters even laugh at how they differ from their legendary namesakes.12

The Black Knight, played by Tom Savini, has named himself Sir Morgan, and is gently
mocked for not knowing that Morgan was a woman in the legends. Merlin, played by iconic
12
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Romero’s use of medieval legend is neither ironic nor a statement of desire for
a long-gone past. It is a way to locate value within community, against a
backdrop of decay. But the community is ephemeral, an idyll that must
ultimately fade. The bubble of idealism created by Ed Harris’s King Billy can’t
hold up under the pressure of its modern American context; as such, it is a
way for Romero to highlight and mock the failure of his country to live up to
its own ideals. Yet the way Romero uses mythical elements in the film reveals
a profound optimism. The idyll is unsustainable; that is its nature. Like
Camelot, like romance, like the hero’s quest—its worth lies in the way it
provides inspiration for life and community in the real world. What remains
when the idyll dissolves is storytelling. The world continues, but as we viewers
sit in our modern mead hall, gathered around the flickering fire of the movie
screen, Romero communicates in Knightriders what he described as “the
underbelly in all my movies … the longing for a better world, a higher plane
of existence, for people to get together.” Despite, or perhaps because of, the
apparent acceleration of societal decay, Romero was “still singing those songs”
(quoted in Yakir 1981: 70).
The fictional Knightriders troupe gives us (and its fictional audience, if
they will see it) a vision of an alternative society, separate and functioning by
its own code of ethics based on openness, acceptance, fairness, and nobility of
speech and action. In this micro-society gay love is not only celebrated by the
community but sanctioned by the king, women can express their excellence in
non-traditional spheres, and race is not a barrier to inclusion or achievement.
This society is unique because the code they live by is rarely seen on film—
even today—let alone experienced in the kinds of rural communities the
troupe passes through on their Pennsylvania tour. Romero said that he got the
idea for this modern Arthurian community from the Society for Creative
Anachronism (Romero, 2013: n.p.).13 The film makes it clear that the troupe’s
society is an anachronism, threatened by external and internal forces that may
yet tear it apart, but it is also creative, flexible, transformative and redemptive,
and as such it is in a continual process of evolution. The secret and appeal of
the Arthurian world is that its codes and values promise stability, not in stasis
but via a process of transformation and continuity through death and rebirth.
Ephemerality is Camelot’s very nature—it is an idyll. Similarly, while there
storyteller-performer Brother Blue, maintains that magic and omens aren’t real, and that he
can’t see into the future, despite Billy’s faith in him.
13 Founded by science-fiction writer Poul Anderson in 1966. See their website:
http://www.sca.org/.
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may have been a real, historical King Arthur, the figure who comes down to
us in legend is a metonym for kingship itself, a malleable metaphor for the
ideal leader, useful only because it responds to the needs of its audience. By
giving us a flawed and conflicted King Billy—a figure self-consciously mimetic
of a mythical ideal—Romero suggests that leadership, at least in the late
twentieth century, is a process of choosing ideals, then questioning, trying,
failing, examining—establishing and continually re-establishing a reason to
adhere to a framework of values that can serve the community, not coerce,
manipulate, or enslave them. When a young boy asks for his autograph, Billy is
taken aback. When he argues with Linet, his partner/queen, he articulates not
what he is, but what he is not: “Jim Jones, or Charles Manson, or The Great
Wallenda,.” What he is not is idealism as madness and hubris that leads to
violence. Nor is he simply a daredevil act, even if “sucker-headed American
driftwood” can’t tell the difference. Billy’s dilemma is how to lead a
community based on values and ideals without falling off the high wire—into
brainwashing and violence on one side, or celebrity on the other. Romero’s
portrait of Billy is at least in part an examination of leadership for a postNixon, post-Vietnam America, a world where leaders will never go
unquestioned again, and where certainty of purpose is exposed as a dangerous
lie.14
It’s as obvious to viewers as it is to his community that all is not well with
King Billy. From the opening of the film he is weakened, both physically and
spiritually. He is trying to uphold, live by and lead by a code of values and
ideals that inspires his friends and followers, but the society he has built on
those values is disintegrating. When Billy shouts “I’m not trying to be a hero!
I’m fighting the dragon!” it’s clear that the dragon will win. But if Billy holds
to the motto of his travelling show, “Fight or Yielde,” yielding—to a dragon
of commercialism, greed, and stupidity at least—is impossible. Billy’s wounded
shoulder may be an oblique reference to the Fisher King, whose wound
(usually in the thigh or groin) is a figura of the waning or sterility of the
kingdom, and indeed the Camelot Billy has built seems to have come to an
impasse. But Billy’s wound is also clearly the archetypal Unhealable Wound,
as Joseph Campbell (1949) explains it, suffered by the hero early in his journey
or quest and carried forever, through transformation and into apotheosis. It is
a real wound with real consequences, but it is also a symbol of the sacrifice
made by the hero for the ideals he strives to realize through his quest: a
14 In this way, he becomes something like the logical extension of Ben in Night of the Living
Dead (1968).
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sacrifice of health, wholeness, and innocence or purity. Despite his
protestation that he doesn’t want to be a hero, Billy appears to be at the end of
a quest to create a new world. Now comes the hard part: becoming Master of
Two Worlds—reconciling the Magical World with the crude reality of the
Known World.
Romero’s film is darkly critical of the America exemplified in the
Pennsylvania audiences for whom the troupe performs: an America of excess,
gluttony, ignorance and violence. (Stephen King’s cameo as a stupid and
emasculated spectator is a comic caricature of the larger, morally deficient
forces that surround and impinge on the troupe’s world.) The larger society
assails Camelot, in the forms of a corrupt police officer, a Hollywood-style
talent scout, and a tabloid journalist and photographer, offering temptations
that Billy sees as obstacles to be resisted and overcome on the way to the
ultimate boon: a world apart, where codes of honor are enough to sustain and
bind a community together. But despite Billy’s refusal to compromise, the
outside continually makes its way in: Thuggish riders from town show up on
their motorcycles and threaten chaos; Morgan and a faction of knights leave
the troupe to make big money in a Vegas-style version of the show. When
infighting results in a woman spectator being seriously injured by a runaway
motorcycle, it really feels like the beginning of the end. The membrane
between the micro- and macro-, the ideal and the real, has grown porous. The
bubble required for a Camelot to exist is bursting.
The wounded king recognizes this. Though increasingly even his most
loyal friends and followers doubt him, he stubbornly continues to fight the
forces that threaten his community, and all the while his physical wound
worsens. The symbolism seems clear: stasis is sterile, and something must be
sacrificed for change to occur. But Romero uses the archetypal wound in his
own way, with the introduction of an even more ancient symbol. When Billy
chooses to enter the tournament despite his worsening wound and fight the
unknown rider whose armour features the device of a Black Bird, the king
interprets the appearance of this knight as his undoing, the fulfillment of an
omen he has seen in dreams. But the symbolic import of the raven in
Indigenous storytelling and ritual is change and transformation, not simple
death. In the contest, Billy’s wound is initially portrayed as an essential
weakness. He falls when walking over to his fallen opponent, and his blood
runs down the sword he uses to demand that the Black Bird rider yield. But
Billy’s weakness is not fatal to his kingship; on the contrary, rather than rising
up as a challenger to his throne, the Black Bird rider recognizes his strength,
yields, and becomes his acolyte. This enigmatic character, a harbinger of
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transformation, will accompany Billy to the world that lies beyond his kingship
and be present at his death at the end of the film.
As so often happens, the one who creates the new world is too wounded,
or is simply unequipped, to sustain and reconcile that world with the outside.
In the end Billy recognizes this, and his reign ends peacefully. The coronation
scene is one of redemption and acceptance, a promise of rebirth and
continuity of the kingship and the kingdom.
Just before he dies, Billy rides past a sign for Gettysburg, where Lincoln in
his Address exhorted a people on the brink of violent dissolution to dedicate
themselves to maintaining the ideals upon which their nation was founded.
That sign may hint at an analogy: that America itself is an idyll, a dream that
cannot last, or can only last through a process of continual renewal through
re-dedication to ideals. On a much smaller scale, as a reflection upon
community-building, idealism, and leadership, Knightriders can be read as an
analogy for the creation of art, particularly film, in modern American society.
It offers a glimpse into the Romero-centered creative process that we see
realized on film. The making of the film involved the creation of a community
based on a vision: a functional mini-society with Romero at its head, and the
reification of Romero’s vision as its purpose. Sadly, but perhaps inevitably,
Knightriders met with public indifference upon its release. Like the court of Billy
the King, the film may have been an idyll, ultimately unsustainable in the larger
world to which it holds up an alternative, but no less beautiful and true for all
that.
— R. Million
CREEPSHOW
Writer: Stephen King | Producer: Richard P. Rubinstein | Music: John
Harrison | Editing: George A. Romero, Pascale Buba, Paul Hirsch, Michael
Spolan | Cinematography: Michael Gornick | Release Date: 12 November,
1982
A number of proposed George Romero/Stephen King projects were in
development over the years (notably The Stand and Pet Sematary), but Creepshow
is the only full collaboration between the men that Fangoria referred to as the
“bearded behemoths of fright” (Wiater, 1982: 28). King gave his approval for
later projects like Creepshow 2 (1987), which Romero scripted, and The Dark
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Half (1993) but was not directly involved, making Creepshow the sole example
of Romero directing from a Stephen King script.
King had offered Romero and his producing partner Richard P.
Rubenstein the rights to any of his available books, and they initially chose The
Stand. King’s apocalyptic epic was clearly going to require significant capital to
film it. Since at this point Romero had never handled a large budget and King
had not yet had a screenplay produced, Creepshow was developed as a calling
card for investors, to prove that a Romero film from a King script could be a
box office hit. United Film Distributors gave $8 million to finance the film,
which was picked up by Warner Brothers at Cannes in May 1982. Warners
released the film in the US in November, where it made a modest $20 million.
This wasn’t enough to attract investors, so The Stand remained in development
hell for another decade, but Creepshow remains nevertheless a significant film
for both King and Romero. For King it provided the opportunity to have
creative control after his experience with The Shining (1980), and for Romero it
represented his first foray into the horror mainstream. While Robin Wood
argued that the film managed to combine ‘the worst of Romero with the worst
of King … empty tales in which nasty people do nasty things to other nasty
people’ (1986: 191), what the film actually offers is something far more
sophisticated. It is well documented that the idea came from King and
Romero’s shared love of E.C. Comics, but at the heart of the film, wrapped in
E.C.’s tradition of the morality tale, is the two men’s shared respect for bluecollar America. King is famous for writing identifiable, down-to-earth
characters that entice the reader into the story world before disrupting it with
the monstrous, while Romero’s films prior to Creepshow were similarly rooted
in the industrial heartland of his native Pittsburgh. Despite the bigger budget,
and the presence of name actors such as Hal Holbrook and E.G. Marshall,
Romero still shot the film in Pittsburgh, and used many local friends in the
production. John Amplas, star of Martin, is under Tom Savini’s corpse makeup
in the first section of the film, “Father’s Day,” while Romero’s regular
cinematographer, Michael Gornick, provides the visuals.
King and Romero’s working-class roots manifest in Creepshow by
presenting, for the most part, anti-capitalist cautionary tales of a greedy,
amoral elite. In “Father’s Day” the wealthy, dyspeptic family of murdered
bootlegger Nathan Grantham are terrorised by Nathan’s risen corpse; in
“Something to Tide you Over” a video-obsessed cuckold who drowns his wife
and her lover is visited by their bloated corpses; in “They’re Creeping up on
You” corporate raider Upson Pratt’s antiseptic apartment is overrun by
cockroaches (as indeed is he), and in “The Crate,” the longest of the five
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stories, a hen-pecked college professor calmly feeds his boorish wife to a
creature found in a packing crate under some stairs. The exception is “The
Lonesome Death of Jordy Verrill,” a comical take on H.P. Lovecraft’s 1927
story “The Colour Out of Space,” (via King’s own literary reworking of
Lovecraft, the short story “Weeds,” published in Cavalier in 1976). It features
King himself as a wide-eyed hick turned into a plant by a meteor that lands on
his farm. Despite King’s exaggerated performance, Jordy is given genuine
moments of pathos, such as taking a bath to relieve his itching skin, even
though he knows it will speed his demise because, as he points out, ‘I’m a
goner already…ain’t I,’ and subsequently trying to kill himself with a shotgun,
pleading ‘Let my luck be in. Just. This. Once.’ In comparison to the other
characters in the film, such moments make him the most sympathetic victim,
and while his fate is sealed when he is seduced by the lure of the money the
meteor may bring him, it is needed to pay off a bank loan. Living alone on a
run-down farm, Jordy is a victim of capitalism as much as of the meteor itself.
More than just showing a fondness for 50s comics, Creepshow represents King
and Romero’s shared distaste for greed, wealth and consumerism.
What also distinguishes Creepshow is that Romero is able to control and
harness the comic excesses of King’s screenplay. One of the things seldom
discussed about King’s writings is how funny they often are, and combined
with King’s love of low-budget, trashy horror films, the results in some of his
scripts are problematic. Often when King is given freedom in a screenplay to
mix horror and comedy, as in the case of the self-directed Maximum Overdrive
(1986) or Mick Garris’ Sleepwalkers (1992), the gags overwhelm the horror,
resulting in a film that seems incongruently silly. Despite encouraging King to
play Verrill like Wile E. Coyote, in Creepshow Romero deftly handles King’s
tonal shifts, for example the contrast of the ludicrous foul-mouthed braying of
Adrienne Barbeau’s monstrous Billie and the violence of her demise at the
hands of “Fluffy,” the thing in the crate. By embracing the excesses of Tom
Savini’s gloopy make up effects Romero delivers the kind of horror visuals
seen in Dawn of the Dead, but here they are filtered through Romero’s loving
homage to the luridly colourful and baroque visual style of E.C, and King’s
take on the comics’ strong moral tone and subversive humour, which, as
Bernice M. Murphy points out, undercut ‘the supposedly wholesome “family
values”’ of the 1950s (2016: 135) with what King calls the ‘immortal E.C.
Chuckle: Heh, Heh!’ that reassured readers it was all in good fun (1981: 37).
Billed on the poster as ‘the most fun you’ll ever have being scared’, Creepshow is
not only a significant entry in the cycle of horror films from the early 80s,
including John Landis’ American Werewolf in London (1981) and Joe Dante’s The
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Howling (1982) which successfully combined laughs and frights in equal
measure, it is also arguably the only time that King’s humour has been
satisfactorily realised on screen.
One could argue that, like The Dead Zone (1983) for David Cronenberg,
Creepshow represented a shift for Romero towards the mainstream. Unlike his
previous, more challenging films—challenging through being low budget,
gory, nihilistic, experimental, or more overtly political—this collaboration with
the world’s most popular horror writer afforded Romero access to a broader
multiplex audience. But in contrast to many of Romero’s studio-based
projects, The Dark Half in particular, his experience on Creepshow was positive.
While the film may not have launched Romero as a mainstream horror auteur,
or King as a viable adaptor of his own work—nor did it get The Stand off the
ground—it remains one of the most satisfying King films, because it is the
only adaptation that truly represents a collaboration between this master of
horror literature and a genuine master of the horror film.
— Simon Brown
DAY OF THE DEAD
Writer: George A. Romero | Producer: Richard P. Rubinstein | Music: John
Harrison | Editing: Pascale Buba | Cinematography: Michael Gornick |
Release Date: 19 July, 1985
As Caetlin Benson-Allott rightly argued shortly after his death, George A.
Romero’s films should be remembered for “their innovative blend of genre
pleasures and subversive politics” (2017, n.p.). Regarding the latter trait, much
critical focus on Romero takes up his subversive critiques of consumerism,
though less has been written about Romero’s equally incendiary approach to
representing how technologies and time periods structure human modes of
behavior and ways of feeling. At a surface narrative level, the characters in Day
of the Dead may be neatly separated into two camps: those who respond to fear
as a license to kill and those who ask that science, planning, and the possibility
of a medical breakthrough supersede short-order panic. However, since these
opposing perspectives occur as a response to the same set of circumstances as
in all of the first three Dead films, we would be remiss to invest too heavily in
the particular circumstances of any individual film. I argue that Day of the Dead
may be understood as one of Romero’s most self-reflective works, particularly
concerning how technological and economic limitations impact critical and
scholarly perceptions of his own filmmaking.
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The dialectic of Day of the Dead, with a band of unhinged military
personnel opposing a rational cadre of people from various backgrounds,
indirectly invokes the writings of Marshall McLuhan, whose 1964 book
Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man articulates a medium-based argument
for comprehending the effects of technological advancement. In McLuhan’s
work, General David Sarnoff is pinpointed as getting the equation wrong; it is
not the way technology is used that determines its value, as Sarnoff argues, but
that technologies have the ability to transform a given society and alter
processes of thought (1994: 11). The militarism in Day of the Dead, which is
given a gruff and impatient presence by both Rhodes (Joe Pilato) and Steel
(Gary Howard Klar), suggests McLuhan was correct: behavior becomes hardwired in the brain after a certain point, producing in both men a suspicion of
logic and a dogmatic allegiance to violent force as the solution to having one’s
back against the wall, whether literally or metaphorically.
More cutting still, Romero conceives these group dynamics in relation to
media and cultural taste, particularly through Bub (Howard Sherman), a
zombie whose status as the guinea pig for Dr. Logan’s (Matthew Liberty)
experiments indirectly brings him into contact with a defining technology of
the 1980s and also with contrasting forms of art—namely, a Walkman, a
paperback copy of Stephen King’s ‘Salem’s Lot, and Beethoven’s 9th symphony.
These artifacts, all assembled by Dr. Logan, comprise a range of cultural
significance that has no immediate linkage, other than that we might affiliate
King’s literature with pop culture (the mass market paperback copy seems to
beg for this association) and Beethoven’s symphonies with high art. However,
the fact that Bub listens to Beethoven on a Walkman—at the time, Sony’s
cutting-edge, portable cassette player—troubles the simple categorization of
any artwork or media device as having a particular class orientation. That
Romero directs Day of the Dead after Creepshow (1982), written by King, makes
the allusion to ‘Salem’s Lot surely a wink to knowing viewers, but also
something more: it’s an acknowledgement of Romero’s cinema challenging its
simplistic relegation to a particular taste category. We can think here of how
those viewers who might be invested in King or Romero for their liberal use
of gore are arguably more sophisticated in their genuine search for meaningful
affect than the callow resistance of cultural gatekeepers who balk at films
about zombies, and even the horror genre as a whole, as being capable of
meaningful social commentary.15 Romero does not shy away from the genre’s
See Kenneth Turan’s article, “Why This Film Critic Gave Up on Horror Movies” (Los
Angeles Times, 13 October, 2017) for evidence that this form of thinking persists to this day.
15
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ability to foreground its tactile investment in bodily destruction, meaning that
Day of the Dead’s politics cannot be considered without also reckoning with the
performative spectacle of Tom Savini’s makeup and special effects work.
Perhaps it is because Romero doesn’t use disjunctive editing and more
playful allusions to film history that his reputation among scholars has kept
him squarely within the realm of revered genre filmmakers. Not all writing has
done so; Tony Williams makes note of the abandoned movie theater in the
film’s opening sequence, named “The Edison,” which he relates to Thomas
Edison, creator of the Kinetoscope, who used the mechanism “to promote
conservative ideological illusions an images of conspicuous consumption
rather than other more socially relevant concerns such as awakening audience
consciousness” (2003: 133). For Williams, this recognition signals cinema’s
redundancy and inability to induce cultural change—an outcome he connects
to the final title card of Jean-Luc Godard’s Weekend (1968), which concludes
by announcing “Fin du Cinéma.” I would add that Day of the Dead shares
narrative overlap with Godard’s lesser-known Les Carabineers (1963), in which
a fantasy scenario involving broken promises by a domineering military results
in the execution of its two poverty-stricken protagonists, who’ve fought on
the promise of riches and cultural purpose. A later dream sequence in Day of
the Dead experienced by rationalist-pacifist character Sarah (Lori Cardille)
features surrealist imagery of threatening hands thrusting out of a cinderblock
wall that evokes Roman Polanski’s Repulsion (1965), and the Val Lewtonproduced, Mark Robson-directed Bedlam (1946)—both horror films that
conjure a hybrid stew of avant-garde visual experimentation and horror genre
excess. Much like Chris Dumas (2012) has argued that it is just as helpful to
view Brian De Palma’s career through the oeuvre of Godard as that of
Hitchcock, closer attention needs to be given to Romero’s relationship to the
paragons of art cinema. Yet, despite the useful value such study would
produce, we should avoid designating Romero as any specific kind of
filmmaker, particularly because he himself worked against any singular
designation throughout his career. Day of the Dead summates Romero’s own
artistic pursuits and points to the failings of a critical body incapable (or
unwilling—it’s not so clear) of peering inside to find what lies beneath its
rotting epidermis.
— Clayton Dillard
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MONKEY SHINES: AN EXPERIMENT IN FEAR
Writer: George A. Romero | Producer: Charles Evans, Peter Grunwald|
Music: David Shire | Editing: Pascale Buba | Cinematography: James A.
Contner | Release Date: 29 July, 1988
THE DARK HALF
Writer: George A. Romero | Producer: Declan Baldwin, Christine ForrestRomero, George A. Romero | Music: Christopher Young | Editing: Pascale
Buba | Cinematography: Tony Pierce-Roberts | Completed March 1991;
Release Date: 23 April, 1993
“One of the things that makes art a force to be reckoned with even by those
who don’t care for it is the regularity with which myth swallows truth.”
— Stephen King, Danse Macabre, 1981: 62

The late-1980s/early-1990s period saw George A. Romero turn to literary
sources for two studio-backed films, Monkey Shines and The Dark Half, and the
independent Two Evil Eyes (1990), a co-project with Dario Argento that drew
its material from the stories of Edgar Allan Poe (discussed in Carl H.
Sederholm’s entry just below). Michael Stewart’s relatively unknown pulpy
novel of the same title provided the material for Monkey Shines, while the bestselling The Dark Half offered Romero the chance to partner once again with
Stephen King after the moderate success of 1982’s Creepshow. Monkey Shines
and The Dark Half bear striking similarities, beyond Romero’s creative
struggles with the financially unstable Orion Pictures on both films. When
asked about what was, at that point, an uncharacteristic turn to literary sources
for his material for the two films, Romero commented, “What appealed to me
was the Jekyll and Hyde aspect of it” (Romero, 2014). Both Monkey Shines and
The Dark Half are psychological (and unabashedly psychoanalytical) character
studies where nonhuman animals and natural forces (monkeys, birds, storms)
stand as metaphors for pent-up dread, anger, and desire. The consensus seems
to be that studio interference and creative differences compromised these
films. To whatever degree this is true, I read the films as companion pieces on
another level in their high-Gothic explorations of the darkest, most primal
parts of the psyche.
Monkey Shines (the title refers to the slang word connoting playful pranks
and trickery) is an odd sort of love story between quadriplegic protagonist
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Allan Mann (Jason Beghe, in an underrated performance) and Ella, the
monkey that has been trained to assist him. Paralyzed in an accident while
jogging, Allan’s early scenes pit him against his own home—now outfitted
with all sorts of gadgets—as he struggles to perform everyday tasks that were
once second-nature. Wheelchair-bound Allan laments his having become
“Robby the Robot,” the Halloween costume he never got to have. Soon after
returning home, he tries to hang himself.
Enter Ella, who will bring a certain “humanity” to the otherwise
mechanized mundanity of Allan’s life. Through this uncommon helper comes
also the film’s mad-science angle, Ella having been genetically engineered not
only to be as intelligent as any human, but also inadvertently to have attained
the ability to enter into their thoughts in a sort of osmosis. Monkey and man
gradually collapse together, Ella becoming a partner to Allan, and an extension
of his psyche—tapped into his unconscious, enacting his primitive impulses.
This connection is handled strikingly in extensive tracking shots that mimic
the point of view of Ella as she skitters across nighttime lawns, up trees, and
into attic windows to do the bidding of Allan’s most violent repressed desires,
including killing off his officious mother. The smeared edges of the frame in
these shots narrow the visual field, suggesting the blurred peripheral “tunnel”
vision of both Allan and the monkey, a filmic figuration of amoral singlemindedness.
Roger Ebert argued at the time of Monkey Shines’ release, that the film
“simply contains too much,” referring mostly to its multiple subplots and a
closing act that Ebert sees as careening off the rails. But where Ebert sees fat
to be trimmed—“Somewhere within this movie’s two hours or so is hidden an
absolutely spellbinding 90-minute thriller,” he wrote in 1988—I would argue
there is excess to be savored. Beyond the aforementioned “monkey-cam,” the
film is deftly edited,16 creating a comically sadistic performance from monkey
Ella (her chirps, squeals and taunts voiced by Fred Welker, more familiar as
the voice of “Fred” from Scooby-Doo) that could have garnered a supportingactor Oscar nod. Other supporting characters—and performances—in the
film teeter gleefully on the brink of parody in their own manifestations of
pent-up desires. Allan’s overbearing mother (Joyce Van Patten) sees Allan’s
plight as a chance to force her total control upon him, becoming jealous of his
Extended post-production work on Monkey Shines kept Romero from directing Pet Sematary
(Mary Lambert, 1989), a film whose script (by Stephen King) Romero had a major role in
shaping. See Dennis Fischer, “George Romero vs. Hollywood,” Cinefantastique, Volume 19,
no. 3 (1989): 36-37; or Tony Williams, George A. Romero: Interviews, edited by Tony Williams
(Jackson, MS: University Press of Mississippi, 2011): 109.
16
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new girlfriend, Melanie, and soaping up his naked body in a creepy bathing
scene that is key to the film’s focus on uncanny interdependence. Allan’s
homecare nurse (Christine Forrest) is a pinched and uptight spinster whose
pet parakeet tries to peck out Allan’s eyes. And his insufferably arrogant and
condescending surgeon comments to his female surgical nurse during Allan’s
spinal surgery, “this ass is hairier than yours.” The film’s mad scientist is
Allan’s drug-addicted, genius friend, Geoffrey Fisher (John Pankow), whose
sociopathy and comical lack of ethics puts him somewhere between Victor
Frankenstein and Herbert West.
From all of these excesses, to the dynamic relationship between Allan and
Ella, which can go from heartbreakingly sweet to viciously cruel, Monkey Shines
becomes a kind of explosion of desire and frustration in relationships that
plays out fantastically in the film’s phantasmagorical final act. Occurring in a
powerless house during a thunderstorm, with Allan and Ella in a pitched battle
of wits, the scene is not only stunningly performed by its human and
nonhuman animal actors, but is also an impressive cinematic performance.
Romero takes the claustrophobic Old Dark House formula and plays it to the
hilt. Ella continually cuts the power, rendering the domestic space more
obstacle than aid, its deep shadows illuminated only by periodic flashes of
lightning. Later, having killed both Mother by electrocuting her (fittingly) in
the bathtub, and Geoffrey with one of his own poisoned syringes, Ella tries to
set the unconscious, rain-soaked girlfriend, Melanie, on fire. Unsuccessful, Ella
begins to poke the flesh of Melanie’s face with another of Geoffrey’s poisoned
syringes in a series of graphic extreme close-ups, while Allan struggles to draw
her away. In a move that underscores the film’s bizarre love connection
between man and monkey, Allan finally distracts Ella by playing Peggy Lee’s
“That’s All” (“I can only give you love that lasts forever”) and cooing “hold
me, baby,” just before tearing out her neck with his teeth. The paralleling of
visceral violence and cinematic panache in such scenes is what primarily
distinguishes Monkey Shines from Romero’s decidedly more measured approach
in The Dark Half, his next effort for Orion.
If The Dark Half is the less potent of this odd duo, it is still interesting as
an attempt to recapture Monkey Shines’ gleefully sadistic descent into psychic
darkness, now played out on a larger canvass. As Simon Brown notes in his
discussion of Creepshow in this retrospective, Romero would have preferred to
adapt King’s apocalyptic epic, The Stand (published in 1978); however,
budgetary limitations shifted the property to King’s logistically more modest,
autobiographical exploration of his own pseudonymous double, Richard
Bachman. Published in 1989, The Dark Half is something of a rewrite of Misery
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(published in 1988), another take on the writer struggling to escape the
constraints of a fictional persona that has taken on a life of its own. Romero’s
film would come out in 1993, after the success of Rob Reiner’s 1990 film
adaptation of Misery. The fact that Reiner’s chamber piece did so well,
garnering an Oscar for star Kathy Bates, would make for an encouraging
production context to take on The Dark Half, with its tight focus on character
psychology, and Oscar-winning star Timothy Hutton on board.
The “Jekyll and Hyde” here are writer Thad Beaumont (Hutton), and his
more famous alter-ego, George Stark (also Hutton). While Beaumont’s
leanings are literary, he has created a bestselling series of violent, pulpy novels
under the Stark pseudonym. And the strangely literalized dichotomy doesn’t
end here. In the film’s early flashback scenes, we learn that surgery as a child
revealed Beaumont to have a subsumed twin manifesting physically as an
eyeball on the surface of his brain. Beaumont and his wife, Liz, (Amy
Madigan) have twin boys. Liz is openly critical of Beaumont’s
uncharacteristically severe, abusive personality when he writes as Stark. When
a fan attempts to extort money from Beaumont under threat of revealing his
identity as Stark, Beaumont and his agents decide to reveal the BeaumontStark connection as a publicity stunt, even holding a mock-burial as a photoop—an event that triggers a supernatural Beaumont-Stark split that will
dominate the rest of the film.
When the blackmailer jabs Beaumont with, “Maybe you’ll put me in a
book someday,” Beaumont’s Stark-like response is “Oh, I will, and I’ll make
you suffer, till you die.” Just before this, Beaumont has likened the writing
process to a kind of repressed primal state: “The writer,” he says to a group of
students, “has to let that inner being out of its locker” or else the work will be
“a pack of lies.” Here, the writing process is linked to the same kind of psychic
outlet monkey Ella provides for Allan’s pent-up frustrations in Monkey Shines.
The conceit here also echoes Stephen King’s frequent arguments about the
cathartic draw of horror in Danse Macabre (1981) and “Why We Crave Horror
Movies” (published in Playboy, 1981). “Killing off Stark” becomes about as
easy as killing off the dark part of oneself. The Jekyll/Hyde idea comes fully
alive here, and Stark will literally reappear (always accompanied or announced
by flocks of birds) to do the bidding of Beaumont’s most violent desires, just
as Ella will manifest in physical form the desires and anger of Allan.
Of the two films discussed here, The Dark Half suffers more from
production difficulties and mindless interventions by a studio that was going
down the tubes. Timothy Hutton’s method-style devotion to the character of
George Stark left Romero and the rest of the cast reeling and struggling to get
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things done. Orion filed for chapter 11 bankruptcy during the production,
halted production for a time, then restarted it. Having screened an unfinished
film for dissatisfied preview audiences, Orion decided to scrap Romero’s
planned finale, replacing it with a rushed effects sequence that Romero calls
“garbage” (Romero, 2014). It would be the last film Romero would make in
Pittsburgh.
It is difficult not to cite this period in Romero’s career as a turning point.
The box office receipts for both Monkey Shines and The Dark Half came in well
under the films’ production costs. Orion would dissolve by 1995. And
Romero’s next film would come a full seven years after The Dark Half, with
the independently produced Bruiser, an effort that received only a video
release. But these two films, particularly Monkey Shines, are more than
interesting failures. They carry forward the themes of hopelessness, alienation
and masculine rage that Romero would continue to explore in Bruiser, and they
are the last of this kind of character-driven film before the director’s later
aesthetic shift to essayistic cultural critique for his return to the land(s) of the
dead.
— Kristopher Woofter
TWO EVIL EYES: “The Facts in the Case of Mr. Valdemar”
Writer: George A. Romero | Producer: Claudio Argento, Dario Argento,
Achille Manzotti | Music: Pino Donaggio | Editing: Pascale Buba |
Cinematography: Peter Reniers | Release Date: 25 January, 1990 (Italy)
Two Evil Eyes, George Romero and Dario Argento’s tribute to Edgar Allan
Poe, borrows its title from Poe’s description, in “The Tell-Tale Heart,” of an
old man’s filmy and ugly “Evil Eye” (317). In the story, the narrator explains
that he killed the old man, not for money or revenge, but because of the
horrific impact of the eye itself. “Whenever it fell upon me,” the narrator
explains, “my blood ran cold; and so by degrees—very gradually—I made up
my mind to take the life of the old man, and thus rid myself of the eye
forever” (317). As is common in Poe, the evil eye may be understood by
metonymy as a motive or explanation that is impossible to grasp. In “The
Black Cat,” Poe linked this elusive explanation to the “spirit of perverseness”
or a drive in someone to perform “a vile or a silly action, for no other reason
than because he knows he should not” (350). Poe elsewhere called this feeling
“The Imp of the Perverse” because it captures the all-too-human condition of
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resolving the paradox that lies between wanting and wavering or acting and
shrinking through unfortunate, irrational, or violent actions. In “The Black
Cat,” Poe describes this perverseness as “this unfathomable longing of the
soul to vex itself” (350).
Two Evil Eyes pays homage to Poe by demonstrating just how common—
and human—such obsessions and actions really are. Argento’s film, “The
Black Cat,” is an intertextual whirlwind, a cinematic love letter to Poe’s tales
that is bombastic, visceral, and poetic. Romero’s “The Facts in the Case of Mr.
Valdemar,” by contrast, is naturalistic and subdued both in tone and color.
Viewers who were expecting the stark landscapes of Night of the Living Dead or
the outrageous gore of Dawn of the Dead were largely disappointed. Romero
likewise struggled with bringing his vision to life, both because Argento
rejected the idea of a modern adaptation of The Masque of the Red Death with
Donald Sutherland as Prospero, and also because Romero did not want to
follow too closely Argento’s own decision to draw on multiple motifs taken
from Poe’s tales. However, in deciding to adapt “The Facts in the Case of M.
Valdemar,” Romero had to fill out Poe’s minimalist tale of a mesmerist
hypnotizing a dying body with narrative elements that would better suit a
filmic adaptation. Although Romero’s decision to develop a plot involving
adultery, greed, and revenge (and hypnotized corpses) seems far from Poe’s
original story, it is nevertheless consistent with the themes Romero developed
in Creepshow (1982) and his script for Creepshow 2 (1987). Both films explicitly
consider the ways bad behavior may lead to ironic, comic, and over-the-top
ends.
Despite his ambitions to give Poe a contemporary twist, Romero struggled
to bring the tale to life. He admitted to Cinefantastique that his screenplay was
“lazy,” mostly because he never developed a strong sense of what it should
actually accomplish (Szebin, 1990: 43). In Romero’s words, “Valdemar” was
“inspired by a Poe idea” but was never “very Poe-like” in its execution (1990:
43). He was wrong. “Valdemar” dwells on the same strange and uncanny
divide between life and death that fascinated Poe, that space when the dead
become the undead and the living abandon all reason and understanding. In
Romero’s film, death is not only something to avoid, it is also an ironic
inconvenience, particularly when a scheme to defraud the living means hiding
his hypnotized and undead corpse in a freezer. If death is inconvenient, it is
also uncertain. Though decayed and frozen, Ernest Valdemar (Bingo
O’Malley) escapes his freezer-prison and terrorizes his wife Jessica (Adrienne
Barbeau) and her lover, Dr. Robert Hoffman (Ramy Zada) as they try to
escape with Valdemar’s money. Like so much of Romero’s work, “Valdemar”
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also satirizes human behavior for the ways it puts ambition, sex, and money
above everything else, as if death were neither unpredictable nor inevitable.
Just like the narrator in “The Tell-Tale Heart,” the characters in “Valdemar”
labor toward fixed, myopic goals without understanding precisely what they’re
doing—or why. Like Poe, Romero understood that human beings may
willingly give everything for schemes that will ultimately hurt them—and they
do so without any more compelling reason than that they can. Although
Romero’s additions to “Valdemar” may seem better suited for primetime
television than a scary midnight movie, they explore the human psyche in ways
that resonate with Poe’s general interest in understanding criminal actions
through powers of detection, or ratiocination. Instead of unpacking the
mystery sequentially, however, Romero simply has a police detective (Tom
Atkins) suggest that “sick stuff always turns out to be rich people,” as if there’s
no question exactly what’s to blame: money. The film’s closing shot
strengthens this point: the blood dripping on piles of money reinforces
Romero’s argument that human perverseness usually stems from some
combination of lust, greed, and power.
If Poe and Romero share an interest in the reasons behind bad behavior,
they also share an obsession with death and dying. Poe famously explored
death’s powers and limitations in ways that transformed some of the worst
human fears into compelling metaphysical questions. In tales such as “The
Premature Burial,” “The Fall of the House of Usher,” “Ligeia,” as well as
“The Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar,” Poe confined characters to tombs,
coffins, or bedrooms so he could consider what happens in those final
moments. But Poe never resolved the problem. Instead, he made it worse by
introducing baffling situations in which characters experience premature
burial, will themselves back to life, or, stranger still, suggest that life somehow
maintains a connection to an already-decaying corpse. Through all this, Poe
established a significant means through which his successors could likewise
explore the strange boundary between life and death.
Romero explored similar territory most famously in films such as Night of
the Living Dead and Dawn of the Dead. Instead of confining the dead, Romero
has them shamble about in search of some kind of purpose or meaning.
Finding nothing, the dead usually fall back into uncanny echoes of basic
human activities. In that light, Romero’s undead are typically read as parodies
of the often-mindless ways humans behave as they search for food, shelter,
companionship, and possessions. So relentless are these drives that the dead
just keep pressing forward, desperate to belong to everyday existence.
Romero’s films typically lend themselves to parodic or political readings, even
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though they are also deeply metaphysical reflections on the nature of death.
Posters for Night of the Living Dead capture the strangeness of this problem by
declaring that the dead “won’t stay dead!” Such bodies reflect Poe’s own
anxieties that some bodies exist without meaning, just mindless entities that
shamble without purpose. Dawn of the Dead amplified this theme with the
famous tagline, “When there’s no more room in HELL the dead will walk the
EARTH,” suggesting that when there is no difference between notions of
damnation or mortality, only the most basic needs matter.
In “Valdemar,” Romero further complicates the problem of the restless
corpse by having both Valdemar and Hoffman’s body cling to life not only
through hypnotism but also through the powers of the mysterious “Others”
who take control of their bodies so they can use them as a means of returning
to earth. Death becomes an embodied but passive existence, in which the
powers of mind or will do not matter. In a concluding sequence, the “Others”
appear in Dr. Hoffman’s room and murder him with the device he used to
hypnotize Valdemar (and that helps him sleep at night), thereby transforming
his body into an undead corpse, unable to will itself awake and unable to die
through natural means. Unfortunately, Romero never develops the larger
significance of these mysterious “Others,” but he told Cinefantastique that they
were references to H.P. Lovecraft’s work—and to the cosmicism it implies.
Even if undeveloped, the connection to Lovecraft is apt in that it allows
Romero to transform human events into cosmic questions. In life, characters
like Valdemar, Hoffman, and Jessica are greedy and miserable, but they quickly
discover that things rarely operate according to human ambition and that their
own bodies may not even be subject to their every whim. In the end, Jessica
dies by Valdemar’s possessed hands, but Valdemar and Hoffman are reduced
to an even worse fate—a trapped existence in which they must plead for the
one thing nobody can really give them: a peaceful (and permanent) death.
— Carl H. Sederholm

LAND OF THE DEAD
Writer: George A. Romero | Producer: Mark Cantaon, Bernie Goldmann,
Peter Grunwald | Music: Reinhold Heil, Johnny Klimek | Editing: Michael
Doherty | Cinematography: Mirosław Baszak | Release Date: 24 June, 2005
(Universal)
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Land of the Dead marked the return of George A. Romero to the zombie
film after a period of twenty years, receiving a standing ovation after the
screening of an extract at the Cannes Film Festival, critical plaudits, and a
respectable box office intake of $46 million. Romero’s high-profile return to
zombies was facilitated by a number of industrial and cultural factors. First,
the early 2000s saw a renewed interest in the genre, in part through the
growing popularity of zombie videogames in the 1990s, followed by a series of
successful zombie action films, beginning with Resident Evil (Paul W.S.
Anderson, 2002) and 28 Days Later (Danny Boyle, 2002). These films offered a
new approach, rethinking the zombie for twenty-first century audiences as a
form of genetically engineered virus, the result of modern medicine and
corporate capitalism. They were followed in 2004 by two films that knowingly
acknowledged Romero’s influence: Zach Snyder’s remake of Dawn of the Dead,
which features an early scene of destruction at a gas station seemingly inspired
by the events protagonist Ben describes to Barbara in Night of the Living Dead
(1968); and the British zombie rom-com Shaun of the Dead (Wright), a loving
homage to Romero’s film, relocating Romero’s zombie apocalypse to
contemporary London. The combined commercial and critical success of
these films launched the zombie film into the mainstream and allowed the
genre created by Romero to come full circle by paving the way for Romero to
bring his zombies back to the big screen in his own way, albeit produced by
Universal Studios and with a budget of $18 million, his largest budget for any
of his Dead films.
The second factor that fuelled Romero’s return was the American post9/11 political climate, with the launch of the War on Terror, the Iraq war, and
the re-election of George W. Bush in 2004, all of which meant that George
Romero had something to say. As he has often explained, it is the allegorical
potential of the zombie that fuels his commitment to the genre, explaining the
zombie film is
the place where I can show most how I see the world. My own way of
saying, “Hey guys, here I am, and this is what I am thinking!” The political
dimension of these films is what’s important to me. They may not be
“political” films like Michael Moore’s … but I don’t think I am going to
be invited to the White House anytime soon (quoted in D’Agnolo-Vallan,
2005: 152).
While the script was written in the late 1990s and then shelved for a few
years, it was the highly volatile political climate that encouraged Romero to
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update the script to speak to his contemporary concerns, producing, arguably,
the most overtly political of his Dead films. As he explains, he “tried to set up
a little depiction of what America is like today” (quoted in D’Agnolo-Vallan,
2005: 153), openly declaring that the film is an allegory for the Bush
administration (Romero 2005). This allegory manifests in the film’s evocation
of a post-zombie apocalypse society, built around a stratified and class-based
community of survivors. In this world, a minority of the population live in
comfort and wealth in the high-rise apartment complex Fiddler’s Green,
behind layers of security protecting them from the underclasses as well as the
undead, while the rest of the population live in poverty, squalor, and on the
front lines, with comparatively minimal protection from zombie attack. This
society is run by the corporate CEO Kauffman (Dennis Hopper), based,
according to Romero, on the then-Secretary of Defence Donald Rumsfeld
(2005). Kauffman exploits the wealthy by offering them security and
protection from the harsh realities of the “real world” while also exploiting the
poor by fostering a culture of black market crime, gambling, and sexual
slavery.
In an overt evocation of the film’s post-9/11 context, Kauffman’s
corporate stronghold, Fiddler’s Green, comes under attack first by a
disgruntled henchman who threatens to blow up the tower if Kauffman does
not pay him what he is owed, leading to Kauffman stating—in candid Bushlike fashion— “we don’t negotiate with terrorists.” Second, the city is attacked
by an army of the undead as revenge for the regular and brutal violence
inflicted on them by the living. Leading the army is Big Daddy (Eugene Clark),
an African American gas station attendant who literalizes Romero’s notion of
the zombie as blue-collar worker. Building upon Romero’s first example of an
‘evolved’ zombie, Bub in Day of the Dead (1985), Big Daddy is the instigator of
revolution, pushing the undead into action against their aggressors. In this new
society, it is the living who are repeatedly shown being cruel and torturing the
undead. The military hang the zombies upside down, pin bullseyes on their
chests and use them for target practice, while gambling merchants stage the
zombie equivalent of dog fights in which spectators bet on who will survive.
Finally, others taunt the undead by chaining them up so that the living can pay
to have their photo taken with them, in mock-horror fashion. The repeated
callous and exploitative treatment of the undead, alongside open displays of
cruelty, calls to mind now infamous images and stories of torture and abuse of
Iraqi prisoners in Abu Ghraib prison in 2004. By evoking these disturbing
images and unconscionable behaviours, the living are presented as being
complicit in the cruel and humiliating treatment of the undead, and therefore
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equally accountable for the seeming downfall of Fiddler’s Green. Thus, the
evolved zombie from Day to Land of the Dead is utilized by Romero to resituate
the narrative away from the gradual extinction of humanity to its moral and
ethical degeneration.
This representation of Big Daddy positions the film as a significant bridge
between Romero’s earlier zombie films, in which zombies are increasingly
rendered sympathetic and human in the face of the violent nature of
humanity, and the twenty-first century growth of the first-person zombie
narrative in films as diverse as Fido (Andrew Currie, 2006), Colin (Mark Price,
2008), and Warm Bodies (Jonathan Levine, 2013). Big Daddy’s awakening from
his undead stupor, in which he cyclically repeats familiar behaviour, is in
response to the violence committed against his brethren by the living. His
anguished scream as he stares at the looming tower of Fiddler’s Green before
leading the undead to march upon the city is the battle cry of revolution and
marks one of Romero’s most politicized images. Furthermore, as he emerges
from the river that surrounds Fiddler’s Green he is presented as Moses figure
seemingly emerging out of the Red Sea, leading his followers to Canaan, or in
the film’s case Canada, as both the undead and the surviving humans look for
sanctuary across the border. In slave history Canaan was code along the
underground railway for Canada and so this imagery uses an apocalyptic future
to evoke a violent past.
Alongside the film’s overt allegorical meaning and politicised message,
Romero continues to take pleasure in the aesthetic excesses of the zombie
film, with Land of the Dead featuring lashings of blood, gore and decomposing
undead. This film features the creative talents of special make-up effects artist
Greg Nicotero, who pushed the prosthetic and animatronic depictions of the
decomposing dead to new heights in this film, setting an aesthetic tone for his
work on The Walking Dead (AMC 2010-present) and showing that Romero
continues to lead the way in the genre’s explorations of the human body at its
most compromised. In this manner the film deliberately draws parallels
between the decaying zombie body and the fragmentation and degeneration of
society, reminding us that in horror, thrills and political meaning go hand in
hand. The inclusion of the old black and white Universal logo at the start of
the film drives this home, positioning Land of the Dead within a legacy of classic
horror while the film’s overt political themes bring the zombie film up-to-date
with a vengeance.
— Stacey Abbott
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DIARY OF THE DEAD
Writer: George A. Romero | Producer: George A. Romero, Peter Grunwald,
Sam Englebardt, Artur Spigel, Dan Fireman, John Harrison, Ara Katz |
Music: Norman Orenstein | Editing: Michael Doherty | Cinematography:
Adam Swica | Release Date: 8 September, 2007 (Toronto International Film
Festival); 22 February, 2008 (U.S.A.)
George Romero made his first appearance in my young mind when I was
a student in history. Not that we had not been introduced before—he being
the beloved horror master that he is, and I a devoted horror fan—but the
Romero zombie epiphany came to me a little later in life when my political
engagement became more established. Any Romero zombie film could answer
any critical question I was asked. How to address capitalism and
consumerism? Dawn of the Dead (my DVD, bought in Belgium, was called
“Zombie”) and Land of the Dead. How to talk about racism? Night of the Living
Dead. What about military ineffectiveness? Day of the Dead. And the list goes
on: How to talk about human cruelty? The fragile structures of society? The
collapsing ideals of the U.S.? Any “of the dead” installment comes in handy to
help your political engagement.
But is it just political? It appears that Romero’s body of work sometimes
underscores different moments in a person’s life, each addressing a certain
preoccupation of a specific time. That is what happened with my second
viewing of Diary of the Dead. Re-watching the film recently, what struck me was
less the obvious political implications about media and human nature than the
questions surrounding the images made and used by the characters. The
extensive use of found footage, from different sources and combined, lit up
my archivist’s eyes to question their archival and somewhat historical qualities.
Who shot them? When and why? How are they presented to us? What do they
represent? Are they the sheer accumulation of chance or carefully chosen and
assembled by the characters?
Shot first-hand by film student Jason Creed (Josh Close) and members of
his horror film crew, the footage is finished after Jason’s death and presented
by narrator Debra (Michelle Morgan) as a documentary about the rise of the
dead, entitled The Death of Death. Edited several times along the way as they
attempt an escape from the chaos, Deborah and Josh’s film presents images
shot by different digital cameras handled by several people, along with a mix
of news clips downloaded from the internet and security surveillance footage.
The associations encouraged by the editing of these mixed sources urges
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critical reflections on information, representation, memory, and, more broadly,
the archive.
The film opens with what would likely have been the beginning of Jason’s
documentary: a segment of never-officially-broadcast footage of the onset of
this seeming epidemic, filmed by a news crew. A dreadful image shows dead
bodies coming back to life and aggressively attacking a rescue team, tearing
their flesh apart with their hungry mouths. The urge to film the shocking,
then-isolated incident is palpable through the behavior of the cameraman, who
zooms past the talking-head journalist to capture the scene of carnage beyond.
The same cameraman is also the one who releases this controversial footage to
the internet. He concludes, in front of the camera, with his bloodied
colleagues in his arms: “This can’t be fucking happening!” They have not
merely filmed an accident. They have documented the onset of a disaster.
From this point in the narrative, as Robin Wood (2008) points out, the
film is built as a road trip in five steps that evolves through different
perspectives. Each step of their journey brings the characters the false promise
of rest and safety. And, as the group’s hope crumbles, the images themselves
shift slightly, bearing a darker and more chaotic tone, while adapting to the
new dramatic states. The first change happens when Jason goes from filming a
fiction to filming reality, after his student-horror-film crew has acknowledged
that something is happening while listening to a radio broadcast. At that
moment, Jason’s crew is filming a horror scene with a bandaged mummy
slowly chasing a girl through the woods, but the news cuts through their
horror illusion with a horrific reality. After their departure from the filming
location, the film adopts a more classic documentary style. Jason looks for
objectivity and exhaustiveness, filming everybody and everything obsessively.
In doing so, he unnerves his friends. He answers their protests by citing the
future use of his archival footage: “If it turns out to be a big thing, I just want
to record it.” He also directly addresses the camera, describing methodically
the events, and asking questions of the people around him—making them part
of his document. But when the remaining members of the film crew arrive at
their last stop, their friend Ridley’s (Philip Riccio) house, Jason is caught at his
own game, openly staging his own footage. Ironically, Jason’s pursuit will lead
him to finishing the classic horror scene that was interrupted earlier in the
film, this time with a real zombie/mummy pursuing Tracy (Amy Lalonde).
While Jason breaks with his initial impartiality, the surveillance cameras of the
house then became the bearer of a certain authenticity in the story. For the
audience, this new point of view reinforces the angst of the situation: the
symbolic eye of Big Brother is now the one you have to trust to tell the story.
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The final act of the film hands this power of documenting the crisis to
Debra, the last-filmmaker-standing. The tone that she has given to the
documentary all along reveals itself not to be solely a “diary” but something of
a greater purpose. As an ultimate statement, Debra finally divulges the reasons
why she has kept filming and editing after Jason’s death: it is not only to keep
Jason’s personal project and memory alive (to ensure the “death of [his]
death”), as originally suggested, but to create a historical record “for the
remaining people, when it’s over.” It is here that the film most clearly
crystallizes around the archive. Jason has been documenting an unfolding
catastrophe: through his camera he is trying to make sense of the chaos
around him. But Debra does something different. She possesses the will to
preserve and give access to these images. She projects these images into the
future, giving them purpose. “Images are used for seeing the time which
comes” (Didi-Huberman, 2014: 26); they give us the ability to reveal the
present and guess some of the future, all while navigating the past. Debra is
actively aware of her role in building an archive of some sort. “If it does not
happen on camera, it is not real” is the phrase repeated by Debra and other
characters in the film, some (like Debra) ironically, some not. The fact that
Debra ultimately trusts the images she records, edits, and preserves suggests
that she, too, believes that if a trace of these images is not kept, there may be
nothing left for a hypothetical future.
Once again, with Diary of the Dead, Romero has fed my current passion
relating to images and archives. The diversity and complexity of his films allow
for a dialogue with people and society that can be constantly renewed. It is
also why there are so many more conversations that could be mined from this
curious film: its constant strong political stance or its incredible tongue-incheek humor. For me, the film inspires thoughts about what constitutes an
archive and how people interpret images as being archival in certain situations.
But also, how they are, like the characters of Diary, compelled to add to this
archive as a way to anchor themselves in the present, in the very moment of
their disastrous situation. All that and even more… But the rest is left to you:
what is Romero talking to you about these days?
— Annaëlle Winand
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SURVIVAL OF THE DEAD
Writer: George A. Romero | Producer: George A. Romero, Peter Grunwald,
Paula Devonshire | Music: Robert Carli | Editing: Michael Doherty |
Cinematography: Adam Swica | Release Date: 9 September, 2009 (Venice
Film Festival); 30 April, 2010 (U.S.A., Video-on-Demand)
There is a short scene at the midway point of George A. Romero’s
Survival of the Dead (2009) that is one of the most sublime moments of the
filmmaker’s career. Upon arriving at Plum Island, a group of survivors—in
conflict because they have been shot at by unknown gunmen—are suddenly
disrupted by an oncoming horse, ridden with uncanny poise by a young
woman. The horse gallops ceremoniously toward the camera, jumps over a
fence, and fades away in the distance. “She is beautiful!” exclaims one of the
survivors. Another, O'Flynn (Kenneth Welsh) responds: “She’s dead! She’s my
daughter”! This remarkable moment of cinematic poetry recalls the image of a
horse galloping through the ruins of WWI Paris with its mane on fire in
Georges Franju’s Thomas the Impostor (Thomas l'imposteur, 1965).17 In the Franju
film, the moment speaks to the painful ravages of war on a global scale. In the
Romero film, the moment speaks to the ravages of conflict in the microdynamics of the patriarchal family. For Franju, the suffering horse embodies
human cruelty, and recalls the shocking brutality of a white stallion collapsing
to its knees in the abattoir after it has been put to death in Franju’s surrealist
documentary, The Blood of the Beasts (Le sang des bêtes, 1949). For Romero, the
figure of the living dead daughter on horseback embodies the cruelty of a
world trapped in a perpetual family feud. I am reminded of the moment near
the end of Night of the Living Dead (1968), where a young girl, now a “ghoul,”
brutally stabs her mother to death with a trowel in the basement of an
abandoned house. These images of cinematic sublimity in Franju and
Romero’s cinema are both beautiful and terrible, speaking to collective
anxieties that see little distinction between the cruelties of wars, abattoirs, and
the patriarchal family.
The image of the galloping zombie in Survival of the Dead is fleeting, yet
it embodies all of Romero’s career as a filmmaker—especially the Romero
who made six zombie films. Night of the living Dead does not use the word
“zombie” to refer to its living dead. According to Romero, they were “just my
17 Based on a novel by Jean Cocteau, and scripted by Franju, Michel Worms, and Jean
Cocteau.
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dead neighbours” walking around (Klawans, 2018). The zombie is always “us”
in Romero’s universe, and in our contemporary moment of rising xenophobic
populism and fascism, we need Romero’s careful ethical concern for the Other
more than ever. The bleak coda of Diary of the Dead (2007), where rednecks
amuse themselves by shooting the head off a zombie hung from a tree by her
hair, asks us to think about the ultimate question for Romero: “Are we worth
saving?” These are the same rednecks who also gunned down our hero Ben
(Duane Jones) at the end of Night, in one of the bleakest and most disarming
endings in the history of cinema.18
Survival of the Dead is a magnificent (final) film, at least in part because it
finds Romero working out what constitutes “us” on a canvas that previously
had been less explicit in his work: the western. Both Romero and John
Carpenter have said that they wanted to make classic westerns, but their
pedigree in the horror genre made securing studio financing impossible. Dawn
of the Dead has its motorcycle outlaws invading the “safe-haven” of its
sequestered society of survivors like a Western posse, and Knightriders (1981) is
a film about horses on wheels, and arguably as much a western as it is a
revisiting of Arthurian legendry. But Survival wears its genre pedigree more
explicitly. Thematically based on William Wyler’s The Big Country (1958),
Survival centers on families feuding over land—a central conceit of the
western, so often focused on protecting or taking or crossing land. Land is to
the western as the monster is to horror. The influence of the Wyler film, shot
in the Technicolor widescreen process, comes also in terms of a sense of
grandeur. Romero shot Survival in 2.35:1 widescreen; the only other film shot
in this format in his canon is Land of Dead, also a subversive post-911 western
about a posse on the vehicle called the Reckoning attempting to survive in a
world of lawlessness. His move from Pittsburgh to Toronto and opportunities
to work with producer Peter Grunwald on smaller budgets, allowed Romero
to have carte blanche on his late projects, something he did not have with
Universal Studios on Land of the Dead, his largest-budgeted zombie film at $15
million. Diary and Survival, Romero’s first two films shot in digital, operate on
I would add that the scene is an example of the “Grand-Guignolesque.” The GrandGuignol theatre’s great playwright Andre de Lorde’s endings were famously dark,
pessimistic, and littered with corpses. The bleak ending in Frank Darabont’s The Mist (2007),
for example, restages the ending of “La Dernière torture” (André de Lorde et Eugène Morel,
1904), which is also a play about individuals sequestered (in an embassy) that will show up
much later in the domestic corrals of Alfred Hitchcock’s The Birds (1963) and Romero’s Night
of the Living Dead. Romero’s influence is often attributed to I Am Legend (1954) by Richard
Matheson, another work whose hero retreats into the domestic.
18
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their own terms—the former rebooting Night for the age of social media, and
the latter openly nostalgic for the western’s wide vistas and liminal frontiers.
Diary and Survival thus function like episode 2a and 2b, rather than 5 and 6, in
his zombie canon.
I was very moved by Romero’s daughter Tina’s mention of her father
on his deathbed listening to the score of John Ford’s The Quiet Man (1952),
composed by Victor Young. While the scope of the film is influenced by
Wyler, Survival’s heart is with Ford, the Irish Catholic auteur of western
cinema. The feud between Survival’s two Irish families, the Muldoons and
O'Flynns, is the ideal setting for Romero to make his final statement about the
oppressiveness of patriarchal land and social structures. The parodic overperformed Irish accents of these two family heads eschew realism, and rather
seem to function as homage to Ford. As with the division in Night between
Ben and Harry Cooper, Survival’s feud is basic: O’Flynn (Richard Fitzpatrick)
believes zombies should be killed on the spot while Muldoon believes that
they should be kept and corralled (though neither adheres to their respective
ideologies). Romero, like Ford, focuses on everyday working-class military
people with an emphasis on comedic elements, something he did so well in
Dawn of the Dead. But the aspect that really strikes me is Survival’s use of an
anti-hero as the main character. For example, the focus here is (surprisingly)
on Sarge (Alan Van Sprang), the leader of the paramilitary group who robs the
protagonists’ Winnebago in Diary. Unlike the more thoughtful paramilitary
Peter (Ken Foree) in Dawn of the Dead, who refuses to take part in the culture
of death, the antiheroic Sarge is atypical in Romero’s work. The unsympathetic
Sarge is much more like Ethan Edwards (John Wayne) in John Ford’s greatest
film, The Searchers (1956), as both characters operate outside the parameters of
conventional narrative identification with a hero.
Romero is being very un-Romero with his use of an anti-hero, as much
of the enjoyment of Night of the Living Dead certainly resides in identification
with the outsider Ben, who seems to arrive at the farmhouse out of nowhere.
Sarge, like Ethan Edwards, is more akin to the redneck/militaristic gun-toting
characters Romero has always critiqued in his films. In this apocalyptic context
these figures are ones who tend to rise to the surface. Survival’s complicated
alignment of perspective with an unsavoury character may be why the film sits
so uneasily with some Romero fans. In The Searchers in the 1950s, Ford
highlights the raging racism of Ethan Edwards, whose inability to come into
the home, to “civilization,” in the film’s iconic last shot sits uncomfortably
with audiences then and now. Sarge, a disgruntled serviceman, tells his buddy
Kenny (Eric Woolfe), “It sucks! We never should have signed up for this
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shit,” pointing to the complexity of operating in a situation where failing
oppressive systems, like patriarchy and capitalism, have socialized postapocalyptic survivors in the terms of survival of the fittest. Sarge is like the
unnamed biker played by Tom Savini in the satirical Dawn, a person who
operates on the level of survival at any cost, because the context supplies few
avenues for ethical behaviour. Savini also brings some comedic elements to
Dawn, doing his own stunts and performing some of the gore gags like
chopping off zombie heads. In Survival, Romero balances his focus on the
anti-hero Sarge with comedy. Ford’s westerns, too, are infused with comedic
moments, often parodying the drinking culture of military men on the frontier.
In She Wore a Yellow Ribbon (1950), the narrative of the film seems to stop for a
Buster Keatonesque moment where the soldiers attempt to corral Sgt.
Quincannon (Victor McLaglen) for drinking on duty. In Survival of the Dead,
the comedy functions in a self-parodic commentary on the central attraction
moment of the zombie-film: the kills. The zombies are killed humorously,
often using some CGI to accentuate the gleeful excessiveness of the gag that
has been overdone ad nauseum within the zombie subgenre.
Romero’s Survival of the Dead examines how the ongoing feud between
the Muldoons and O’Flynns is the cause of the death of Sarge’s “infantry”—
Kenny, Tomboy (Athena Karkanis), Francisco (as Stefano Di Matteo)—who
are the usual Romero mix of working-class characters (two of them Hispanic).
After O’Flynn states that the living-dead woman on the horse is his daughter
Jane (Kathleen Munroe), he adds, “Mother of God, on ‘me’ own property! All
of this used to be mine.” The statement of lost property, at least implicitly,
includes his daughter. As in the western, the horse offers freedom and
mobility across a merciless landscape. Thus, the power of the undead Jane
riding the range functions in this context as an escape from patriarchal
structures. The “ghouls,” however, who once could feast only on human flesh
in Romero’s earlier films, have now (possibly) taught themselves to feast on
horse meat. If the horse is classically associated with freedom in the western,
in Romero’s world where zombies are championed, the eating of the horse is
paradoxically a zombie victory. In the final shot of Survival of the Dead—and of
Romero’s career—the patriarchal figures, both now zombies, attempt to shoot
themselves under the moonlight, but their guns are empty. While those who
were the victims of patriarchal and capitalist structures find some freedom in
their undeath, the patriarchal figureheads are comically and excessively stuck
on repeat of the Ben/Harry conflict in Night. While Romero fans expected
more films from the maestro, in Survival his final image was a hybrid and
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satirical one. This seems very appropriate in that it showed an artist not
content to settle down.
— Mario DeGiglio-Bellemare
____________________________
MARGINALIA
TALES FROM THE DARKSIDE (TV Series)
Creator: George A. Romero | Producer: George A. Romero, Richard P.
Rubinstein, Jerry Golod | 29 October, 1983 (Pilot), and 30 September 1984 –
24 July, 1988 | Romero wrote four episodes of the series: “Trick or Treat”
(Pilot), “The Devil’s Advocate,” “The Circus,” and “Baker’s Dozen.”
CREEPSHOW 2
Writer: George A. Romero | Director: Michael Gornick | Producer: David
Ball | Music: Les Reed, Rick Wakeman | Editing: Peter Weatherley |
Cinematography: Richard Hart, Tom Hurwitz | Release Date: 1 May, 1987
TALES FROM THE DARKSIDE: THE MOVIE: “Cat from Hell”
segment
Writer: George A. Romero | Director: John Harrison | Producer: Mitchell
Galin, Richard P. Rubinstein | Music: Chaz Jankel, “Cat from Hell” segment |
Editing: Harry B. Miller III | Cinematography: Robert Draper | Release Date:
4 May, 1990
NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD (Remake)
Writer: George A. Romero | Director: Tom Savini | Producer: Ami Artzi|
Music: Paul McCollough | Editing: Tom Dubensky | Cinematography: Frank
Prinzi | Release Date: 19 October, 1990
____________________________
CONTRIBUTORS (Alphabetically)
Stacey Abbott (on Land of the Dead [2005]), PhD, is a Reader in Film and Television studies
at the University of Roehampton. She is the author of Undead Apocalypse: Vampires and
Zombies in the 21st Century (2016) and Celluloid Vampires (2007), and has written extensively on
the horror and gothic film and television.
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Simon Brown (on Creepshow [1982]), PhD, is Associate Professor of Film and Television at
Kingston University. He is the author of numerous articles and books, including Screening
Stephen King: Adaptation and the Horror Genre on Film and Television (University of Texas Press,
2018). He is currently writing a monograph on the Romero/King film Creepshow (1982) for
the Devil’s Advocate series.
Mario DeGiglio-Bellemare (on Survival of the Dead [2009]), PhD, teaches courses on genre
cinema, grotesque traditions, and monster ethics in the Humanities Department of John
Abbott College in Montreal. He has recently published articles on the Grand-Guignol, Jean
Rollin, Joe D’Amato, and for the forthcoming Joss Whedon vs. Horror: Fangs, Fans and Genre in
Buffy and Beyond.
Clayton Dillard (on Day of the Dead [1985]), is a PhD candidate in Screen Studies at
Oklahoma State University. He also works as a critic for Slant Magazine, where he writes film
reviews and has interviewed many internationally renowned filmmakers, including Agnès
Varda and Apichatpong Weerasethakul.
Will Dodson (on Season of the Witch [1972] and Bruiser [2000]), PhD, is the Ashby & Strong
Residential College Coordinator at The University of North Carolina at Greensboro. His
work has appeared in Film International and Quarterly Review of Film & Video, as well as several
edited collections. At UNCG, he teaches a course on Romero's films and aesthetics.
Lorna Jowett (on Dawn of the Dead [1978]), PhD, is Reader in Television Studies at the
University of Northampton, UK. She is author of Dancing With the Doctor: Gender Dimensions in
the Doctor Who Universe and Sex and the Slayer, co-author with Stacey Abbott of TV Horror, and
one of the editors of Time on TV.
Adam Lowenstein (on Martin [1978]), PhD, is Professor of English and Film/Media
Studies at the University of Pittsburgh. He is the author of Dreaming of Cinema: Spectatorship,
Surrealism, and the Age of Digital Media (Columbia University Press, 2015) and Shocking
Representation: Historical Trauma, National Cinema, and the Modern Horror Film (Columbia
University Press, 2005).
R. Million (on Knightriders [1981]), M.A., teaches journalism, and courses on myth and
monsters, and on The Lord of the Rings in the English Department at Dawson College,
Montréal, Québec.
Carl Sederholm (on Two Evil Eyes [1990]), PhD, Carl H. Sederholm is professor of
Interdisciplinary Humanities at Brigham Young University. He currently serves as chair of
the Department of Comparative Arts and Letters and is the editor of The Journal of
American Culture. His most recent publication is The Age of Lovecraft (co-edited with Jeffrey
Weinstock).
Christopher Sharrett (on The Crazies [1973]), PhD, is for many years Professor of Film
Studies at Seton Hall University. He has published widely on the horror film, and is co-editor
of Planks of Reason: Essays on the Horror Film, the first academic compendium on the
genre. He is Contributing Editor for Film International, and Contributing Writer for Cineaste.
J.A. Shea (on Night of the Living Dead [1968]), PhD, teaches courses on horror cinema, the
American Gothic, Shakespeare, and the history of magic in the English Department at
Dawson College, Montréal, Québec.
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Tony Williams (on There’s Always Vanilla [1971]), PhD, is Professor and Area Head of Film
Studies in the Department of English, Southern Illinois University. He is author of George A.
Romero: Knight of the Living Dead. (2003; Second Edition, 2015) as well as studies on the Family
Horror Film and the work of Larry Cohen. He is currently Contributing Editor for Film
International.
Annaëlle Winand (on Diary of the Dead [2007]), is a PhD candidate at the Department of
Library and Information Science (Université de Montréal), and a film and video programmer
(Montréal Underground Film Festival, Groupe intervention Video). Passionate about horror,
surrealist and experimental cinema, her research focuses on the notion of archive(s) in found
footage practices.
Kristopher Woofter (on Monkey Shines [1988] and The Dark Half [1993]), PhD, is a faculty
member of the English Department at Dawson College, Montréal, teaching on horror, the
American Gothic and the Weird tradition in literature and cinema. He is Associate Editor of
Slayage: The Journal of Whedon Studies and co-editor with Lorna Jowett of Joss Whedon vs. Horror:
Fangs, Fans and Genre in Buffy and Beyond (I.B. Tauris, forthcoming).
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Lucio Fulci’s Poetics of Attractions:
The Cinema of Poetry and the “Southern Question”
in Don’t Torture a Duckling
Mario DeGiglio-Bellemare

“The Northern bourgeoisie has subjugated the South of Italy and the Islands, and
reduced them to exploitable colonies; by emancipating itself from capitalist
enslavement, the Northern proletariat will emancipate the Southern peasant masses
enslaved to the banks and the parasitic industry of the North.”
— Antonio Gramsci, from “The Southern Question” (1926)
For my nonno Giuseppe, who was known to his friends as “Mastro Peppino”—a term of dignity
for those who were masters of their trade in Southern Italy.

Lucio Fulci’s Don’t Torture a Duckling (Non si sevizia un paperino, 1972) opens
with an extreme long shot of a picturesque pastoral scene—a chain of low,
rolling mountains and grassy knolls, underscored by the distant echo of a
(possibly peasant) woman singing. However, typical of the Italian filone (genre)
film’s shifting intensities, the shot does not linger on this quaint setting, but
slowly pans and zooms left to show an elevated Autostrada (a freeway in the
Italian highway system) snaking through the pastoral countryside (Figure 1,
next page). A tiny ant-like car passes and fades into the distance, moving
against the direction of the pan. This contra-movement is a sign of tension, as
is the modern concrete highway structure itself, its towering support pillars
pressed onto the landscape. Over this image of diegetic and camera movement
appear the names of the cast “in alphabetical order”: Florinda Bolkan, Barbara
Bouchet, Tomas Milian, Marc Porel, Georges Wilson. Because the titles focus
the spectator on the names of the cast, the emphasis on movement and
tension in the image is more likely to be felt only semi-consciously. There is a
______________________
Mario DeGiglio-Bellemare, PhD, teaches courses on genre cinema, grotesque traditions,
and monster ethics in the Humanities Department of John Abbott College in Montreal. He
has recently published articles on the Grand-Guignol, Jean Rollin, Joe D’Amato, and for the
forthcoming Joss Whedon vs. Horror: Fangs, Fans and Genre in Buffy and Beyond.
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quick jump cut to a zoomed-in image of the Autostrada—darker in tone for the
mere fact that the concrete and steel of the highway and its monstrous risers
now take precedence in the frame (Figure 2). Typical of Fulci’s excessive and
intentional use of the zoom lens, the camera continues to pan along with the
snaking Autostrada,1 inching closer to the loopy, winding geometry of the
highway structure, skewing perspective and rendering the landscape
increasingly abstract and tactile—haptic. The highway’s concrete graininess
and the darker foliage next to it begin to show in more detail, further skewing
perspective on the wider scene to focus on surfaces. When the film’s typically
evocative giallo title appears, the spectator’s attention is then once again
refocused from the tactile abstraction of the combined zoom-movement and
snaky geometry of the shot to the intimation of an even more dreadful tactility
in the explicit, prohibitive violence of “tortur[ing] a duckling.”

Figures 1 (above) and 2 (below)

I highlight the details of Duckling’s multilayered opening moments as a way
to read against perceptions that Fulci’s film promotes typical anti-Southern
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Italian perspectives. The Southern Question, as it has been called since the
nineteenth century in Italy, is the construction of the South as “other” by the
North in Italy, but it is not to be found in signifying representations of
Southern peoples in Fulci’s film. I argue instead that Fulci’s cinema of
attractions, where torture is front and center, confronts spectators with
dreadful material surfaces that advance a politicized championing of the
South, and that the Autostrada is key to this configuration. Duckling’s title
sequence opens wide, but draws the spectator closer and closer to a focus on
the contradictory, even combatant, materiality and surfaces of the film’s
locality. After the title card disappears, Fulci trains his camera onto a grassy
and rocky mound where there is blurred movement, out of focus for an
instant that is accentuated by the echoing strings of Riz Ortolani’s score. The
influence of Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho (1960)—another film about modern
highways slicing through the landscape—on the giallo can be heard in
Ortolani’s arrangement; the strings here resemble a slow-motion version of
Bernard Herrmann’s immersive score. The strings also create a tension with
the pastoral qualities of the scene produced by the distant singing. A rack
focus on a pair of bloody, muddy hands digging follows. The camera zooms in
on these hands, rendering the surrounding blades of grass impressively large,
comparable to the concrete pillars of the Autostrada, which all the while has
remained in view in the corner of the wide shot (Figure 3).

Figure 3

The spectator does not know where they are, or who is digging. A second
jump cut to a shot of the same hands reveals the title card, “a film by Lucio
Fulci,” and finally tilts up to a woman’s face, again with the Autostrada slightly
out of focus in the background. While Fulci’s focus is often on gritty and
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bloody attractions, like the digging hands, the face of the woman in the shot
resonates with the cinema of Pier Paolo Pasolini. The centrality of the face is a
key component in all of Pasolini’s cinema, and as I will argue, shapes the
politics of Southern Italy in the same manner as Fulci’s gory attractions.
Following this focus on the acute materiality of surfaces, this paper is less a
comprehensive analysis of Duckling as it is a selective reading of what I will call
his “poetics of attractions.” Again, Fulci’s horror attractions are like Pasolini’s
faces: they are material landscapes that do not reveal representationally, but
engage affectively and corporeally. Hence, I will be reading a selection of key
scenes from Fulci and Pasolini’s work as a way to engage the political issues
they present outside of dominant narrative-based studies in cinema.
The opening three shots of Fulci’s Don’t Torture a Duckling encourage this
article’s focus on the politics of Northern hegemony over the South in Italy.
Following Pasolini, these themes can be evinced in Fulci’s own immersive
“cinema of poetry,” where the tensions of movement and stasis (panning,
zooming, abstraction), of clashes of diegetic pastoral singing and non-diegetic
strings, and of the tactile abstraction of landscape (concrete pillars and grassy
ones; digging, bloodied hands) through the use of extreme close-ups and long
shots all render corporeally the issues of so-called development and underdevelopment in Italy. I bring Fulci into conversation with Pasolini in this essay
because they were both heretical Marxists shaped by Catholicism who
championed the South as a space of radical otherness. If Pasolini romanticized
the South and championed its semi-pagan religiosity, Fulci’s version of the
South in Don’t Torture a Duckling was pessimistic; it was a place where the
afterlife of Northern hegemony over the South lingered.
This essay focuses on the affective materiality and dreadful tactility of
Fulci’s film, evinced in the credit sequence’s focus on the fictional Southern
Italian town of Accendura, whose “witch” Maciara (Florinda Bolkan) digs up
what will later be revealed as the bones of a buried infant. Scratching away that
surface with bloodied hands, the witch uncovers traumas that are not buried
deep, but seem to prick at the surface of people’s lives in that region.
Telegraphed by the tensions in movement, abstraction, and geographical
unease of the opening shots of Duckling, Fulci’s cinema of attractions is
anchored by haptic shock, where dreadful intrusions into the Southern region
by Autostradas are experienced more viscerally and corporeally than cognitively.
The place of dreadful surfaces will reappear later in the film with the torture
and lynching of Maciara—a scene that, like the credit sequence outlined here,
renders its political perspective corporeally via haptic attractions.
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The Mezzogiorno Giallo
Duckling’s credit sequence immerses the spectator in the world of what
Xavier Mendik aptly calls the “Mezzogiorno giallo” (2014), a small but significant
number of gialli that are situated in the Mezzogiorno (Southern) region of Italy,
and operate around urban/rural, North/South binaries in an era from 19691978 called gli anni di piombo (the leaden times).2 According to Mikel J. Koven,
“much like in the slasher films of the late 1970s and early 1980s (which the
giallo certainly influenced […])” the giallo’s “isolating the action, particularly in
the outskirts of the metropolitan city, challenges the complacency of the
modern age” (2006: 530). For Koven, there is a critique of modernity encoded
in the presence of the rural as other in the Italian giallo. I argue below that
Don’t Torture a Duckling does not simply ‘challenge the complacency of the
modern age’, which I certainly agree with, but that Fulci also materially
immerses the spectator in the ravages of North/South asymmetries via his
poetics of attractions—through his use of claustrophobic 2.35:1 framing and
aural tapestries of shock. Koven’s research on the giallo is notable for placing
the genre within the category of the filone and also because he discusses the
filone’s reception within its specific milieu of the terza visione, or “third tier”
screening houses in Italy that are similar to North American grindhouses and
drive-ins. In the context of the Italian film industry, the term filone refers to the
more popular traditions of genre that find their origins in clusters or streams
of popular cinema. It is therefore more accurate than genere, the word for
“genre” in Italian, which tends to refer to more literary traditions. The use of
the term filone reminds one that Italy has its own cycles and traditions that
follow a different logic, even if the filone is often discussed as low-end mimicry
of superior genre material from the U.S.A.3 Koven writes that “[p]erhaps, in
some cases, what we think of as a film genre, like the giallo, may be a cluster of
concurrent streamlets, veins, or traditions—filone” (2006, 6). In this sense, the
Mezzogiorno giallo is a filone in that there is a small stream of films that operate
specifically around the Southern Question.
The term giallo refers to a diverse cycle of films that is difficult to pin
down. As Gary Needham reminds, “[i]t should be understood then that the
giallo is something different to [sic] that which is conventionally analysed as a
genre. The Italians have the word filone, which is often used to refer to both
genres and cycles as well as to currents and trends” (2002, 1). The genre’s
founding texts—Mario Bava’s first two gialli, The Women Who Knew too Much
(La ragazza che sapeva troppo, 1963) and the trend setting body-count film Blood
and Black Lace (Sei donne per l’assasino, 1964)—announce the distinctly
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cosmopolitan roots of the Italian giallo. In the opening scene of the former
film, Bava’s main character Nora Davis (Letícia Román), a tourist coming to
Rome, is on a plane reading a giallo paperback. And in the latter film, Bava sets
his murder mystery in a fashion house. Consumer capitalism (tourism and
fashion) are directly linked to urban development and important features of
post-WWII Italian life. In this sense, it is important to remember that Bava
also made Bay of Blood (Reazione a catena) in 1971, which is set in Sabaudia, a
coastal city 50 miles outside of Rome, where the line between rural and urban
is blurred.4 The giallo, in other words, typically inhabits spaces in between
convenient social, cultural, economic, and regional dichotomies. Mendik’s
term “Mezzogiorno giallo” is thus significant as it speaks to the construction of a
typically imaginary South in the giallo. There are films such as Dario Argento’s
The Bird with the Crystal Plumage (L'uccello dalle piume di cristallo, 1970), for
example, where a kind of barbaric rurality is figured as Southern, even though
the film isn’t set there. The investigation of the film’s iconic amateur detective
Sam Dalmas (Tony Musante) takes him to “an unspecified and barbaric rural
landscape that is the site of repressed knowledge” (Mendik, 2014: 393-394).
Mendik recalls that “[e]ven when the giallo did figure its central protagonists as
Italian nationals, an element of ‘foreignness’ was included into a range of
entries detailing a detective’s journey into Italy’s more ‘primitive’ regions”
(2014: 390). In the Mezzogiorno giallo, rural types and spaces typically take on a
mythical primitivism, a divisive otherness by which the “civilized” / urban
North can define/contrast itself. Italian giallo filmmakers5 have used rurality as
a way to critique asymmetrical development in contemporary Italy and Fulci’s
film falls within these parameters even more explicitly.
While its city of Accendura is fictional, Fulci’s Don’t Torture a Duckling is
actually the only giallo set in the actual South, not the constructed,
unspecified/mythical rural one. Mendik erroneously situates Pupi Avati’s The
House with Laughing Windows (La casa dalle finestre che ridono, 1976) in this
category, but that film is set in the Northern region of Emilia-Romagna.6
Koven mistakenly notes the location of Fulci’s Duckling as a “a small, rural
Apulian village,” when it is in fact never stated in which Southern region the
film takes place (2006: 53). And in her excellent piece on Fulci in Senses of the
Cinema, Patricia MacCormack calls Don’t Torture a Duckling a “claustrophobic
Calabrian village murder mystery” (2004), again attributing a specificity that
the film does not indicate. These misidentifications are not wrong on one
level: Don’t Torture a Duckling is, indeed, about Apuglia and Calabria because it
is a film concerned with the South more generally; it is therefore easy to
misidentify the location of the film’s fictional city. I am reminded here of how
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the mythical St-Sebastian stands in for Haiti in the Val Lewton-produced I
Walked with a Zombie (Jacques Tourneur, 1943). In this film, the issues of
colonialism and white supremacy stand out powerfully in its fictional location
because there is a distancing from the actuality of a real historical place. I Walked
with a Zombie is a subversive anti-colonial film that operates around aural and
spatial take-overs that give power to the black folk of the fictional island.7
Similarly, Duckling is a subversive film where the fictional Accendura is a space
for Fulci to challenge Northern and Catholic hegemony with an often
shocking attractions cinema style. In the film, Andrea Martelli (Tomas Milian)
is a journalist from Rome who meets Patrizia (Barbara Bouchet), exiled to the
family home in Accendura by her rich Milanese father, attempt to solve a
series of child murders happening in the village. Patrizia is perceived as an
outsider by the locals because she exhibits spoiled cosmopolitan values. The
Northern police bureau is called in to aid in the investigation. Maciara is
shown digging up skeletal remains and plunging pins in the heads of dolls. She
becomes a suspect and is arrested by the police. But after her release, even
though the police have shown her to be innocent, she is lynched by a local
mob. Patrizia now becomes a suspect, as she is also perceived as an outsider.
The killer is ultimately revealed to be the local priest, Don Alberto Avallone
(Marc Porel), who falls off a cliff and dies in the film’s climax. In shocking
imagery characteristic of Fulci’s style, a prolonged sequence shows the priest’s
face scraping violently along the jagged rocks as he falls to his death. Similar to
I Walked with a Zombie, it is easy to miss the material and spatial aspects in
representational readings that have placed the film in an essentialist mode of
propagating stereotypes of Southern life. Like the Tourneur film, the
unspecified place of Accendura in Duckling forces a more obvious focus on its
anti-colonial issues.
Fulci’s film was shot in the town of Matera, in the Southern region of
Basilicata. It is a location that resonates within the history of Italian cinema, as
many films were shot there,8 and a location that is widely perceived by
Northern Italians as the one of the most beautiful cities in the South. Like StSebastian in I Walked with a Zombie, the distancing of Accendura as fictional
paradoxically brings the film in closer proximity to the issues of North/South
asymmetries as they speak to broader regional histories. And like Tourneur’s
film, Fulci’s fleshy material attractions—his attention to corporeality and the
senses, where haptic reception carries political meaning (as in the opening
scene)—is where one experiences his championing of the South. What
interests me here is not the uniqueneness of the film as the sole Mezzogiorno
giallo, but its championing of the South, and its critique of Northern Italian
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hegemony, through Fulci’s attractions sensibility. My contention in this article
is that the politics of Northern hegemony operate in the corporeal immersive
shock of attractions in the film, rather the registers of narrative-based
representation (e.g., the film’s North-invades-South investigation narrative).
Fulci was influenced by the Marxist critique of Northern hegemony in the
radical sixties, especially through the cinema and writings of heretical Marxist
Pier Paolo Pasolini. Understanding how Fulci’s critical attractions sensibility
works requires a discussion of how the construction of the Southern Question
emerges in the nineteenth century, and is later challenged by Antonio Gramsci
in the 1920s.
The Southern Question
My nonno (grandfather) came to Canada in 1949 from Calabria, the very tip
of the toe of Italy’s boot. That migration of my family from this region speaks
volumes about the place of the South in the construction of modern Italy. My
nonno did not experience the so-called economic miracle of the 1950s, nor did
he witness the building of the Autostrada A3, whose extension to Calabria
from Napoli was only begun by the Italian government in 1964. For the state,
the highway was a major event announcing the South’s arrival into modernity.
Migration in my family away from that region was linked to the economic
asymmetries in post WWII Italy that continue to exist. While some of my
family left for Canada and the USA, my nonno’s younger brother went to
Patterson, NJ, and a number of my cousins moved to Torino in order to find
work in factories for corporations like Fiat. They made the move to escape
rural poverty to the promises of a new life in the cosmopolitan centres in Italy
and abroad. The American Dream was a powerful force for rural peasants like
my nonno, who, like many Southern Italians, worked in construction building
the cities to which they moved. The iconic saying by an anonymous Italian
migrant on Ellis Island rings true in the experience of my nonno: “Before I
came to America, I thought the streets were paved with gold. When I came
here I learned three things: The streets were not paved with gold, the streets
weren't paved, and that I was expected to pave them.” Growing up, my nonno
lived with us, and I remember his often using the expression “sto Cristiano”
(“that Christian”) to describe friends from the old country. He used term in
the same manner one would use the word “person” in regular conversation:
“that Christian Giovanni came to see us today.” I never quite understood why
he used this term, and simply took it as one of his idiosyncrasies from the old
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country. It was only after reading Christ Stopped at Eboli, a memoir by the
physician Carlo Levi9 (1945), which describes Levi’s exile under the Fascist
regime to the Southern Italy region of Basilicata, that I understood my nonno’s
expression. Benito Mussolini used the South as an informal gulag during his
reign and Levi writes about the intense poverty that he encountered there in
the thirties. The title of the book comes from an expression by the people of
the Gagliano, who say of themselves, “Christ stopped short of here, at Eboli”
which was the location on the Southern edge of Campania, South of Napoli,
where the road and railway to Basilicata branched away from the coastal
North-South routes in that period. Eboli was the doorway to the perceived
primitive and archaic frontier,10 where the humanizing influence of
Christianity did not take hold. In the novel, the people in the fictional town of
Gagliano feel they have been bypassed by Christianity and the state. Levi
recounted that he encountered a people bypassed by history: “[t]hey do not
and cannot have what is called political awareness, because they are literally
pagani, ‘pagans’, or countrymen, as distinguished from city-dwellers” (1974:
77). Thus, my nonno’s use of the term Cristiano comes from this experience of
being perceived as pagan, pre-Christian with all its ethical and moral
implications. His re-claiming of the term Cristiano was a reclaiming of his
humanity and dignity—not a championing of Christian morality, but a
challenge to colonial perspectives that dehumanized him as a “terrone” (a term
of insult for a Southern peasant still used today).
Since before the Risorgimento (the Italian unification, a period that stretched
from 1815 to 1871), Southern Italy was constructed as backward, underdeveloped, primitive, and poor. According to Jennifer Guglielmo this
construction is also racialized. In her introduction to the provocatively titled
book, Are Italians White?: How Race is Made in America, Guglielmo writes,
“Indeed, the saying ‘Europe ends at Naples. Calabria, Sicily, and all the rest
belong to Africa’ can still be heard throughout Europe, and these ideologies of
Southerners as backward continue to inform national political movements”
(2003: 9). The French philosopher, anthropologist and historian Ernest Renan
wrote in 1850 that while Napoli seduced travelers with the beauty of its
landscapes, Salerno (in Southern Campania), his last stop on his voyage to
Southern Italy, was “la limite de la civilization au midi,” or “the frontier of
civilization in the Mezzogiorno” (2004: 120, my translation). Positivist
anthropologists like Renan advanced a racist science in the mid-19th century
that promoted the Aryan race above those from the South mixing with
African. Guglielmo reminds how Alfredo Niceforo “argued in his widely read
study, L’Italia barbara contemporeana, that two Italys exited, whose fundamental
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racial differences made unification impossible” (2003: 33). Often these
constructions can be perceived in religious practices that have been
characterized by a history of “orientalist” discourses (Said: 1978). For example,
the designation of Southern Italy as “the Indies of Europe” by eighteenth
century Northern Jesuits in their memoirs came about because the often
syncretic religious practices of Southerners were perceived to be more pagan,
than the religions of America’s Indigenous peoples (Grafton, 2009: 173).
The shockumentary Mondo Cane (1962) by Paolo Cavara, Gualtiero
Jacopetti, and Franco Prosperi, presents religious practices in Southern Italy as
barbaric. In this film, excessive mortification of the flesh undergirds Good
Friday processions in the Calabrese city of Nocera Terinese, in the province of
Catanzaro. The Mondo film uses shock to situate itself politically, and in the
procession scene, audiences are pressed into re-imagining so-called primitive
Catholic practices as a deeply corporeal expression of religious knowledge in
opposition to both church and state power. The voice-over narration in Mondo
Cane notes that police officers visible in the scene are attempting to prevent
the popular rites on the orders of the parish priest, as these rites are happening
in opposition to the official church teachings. Yet, from a different perspective
(and in the proper context), the images of practitioners inflicting cuts on their
legs with shards of glass imbedded in pieces of cork, in a ritual called the “rites
of the Vattienti,” is—against the dominant (mis)understanding of popular
Catholicism—productively corporeal, using the body and the senses to short
circuit the common sense of the official church. The practitioners of the rites
are not simply attempting to subdue sinful flesh, but using corporeality as a
form of religious knowledge that also expresses itself as a means to revolt
against church authority. While this scene from Mondo Cane presents the South
as excessively religious, it does so in a way that situates the viscerality onscreen
as a form of corporeal knowledge that operates as (an)other form of
epistemology—one that even works in tension with the film’s expository
voice-over. Fulci figures the South quite similarly in Don’t Torture a Duckling: in
terms of a corporeal materiality that takes the audience beyond singular
avenues of representation. My reading of Don’t Torture a Duckling falls in line
with “post-representational” readings in recent scholarship that focus on the
interrelational, immersiveness, intensity, and affect as a starting point (Shaviro,
1993; Abel, 2007). For Fulci, the spatial materiality of the South of Italy shortcircuits common sense bourgeois notions of so-called primitive practices, such
as the intricate doll-making practices of Maciara, which are usually associated
with Hatian Vodou. Recalling the film’s early images of her scratching open
the earth with bloodied fingers, Maciara’s tactile relationship with this intricate
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practice parallels the way she experiences her region—through direct, visceral
contact. Here, as elsewhere in his work—whether it is the cosmic eternality of
space in the exquisite final scenes of the Lovecraftian The Beyond (E tu vivrai nel
terrore! L'aldilà, 1981), or the labyrinthine jungle of the fictional Caribbean
Matul Island in Zombie (Zombi 2, 1979)—Fulci relies on the material otherness
of space, place and body to shock audiences into new pathways beyond the
cognitive and the causal.
Fulci’s relationship to the Mondo aesthetic is key to understanding the
way Duckling subverts Italy’s stereotypically bigoted North-over-South
discourse. A very popular form whose influence on Italian horror is underresearched (Shipka, 2011), Mondo shockumentaries are full-on attractions
documentaries. They enact their critique through deployments of spectacular
otherness that borders on (and sometimes arguably is) exploitative of the
“exotic other”—bodies, spaces, cultures. Part of the productive work of the
shockumentary occurs in its way of straddling the spectator between critical
distance and immersive sensation, to create a space of questioning, of shock—
of uncomfortable pleasure and pleasurable revulsion.11 The best Mondo films,
such as Mondo Cane and its follow-up, Mondo Pazzo (Gualtiero, Jacopetti, and
Prosperi, 1963), hold up a mirror to the “barbaric North,” or barbaric
cosmopolitan, that was deeply transgressive in the context of post-WWII
progress-focused discourses. In their inversion of North-South dichotomies,
these films can be understood as a championing of the South, and
consequently the global South, because they operate outside of the colonial
dynamic that sees the so-called archaic Southern frontier as the measure by
which the capitalist and modernizing North constructed its own identity of
civility.
Don’t Torture a Duckling was shot in Basilicata, in the stunning Medieval
town of Matera where many films have been shot, including more recently
some religious films, such as Mel Gibson's The Passion of the Christ (2004) and
Abel Ferrara's Mary (2005). Years before these films, Pier Paolo Pasolini shot
part of his beautiful Marxist-inflected religious film, Gospel According to Matthew
(Il vangelo secondo matteo, 1964) in Matera. Pasolini’s filmmaking in Matera,
revolutionary and iconoclastic (even if the official church applauded the
film),12 and his Marxist politics more generally, are a crucial link to the location
of Duckling’s shooting and politics. About the Gospel, Pasolini says: “The whole
film was shot in Southern Italy. I had decided to do this even before I went to
Palestine, which I only did to set my conscience at ease. I knew I would
remake the Gospel by analogy” (1970: 82). It is deeply ironic that a heretical
Marxist would bring Christianity back to the South, so to speak, the pagan
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place where Christ has ‘not set foot’. I label Pasolini a heretical Marxist
because of his love of the sacred and mythical in all things pre-modern—the
sacralization of the mundane and everyday world which is dominant in so
many films, such as Theorem (Teorema, 1968) and his “Trilogy of Life” films.13
Pasolini’s love of the religious primitive comes from his appreciation of his
mother Susanna’s everyday peasant Catholicism from the Northern region of
Friuli, which he distinguished from the petty bourgeois Fascist Catholicism of
his father. Pasolini’s long-time interest in the sacred frustrated mainstream
Marxists who rejected religion as a form of alienation or mystification. In his
early films, Pasolini found this pre-modern religious vitality in Southern Italy,
and in his later films he sought this in the so-called “Third World,” outside of
the conformist impetus of Western capitalism. Pasolini wrote in 1965, “[b]ut
today we are in a transitory phase: the relationship between the North and
South is no longer colonial, but neocolonial” (1988: 47). Shooting Gospel
According to Matthew in Southern Italy was not an attempt to Christianize the
South, but a way to champion—or in terms of my nonno, to reclaim the dignity
of—a region that suffered from neo-colonial asymmetries.
Pasolini’s championing of the South is clearly felt in Fulci’s Don’t Torture a
Duckling. Both Pasolini and Fulci were under the influence of another
unorthodox Marxist, Antonio Gramsci, who was an key figure in identifying
and rethinking the Southern Question. Gramsci was imprisoned by Mussolini
(1926-1937) in Turi, near Bari, in the Southern region of Puglia, where he died
at the age of 47. Gramsci was responsible for coining the term “hegemony,”
defined as spontaneous consent of the masses to powerful interests, which he
sought to contextualize as specific to Western capitalism (1971:12-13). But his
critique of Leninism and other types of vanguardism in Marxist thought
opened the doors for him to turn towards popular epistemologies and culture,
such as the popular religion of peasants. This appreciation of the religion
systems of the peasant was met with disdain from mainstream Marxism in
Gramsci’s time because religion was perceived as a form of alienation and
rendering passive of the subaltern (marginal) classes under the Catholic
hegemony. Cultural Studies, especially the more Marxist work of Raymond
Williams and Stuart Hall in the UK, were influenced by the pioneering work of
Gramsci, especially his championing of popular peasant culture. If Cultural
Studies turned the “passive spectator” of Film Studies into “active readers,” it
can be said that this develops out of Gramsci’s notion of the organic
intellectual, a figure who emerges from within the popular classes, not from
outside of it (1971: 12). For Gramsci, all people, including peasants, were
philosophers and have “relative autonomy” in relation to dominant hegemony
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(1971: 327). The role of the organic intellectual was to bring peasants through
their own conceptions of the world into revolutionary praxis. According to
Gramsci, the Catholic church operated as a hegemonic power in Italian
society, and its priests were quite the opposite of the organic intellectual; they
were there to sustain hegemonic interests. In his reflection on the Southern
Question, Gramsci writes that in the South the priest appears to the peasant as
(1) bailiff with whom the peasant comes into conflict […] (2) as a
usurer… (3) as a man who is subject to common passions (women and
money) and so spirituality inspires no confidence… Confession, therefore
has little significance, and the Southern peasant, though often
superstitious in a pagan sense, is not priest-ridden (1957, 44).
The relative autonomy of the Southern peasant vis-à-vis the priest speaks
directly to the revelation at the end of Don’t Torture a Duckling that the
murderer of children is the young, handsome town priest Don Alberto
Avallone, who kills boys because he believes he is saving them from modern
(read: Northern) corruption. Don Alberto is not a child-molesting priest, but
he is misguidedly concerned in protecting their innocence. His deadly
protectionist stance is typical of how power is understood to function in the
context of an oppressed place like Accendura, and because of this it would be
easy to place the film within discourses of diminished agency for the peoples
of Southern Italy as they are seen to be alienated under deadly church power.
So alienated, in fact, that a Northern Italian police unit in Duckling is sent
down to take care of the so-called primitive chaos of this barbaric place.
Stephen Thrower asserts that “Fulci was accused of perpetuating a common
stereotype of Italian culture, in which the South clings to outmoded attitudes
rejected by the modern free-thinking North” (2017: 140). However,
attempting to discuss these politics through the positioning of Southern
characters who possess “outmoded attitudes” compared to “free-thinking”
Northern perspectives sets-up an unproductive binary that may bring one to a
dead-end. Don Alberto’s actions may be understood quite differently as a
reaction of real terror to the so-called development brought by the North, and
as such is an act of resistance, however misguided. To broaden the scope of
analysis, I turn to Pasolini’s notion of the “cinema of poetry” as an entry
point. Adjusting the angle away from agentic narrative structure and by
prioritizing affective attractions via Pasolini can subvert the flat essentialist
view that those ‘outmoded attitudes’ in Duckling are the product of a
primitiveness somehow inherent to the region.
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The Cinema of Poetry
In addition to being a filmmaker, poet, and novelist, Pasolini wrote film
theory in the area of semiotics. His film theory was deeply influenced by
literary theory. And while the corporeal and affective approach I am proposing
is outside the realm of semiotics, Pasolini’s articulation of a cinema of poetry
resonates with the political materiality of Fulci’s cinema of attractions. In a
1965 round table discussion at the Pesaro Film Festival, along with Christian
Metz, Umberto Eco, and G. D. Volpe, Pasolini attempted to formulate an
articulation of cinema as “fundamentally irrational” that was perceived as
heretical to the entrenched scientific empiricism of the semiotic school (1985:
185). Among semioticians, Pasolini’s theorizing was perceived as naïve and
uninspired because of his “unscientific” appeal to the personal realm. Maurizio
Viano reveals that Pasolini’s ideas had, in the words of Christian Metz, “truly
genial intuitions, but [he] did not know how to formulate them in a scientific
plane and this has discredited him among semioticians” (1993: 93). Viano
writes that Pasolini’s appeal to the personal realm, which he mixed with the
discursive strategies of semiotics, was perceived as “informed dilettantism” by
the dominant semioticians of the 1960s and 1970s (1993: 25). According to
Viano, Italian semiotician Emilio Garroni went as far as to accuse Pasolini of
“spiritualism—indeed the ultimate sin in those years of enthusiastic faith in a
secular and semiotic Enlightenment” (1993: 13-24). While Metz was
nonetheless able to attest to the “genial intuitions” that our heretical empiricist
conjured up in his theorizing, it was in feminist theory that Pasolini’s thinking
began to be re-evaluated. Theresa de Lauretis argued that “his insistence on
the audiovisuality of cinema […] bear[s] directly on the role that cinema’s
imagining has in the reproduction of social reality” (1980: 48).14 In this sense,
cinema is like poetry, as it exceeds its moment of inscription, becoming for
Pasolini, in a later essay entitled “The Written Language of Reality,” “a
dynamics of feelings, affects, passions, ideas” (1988: 204). Pasolini’s heretical
call for a “fundamentally irrational” theory of cinema—his insistence on the
place of emotions, sensations, and the body—clearly announces recent turns
toward the corporeal and affect in Cultural Studies. And more importantly,
though he never discusses horror, his theorizing obviously addresses corporeal
experiences central in the reception of the horror genre.
Pasolini’s distinction between a cinema of poetry and a cinema of prose is
not a simple division between art house cinema and classical narrative cinema.
The cinema of poetry can be found in all of cinema, from classical narrative to
avant-garde, art house and filone. Influenced by literary theory, the cinema of
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poetry for Pasolini can be understood in his notion of “free indirect point-ofview shots,”15 where filmmakers blend their vision with characters their films,
thus challenging strict subjective or objective distinctions. Instead, the
spectator is caught in a liminal space that for Pasolini revolves around the
irrational or the sacred. The Gospel According to Matthew is a case in point: the
film opens on a close-up of the face of Mary (Margherita Caruso) as she looks
towards an object off screen (Figure 4).

Figure 4: The opening shot of The Gospel According to Matthew

Pasolini cuts to a close-up of Joseph (Marcello Morante) looking back at
her. Their faces show very little emotion. These are faces of non-actors who
are “posing for the camera,” so to speak, in the style of attractions cinema.
This is a strategy that Pasolini will return to over and over in his career. And
these opening shots are good examples of the “free indirect point-of-view
shots” that Pasolini describes as blending his own vision with the characters.16
The strategy makes the spectator aware that these are non-actors. Pasolini cuts
back to the close-up of Mary looking at Joseph and then she looks down with
only her eyes. Pasolini returns to a close-up of Joseph and then finally cuts to a
long shot of Mary that reveals her pregnancy. In this long shot she is framed
by a wall of stones, an allusion to the style of neorealist sacred painting. The
reference reveals both her peasant context and her artificiality or materiality as
an object of worship. Pasolini’s cinema does not follow the neorealist tradition
of documenting reality, however, as he is interested in the sacral elements of
life in itself. All life is sacred for Pasolini: it lies in the everydayness of his
(non-)actors, in the location in the South of Italy, and in the links he makes to
the Catholic painterly tradition depicting Mary. The Gospel According to Matthew
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operates like so many of his films—particularly Oedipus Rex (1967) and Medea
(1969)—as a series of attractions liked together by the structure of myth and
the sacred. If sacredness anchors Pasolini’s understanding of the South, both
Italian and global, then in Fulci’s Duckling, the tactile, immersive presentation
of the Autostrada’s imposing reality through his use of zooming in the credit
sequence becomes a serpent devouring the notion of Southern sacredness.
Pasolini defines the cinema of poetry specifically in terms of a style where
the “felt” camera is projecting the spectator into an experience of the
irrational. He writes of
[t]he possibility, in short, of an art prose, of a series of lyrical pages whose
subjectivity is ensured by the pretextual use of the ‘free indirect point-ofview shots,’ and whose real protagonist is style. The camera is therefore
felt for good reasons. The alteration of lenses, a 25 mm and 200 mm on
the same face; the proliferation of wasted zoom shots, with their lenses of
very high numbers which are on top of things, expanding them like
excessively leavened bread; the continuous, deceptively casual shots
against the light, which dazzle the camera; the hand-held camera
movements; the more focused tracking shots; the wrong editing for
expressive reasons; the irritating opening shots; the interminable pauses
on the same image, etc. (1988: 184).
For Pasolini, then, the performative camera serves to highlight the kind of
powerful surfaces one finds in the opening of Duckling, with its simultaneous
zooming, panning, and racking of focus—the performative image and
oppositional diegetic/non-diegetic music are part of what makes Fulci’s
Southern Italy resonate with its own kind of dark lyrical quality. While Pasolini
in the passage just above refers to the cinema of Bernardo Bertolucci,
Michelangelo Antonioni, and Jean-Luc Godard, he could also be describing
the genre cinema of a Mario Bava, a Sergio Leone, a Dario Argento, or, of
course, a Lucio Fulci. Carol Clover has said “that horror movies rub our noses
in camerawork,” and indeed, the aesthetics of Italian genre cinema hinge on
the notion of baroque excess (1992: 10). The cinema of poetry is not only
about foregrounding technique or aesthetics, however. For Pasolini the
cinema of poetry enhances the plasticity of the camera as a rupture with
narrativity that moves the spectator into the “pretext” (the presymbolic) of the
“irrational” “out of a need for an irregular and provocative freedom, out of an
otherwise authentic or delicious enjoyment of anarchy” (1988: 184). While
Pasolini uses semiotically-inflected language, he could be talking about
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attractions cinema. Even more importantly, Pasolini casts his cinema of poetry
in provocatively political terms, which speak very clearly to the oeuvre of
Lucio Fulci, where “the delicious enjoyment of anarchy” is almost self-evident.
Koven devotes a whole chapter to Pasolini’s cinema of poetry in his book,
but his broad birds-eye-view focus on the giallo pushes me to advance a more
sustained look at the poetics of giallo with reference to Don’t Torture a Duckling.
Koven, a folklorist, does not use the language of cinema of attractions in his
work, but he does, indeed, engage the notion of cinematic spectacle. His
discussion of the giallo more broadly as a cinema of poetry is insightful,
indicating stylistic aspects of the gialli, such as POV shots, extreme close-ups,
fast zooms, false openings, and the avant-garde use of sound and music, as
major aspects of the giallo’s cinema of poetry. These are aspects that occupy
the films of Fulci generally, and as I have mentioned with the credit sequence
of Don’t Torture a Duckling more particularly. Koven writes that
for Pasolini, when stylistic liberties rupture the narrative prose and we are
asked instead to contemplate the formal means of the image’s
construction, and when that rupture derives from the character’s
subjectivity thereby fusing the character’s subjectivity with the mechanical
reproduction of the camera itself, we are invited, if not required, to
question the poetics that are presented to us. (2006: 145)
In other words, excessive style creates a spectatorial consciousness that adds
to and/or exceeds narrative, speaking to the needs of character content in
other ways. Pasolini’s film The Gospel According to Matthew is a good example of
his theoretical articulation of a cinema of poetry that renders the camera “felt”
(1988: 184) in this way. As I mentioned above, the film is shot in the South of
Italy, including Matera, the setting for Fulci’s fictional Accendura in Duckling. I
discuss here a two scenes from the Gospel not only to demonstrate the cinema
of poetry at work in Pasolini’s own films, but also to show how Pasolini and
Fulci (in their own ways) orchestrate a “poetry of attractions.” In Pasolini’s
depiction of the adoration of the Magi, the spectator is moved into a state of
the “irrational” or “pretext” though his use of “free indirect point-of-view
shots” and the juxtaposition of sound/image within his poetry of attractions.
The attractions of Pasolini’s cinema center primarily on the human face,
specifically the peasant or non-bourgeois face. And often his peasant close-ups
are akin to the direct addresses of the cinema of attractions that Tom Gunning
discusses in his important work on silent and avant-garde cinema (1989). The
most important landscape in Pasolini’s cinema, then, is the landscape of the
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face. It is not a coincidence, then, that Pasolini’s trip to Israel to scout
locations for the film was a disappointment to him, as the face is the location
that dominates his own cinema of poetry.17 Eschewing the framework of
classical Hollywood narrative of establishing shots, The Gospel According to
Matthew opens, as mentioned earlier, with close-ups of the faces of Mary and
Joseph. This moment—like Pasolini’s films more generally—attempt to
capture in his words the “irrational pretext” that prefigures the context of
location. The moment speaks to the sensibility of Fulci’s work more generally,
and particularly in the opening scene of Duckling, where camera movement
and jump cuts to continued movement, and then disorienting close-ups,
disrupt any conventional sense of establishing the broader locality of
Accendura.
In Gospel’s Magi scene, Pasolini uses the zoom lens to accentuate the
movement of the men as they come down the hill towards the abode of Mary
and Joseph. Pasolini uses free indirect point-of-view shots of the Magi’s slow
movement down the hill to create a spectatorial experience that heightens the
corporeal nature of the encounter. The strategy promotes affect over
identification. There are POV shots that seem to be from Mary and Joseph
looking up, but that simultaneously enact the POV of Pasolini, whose focus is
also on the North/South relations in this scene. The indirect POV shots, the
zoom lens from below to accentuate movement, and the static shots of the
destination below, reveal the slow, unstoppable force of development, which
comes hand-in-hand with violence to the city as Herod is preparing to kill all
the firstborn. The terror and tragedy of the event is heightened by Pasolini’s
use of the Black spiritual “Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child” to shock
the spectator into what he himself called “a dynamics of feelings, affects,
passions, ideas” (1988: 204). I use shock because with the anachronistic music
comes a surprising rupture of the place and time of the biblical story. The
shocking anachronism pulls the spectator away from context and narrative
identification to activate a visceral response to the director’s extra-diegetic
reading of the moment. Moreover, the spiritual is a melancholic lament that
also harnesses affect by contrasting the supposed “good news” of the messiah
with the massacre of the innocents that this visit puts into motion. The scene
is thus an attractions moment in Pasolini’s film that operates the way a songand-dance number does in a musical: paradoxically apart from, even as it
works to augment the film’s narrative. The poetry of attractions comes, then,
in a spectator who experiences Pasolini’s cherished North/South critique not
through symbols, themes, or representations, but as “irrational pretext.” The
affect here derives from a beyond-ness—a something, a meaning or feeling, in
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excess of narrative requirements that must be felt through shock and surprise.
The scene’s politics—where so-called development comes to transform the
primitive and pastoral through violence and terror—are enacted through
heightened style that overlays the forward-moving narrative events with
shocking emotional strains. The torture/kill scene of the witch Maciara in
Duckling offers a kind of parallel here, showing how Fulci’s politics operate
within his own poetics of attractions.
Kriss Ravetto-Biagioli notes that “Pasolini did not position himself within
Marxist or radical political movements, but pursued an interest in radical
otherness” (2014: 95). As Ravetto-Biagioli suggests, Pasolini’s radical
otherness was operative not in terms of opposition or negativity, as seen in
representational or identity politics, but as an encounter “between the senses,
embodied perceptions, and material realities that produces a radical
(desubjectified) affirmation of life” (2014: 94). Radical otherness for Pasolini
was a way to get out from under what he sought to be the greatest problem of
the Left: the predicament of always being in opposition. Ravetto-Biagioli
argues that Pasolini’s cinema of poetry articulates “a series of relations that
show how cinema can be a tool for theorizing alternative politics—one that
refuses identity politics or the politics of opposition” (2014: 95). If we apply
this “alternative politics” to the way Fulci’s attractions highlight the tensions
and terror of North/South relations in Italy, we can move beyond Austin
Fisher’s claim, that gialli are “indirect political films” (2015: 171). Instead, they
are directly political insofar as the political is etched in the film’s fleshiness; its
affect and corporeality. The giallo film does not simply open up a “final
ambivalence,” as Koven suggests with respect to a series of films (including
Don’t Torture a Duckling), where the cruelty and violence is reduced to a
psychologizing refrain that “we are all guilty of something” (2006: 74). Like my
nonno’s use of the term sto Cristiano, which was not about re-inscribing
Christian bourgeois morality, Fulci’s attention to attractions is a form of
alternative politics as Pasolini saw it distributed along the registers of radical
otherness.
A Poetics of Attractions
The brutal killing of Maciara in Don’t Torture a Duckling operates in
continuity with Pasolini’s cinema of poetry and as challenge to the Southern
Question. First, it is a self-contained sequence in terms of its place in the
narrative, its geographical isolation, and its use of entirely diegetic music. And,
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second, it delivers its political thrust through a number of aesthetic choices,
among them indirect point-of-view-shots similar to those used by Pasolini in
the scene from Gospel. Fulci orchestrates the scene around three songs: the
English-language “Rhythm,” performed by Riccardo Cocciante, and “Crazy,”
performed by Wess & The Airedales, and the Italian-language love song “Quei
giorni insieme a te” (“Those Days with You,” composed by Jaja
Fiastri and Riz Ortolani), performed by Ornella Vanoni. I use the word
“orchestrated” to highlight the centrality of spectacle to the scene, its logic
dictated more by immersive and contrasting sound than by the requirements
of narrative causality. The scene begins with the same Autostrada discussed in
the credit sequence, snaking through the countryside in a long shot (See Figure
5), and it ends with Maciara climbing up the embankment to the edge of the
same Autostrada attempting to alert the oblivious tourists driving by. The
Autostrada is also where she will finally die, cars whizzing by in a series of
inserted, blurred close-ups. Diegetic music frames the scene throughout: from
the distant voice of a peasant woman singing in its opening moments (a
straightforward stylistic parallel to the credit sequence), to the songs played in
the car radio by the three local men who lynch Maciara. The scene is stark and
extremely disturbing. It is shot in broad daylight, just off a country road in the
grassy, rocky foothills, and the action moves from here to an enclosed
cemetery. A sense of entrapment comes as geographic spaces gradually close
down on Maciara, underscored by the pervasive car radio. On first viewing,
the attack’s brutality and senselessness seem to operate on the level of gritty
realism, but on a second viewing, Fulci’s poetic orchestrations become more
evident.

Figure 5

Maciara has just been released from prison, having been brought in simply
on the grounds that she is an outsider. A team of detectives from the North
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have come in to investigate the spate of child murders—“to take care of a
situation” that is out of control, believing the local police force to be illequipped and unprepared. Maciara subsequently walks through the narrow
stone streets of Accendura, a local woman spitting as she passes in a moment
that recalls Pasolini’s Gospel. Also shot in Matera, Pasolini’s film portrays an
innocent person unjustly tried, scourged, and executed by the Romans; thus,
this moment in Duckling announces Maciara as a kind of Jesus figure,
uncomfortably signposting her future lashing. The Jesus story is one of
Roman Empire and its pervasive reach through a small group of local elite
collaborators, who sought to put down the dangerous Jesus movement in the
lynching of its leader. As biblical scholar Richard Horsley asserts, “Roman
governors such as Pontius Pilate appointed and deposed the high priests who
ruled Judea from their base in the Jerusalem Temple” (Horsley 2003: 15). In
Duckling, the North/South Italian dynamic is also one of a small group of elite
men from the South following the lead of the Northern police commissioner
(Virgilio Gazzolo) and embodied in the character of Captain Modesti (Ugo
D'Alessio). The story/myth of Jesus itself becomes an additional sort of
enclosure in this way, trans-textually recalling Pasolini’s use of Matera for his
Jesus story. Fascinated by myth, Pasolini saw the everyday as sacred in the
preindustrial world of Southern Italy and the global South. In this context it is
possible to read the lynching of the witch Maciara for murders she did not
commit, as the South, too, being lynched, especially as two of the three local
men who punish and kill her do so by first blasting Western-influenced pop
songs—a clear presence of Empire—blaring from their car. Unlike Pasolini’s
romantic view of the South, Fulci’s pessimistic view understands the South as
a kind of enclosure within false paradigms of Northern progress. The
romantic Pasolinian view of the unspoiled South has already been spoiled in
Fulci’s film by the priest’s act of killing children to save their innocence. In the
scene of Maciara’s eventual torture, the long shot of the Autostrada slithering
through the countryside is—like its presence in the opening scene—an
additional suggestion of something rotten, sinister. Accordingly, the car and
the music it brings function as evidence of invasion and oppression. Ant-like
in the title sequence, the car is now suggestive of a much closer threat,
bringing with it a sickness in the gut for the spectator.
Every element of the scene in question suggests a South literally ripped
open by Northern attitudes. Just before Maciara retreats through the fence in
the cemetery to evade the approaching men, hand-held POV shots and
“indirect point-of-view shots” from her perspective combine with reorienting
and often disorienting zooms to increase Maciara’s (and the spectator’s)
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experience of enclosure and claustrophobia in the scene. Maciara enters the
scene mounting the ridge of a hill, framed widely. A quick zoom-in reframes
her more tightly, narrowing the field around her. The sound of a car door
being shut alerts Maciara and the spectator to the presence of the men. As
Fulci cuts to a POV shot, the hand-held camera conveys her vulnerability. An
indirect POV shot follows, framing the back of Maciara’s head to put the
spectator in close proximity to her, while keeping her pursuers clearly in the
distance as they approach her. The framing in 2:35:1 accentuates the
claustrophobic nature of the scene by keeping Maciara and all of her pursuers
simultaneously within view. The hand-held panning to the position of each
man suggests the shifting glance of Maciara as she tries to survey the threat to
her. It therefore registers insecurity without having to show her face. The
technique is a powerful exploitation of the potential of widescreen framing18
to evoke dread by immersing the spectator.19 The wide frame is tight on
Maciara’s head and shoulders as she enters the cemetery, affecting as much
calm as she can in what is essentially a retreat to safer space. When one of the
men suddenly crushes her hand in the heavy metal gate, the scene shifts from
its primary focus on collapsing aural and spatial geometry to an emphasis on
the haptic—ruptured textures and surfaces (Figure 6).

Figure 6

Maciara screams loudly. Fulci cuts to a zoom on her face and a close-up
of her hand as she pulls out her bloodied knuckles. The music changes
suddenly to the late 1960s soul song “Crazy” by Wess & The Airedales. Again,
it is not only the fence which creates enclosure as Maciara is pursued into the
cemetery, but the aural disjunction created by joining the clashing threat of the
song: “I’ve seen a lot of women, but I never seen a girl like you. You got me
going outta my head with the things I never thought I’d do.” Not only is the
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song change jolting, but the volume at which the spectator hears it is
elevated—no longer quite as realistically echoing from the car some twenty
meters away, but now scoring the scene with a greater urgency. The threat of
violence now fully apparent, Maciara backs into the cemetery, away from her
pursuers, who carry objects that suggest the torture and mortification of the
flesh: chains and a large tree branch.
As the three torturers move in on Maciara, Fulci creates a sense of
spectatorial immersion by shifting the framing from wide shots of the
cemetery, to hand-held indirect point-of view shots of pursuers and pursued
sharing the frame, to traditional POV shots, particularly of the men’s faces in
close-up, that bring the spectator into close proximity with Maciara’s
vulnerability. The lyrics of “Crazy” spell out the situation, continuing the
promise of threat: “I’ve seen a lot of bad things. Things that make me mad!”
But it is the first blow by the man holding the chain that shocks. The handheld camera in this shot first frames Maciara and the man holding the chain,
then shifts into an indirect point-of-view shot as he raises his arm to strike,
and finally dips low to the ground to emphasize the brute power he wields. In
an “indirect point-of-view shot” tightly focused on her, Maciara screams and
falls to the ground revealing the splayed flesh and bloody marks of the chain
on the neck and chest area. The scene continues with a straight POV shot
from the ground as another towering assailant administers a second blow to
the midriff, and then Fulci cuts to a close-up of the wound releasing a viscous
flow of blood. Maciara gets up and tries to get away and the music shifts again.
This time to the contemporary love song sung by Ornella Vanoni.
Every musical break is announced by the radio disc jockey, here noting “a
change of mood now” in “the lovely voice of Ornella Vanoni.” The disc
jockey’s call, “Ornella, take it away!” almost mocks the hopelessness of the
moment for Maciara. The men continue to beat her with fist and chain,
continually opening up her flesh across cheek and arm in long, red slashes that
expose the pink, vulnerable flesh beneath. Fulci lingers on the bloody detail of
the landscape of Maciara’s body torn open. A close-up frames Maciara’s face
against the stark, white concrete surface of a mausoleum, now spattered with
her blood. Maciara slides down the wall to the ground, seemingly passed out,
and Fulci cuts to a long shot showing the three men file out along the
cemetery’s dirt path. Significant in this shot is the statue of an angel, quietly
overturned in the cemetery (Figure 7, next page).
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Figure 7

Maciara drags herself along the ground, and Fulci cuts to a blurred POV
shot of her view of the men’s feet leaving the gates. As she gropes and
stumbles her way out of the cemetery, Fulci intercuts shots of Maciara with
blurred POV shots, and wild hand-held close-ups of the blurred ironwork of
the gates. In Italian, Vanoni’s love song intones: “I'm a bit ashamed to have
told you yes. Today I have more dignity. I would not accept love in crumbs
that you gave to me as if it were charity.” Just as Maciara reaches and opens
the gate, Fulci startles with a shock cut of a truck passing on the Autostrada.
The jolting sensation of cars passing close to the camera, along with a
slow zoom-in, suggest that the camera is positioned on the other side of the
smooth tarmac of the Autostrada, looking across to another part of the
highway that can be seen curving out in the distance. The thick concrete pillars
recall the opening scene’s abstractions of concrete and towering blades of
grass. The zoom is shocking and disorienting as the camera moves right to left
with the traffic in proximate distance but against the traffic in the far distance.
And again, as in the opening shot, Fulci’s zoom rests on a stone in the
foreground. A bloodied, flayed hand appears and slowly manages to grip the
rock as Maciara attempts to climb up the embankment, from the jagged rocks
onto the relative smoothness of the Autostrada. Fulci uses POV shots of
tourists, ostensibly on their way to the beautiful beaches of the South, staring
at her from the safe distance of their cars, and then ignoring her, driving by
without stopping. The scene is an explosion of haptic dread, a series of
contrasting surfaces: the smooth tarmac, the ripped skin on Maciara’s face and
hand, the brutal concrete of the Autostrada, and the blood-streaked, jagged
rock that isolates Maciara’s tortured form within the terrifying enclosure
(auditory and spatial) of the frame (Figure 8, next page). The material shock of
her flesh ripped open in furling rows parallels the brutal swathe cut through
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the Southern Italian landscape by the Autostrada; the pristine nature of the
South torn by colonial Northern development is given sensual, material form
in her tortured face and hand (Figure 9).

Figures 8 (above) and 9 (below)

Conclusion
It is not hyperbole to describe Fulci as the maestro of attractions horror. It
is often said that his films lack a proper narrative focus, but to shift one’s
focus on attractions is to enter into the world he knew best. He has directed
almost every kind of animal attack in his films, from bats in A Lizard in a
Woman’s Skin (1971) (another evocative, tactile title), to spiders in The Beyond
(1981), to even snails in Aenigma (1987). But it is the extended gory set-pieces
that have made him famous, such as the infamous extreme close-up of a wood
splinter entering the eye of Mrs. Menard (Olga Karlatos) in Zombie. In 1935
Walter Benjamin famously argued that experience of cinema takes on the
contours of tactile shock for the distracted reception of mass culture as he
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argues for a shift from the visual absorption of aura in the bourgeois art
experience (2004). In other words, Benjamin shifts reception toward the socalled lower senses often not associated with the cinema experience (2004).
Laura Marks reminds us that haptic visuality “tends to move over the surface
of its object rather than plunge into illusionistic depth, not to distinguish form
so much as to discern texture” (2000: 162). Moreover, Marks added the “r” in
gaze, to suggest that haptic visuality makes the spectator “more inclined to
graze than to gaze” (2000: 162). In Duckling, the ‘grazing’ over ‘gazing’ appears
in so many of Fulci’s stylistic choices: the simultaneous pans and zooms; the
alternation between straightforward POV shots with indirect point-of-view
shots; and the many visual abstractions, from the smooth, heavy concrete of
the Autostrada laying open the Southern landscape, to the scratching away of
earth to reveal of a dead infant, to the eventual flaying open of Maciara’s flesh.
The opening scene does not simply foreshadow Marcia’s death at the hands of
local vigilante, it announces the film’s political positioning against the
exigencies of so-called modernization in its very surfaces. The later torturing
of Maciara is also no mere gazing at the female body being victimized by
alienated Southern men. It is an example of how Fulci uses his poetry of
attractions to shock his audiences into political readings of the Southern
Question. Here, land and flesh are laid open disturbingly. Not surprisingly, the
Marxist Italian newspaper L’Unità20 called Fulci’s portrayal of the South as
“lurid,” characterized by “irritating over-simplified attitudes towards the
villagers […] and [having] no trace of any socio-ideological analysis” (Thrower
2017: 140). Yet even through his relative disdain, the critic is compelled to
focus specifically on Maciara’s lynching—a testament to the political power of
the scene, specifically, and to Fulci’s poetry of attractions more generally.
“Accendura,” the critic writes, “where the witch accused of having killed three
young boys with her black magic spells and the smooth tarmac of the
motorways on which new cars travel indifferently, this image on its own
cannot make a movie” (Thrower, 140). As I have already argued, it certainly
can. In Fulci’s poetics of attractions, an image—and everything that goes into
making it sing with sensorial and political resonance—does in fact make a
movie. The concrete invasiveness of the Autostrada’s tarmac and columns
cutting across the Southern hills—and the sight of Maciara’s flayed flesh and
suffering face as the highway passes her by unseen—are precisely the places
where the Southern Question finds its visceral power in Don’t Torture a
Duckling.
This sun-drenched lynching of Maciara is not the iconic cemetery horror
attractions with which Fulci is associated, and that he will later construct in a
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film like City of the Living Dead (Paura nella città dei morti viventi, 1980); it is instead
part of the attractions of a Mezzogiorno giallo that is constructed around the
division between the North and South. This division is felt corporally in the
way the chain a man uses to whip Maciara violently rips through her flesh, or
the crushing of her hand by the gate of the cemetery, one of the many
enclosures collapsing around Maciara—space, framing, pop music. This
shrinking space how the division of Northern hegemony is felt over Southern
lives. The local men are participants in this colonial asymmetry, not simply as
alienated men who reproduce stereotypes of the South, but as the bearers of a
culture of death who not only perpetrate their crime in a Catholic cemetery,
but who embody the crimes of a Catholic priest who seeks to protect the
innocence of young children. It is this paternalism that kills in the film—a
paternalism evoking Northern views of the underdeveloped and ‘childlike’
South, who need the central bureau in Rome to come investigate—as if this
act might somehow bring the so-called primitives into the present. This
paternalism is deadly in Don’t Torture a Duckling; it is the same paternalism that
views Southerners like my nonno as “terrone.” It slices through the flesh of
Maciara, who in many ways embodies its potential more than its primitiveness.
Like Pasolini’s search for radical otherness in his own treatment of the
political, Fulci also attempts to negotiate a politics of North/South relations in
the terms of attractions cinema. This is a cinema that is affectively visceral and
where the politics are felt corporally, in the guts of the viewer. In this way,
Duckling’s pageantry around the death of Maciara is not simply an attempt to
advance positive representations of the South, but in the terms of Pasolini’s
cinema of poetry, is an attempt to make sensual sense of North/South
asymmetries through shock. Radical otherness is here embodied in the terrible
violent death of an innocent outsider whose enclosure cannot be liberated by
development. In the traditions of the horror genre, this kind of visceral
realization of radical otherness comes often in bleak and pessimistic endings,
but Don’t Torture a Duckling assails the spectator with this terrible realization
halfway through the film. Like the shower scene in Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho,21
where the music underscores the cut flesh of Marion Crane (Janet Leigh),
Duckling’s spectator affectively experiences the traps and enclosures of nation
and region as a visceral and corporeal materially. To paraphrase the critic at
L’Unità discussed above, Don’t Torture a Duckling, like Psycho, reminds us that in
attractions cinema, the scene does indeed make the movie.
Acknowledgment: Thank you to Kristopher Woofter for his intellectual engagement and editorial wisdom.
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Notes
1 I use the word Autostrada in Italian itself because the word is implicated in the construction
of the South as other in Italy.

It began with the bombing of Piazza Fontana in Roma, by a fascist paramilitary group
Ordina Nuova, killing 16 and injuring 90, and culminated in the assassination of ex-Prime
Minster and Christian Democrat Aldo Moro in 1978, by a left insurgency group, le Brigate
Rosse.
2

Because the giallo is often associated with the pulpy American detective novel (itself
evocative of a distinct era and state of mind in America), the term filone (vein or stream),
challenges liberal notions that equate high art with originality and low art with mimicry.
Linking a work to national literary traditions is one way of defending its “high art” status.
For example, David Pirie in the context of 1970s, a time when the horror genre was only
starting to be taken seriously in scholarship, elevated Hammer studios cycle of films by
positioning them in the British literary tradition (a tradition that was ironically in its own
context also perceived as low form of art). In this sense, the giallo is sometimes reduced to
being an American derivative. The company Mondadori, first began publishing the gialli
economici (pulp thrillers) in the yellow books jackets in 1929, from which the giallo takes its
name, began by translating into Italian Agatha Christie, John Dickinson Carr, and Raymond
Chandler.
3

4 See Adam Lowenstein’s article, “The Giallo/Slasher Landscape: Ecologia del delitto, Friday the
13th and Subtractive Spectatorship,” Italian Horror Cinema (2016) for a politicized discussion
of spectacle horror in ways that resonate with my analysis of Fulci poetics of attraction.

See Austin Fisher’s important study of the spaghetti western for examples of filone
filmmakers championing the South in Radical Frontiers in the Spaghetti Western: Politics, Violence
and Popular Italian Cinema (2011).
5

Mendik writes that “the rustic rural sphere is even more pronounced in those Mezzogiorno
gialli which are located centrally in the South […]. Key titles include Lucio Fulci’s Non si
sevizia un paperino, Don’t Torture a Duckling, 1972) as well as Pupi Avati’s La casa dalle finestre che
ridono (The House with Laughing Windows, 1976)” (2014, 398).
6

See “Mondo Realism, the Sensual Body, and Genre Hybridity in Joe D’Amato’s
‘Emanuelle’ Films,” in Intensities: The Journal of Cult Media
7

8 Some films before 1972 include Mario Volpe's Le due sorelle (1950), Alberto Lattuada's La
lupa (1953), Roberto Rossellini's Garibaldi (1961), Luigi Zampa's Roaring Years (1962),
Brunello Rondi's Il demonio (1963), Nanni Loy's Made in Italy (1965), and Francesco Rosi's
More Than a Miracle (1967).
9 Not to be mistaken for the Jewish Italian author and chemist Primo Levi (1919-1987). The
novel was made into a movie by Francesco Rosi (1979).

It is not an accident that the Western was an important filone in Italy as the genre functions
around the Italian South as a frontier region. And not coincidentally, my nonno also loved to
watch Westerns.
10
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A typical Fulci moment of attractions, such as the shark-zombie underwater attack-fight in
Zombie, is indebted to the spectacular exhibitionist Mondo films. In fact, Mondo Pazzo
(Gualtiero Jacopetti, and Franco Prosperi, 1963) features a scene where a swimmer does
actually fight with shark in a pool at Marine Land, Honolulu, in the USA.
11

12 The Gospel According to Matthew is dedicated to Pope John XXIII as he was instigator of the
important Vatican II reforms. He died the year the film was released in 1963.
13

The Decameron (1971), The Canterbury Tales (1972), A Thousand and One Nights (1974).

This reappraisal of Pasolini was later taken up again later by Naomi Greene, dedicating an
entire chapter of her book, Pier Paolo Pasolini: Cinema as Heresy (1990), to defending Pasolini’s
ideas against his semiotic rivals. Also see, Giuliana Bruno’s “Heresies: The Body of Pasolini’s
Semiotics: (1991). These debates are not important to this examination of Fulci as Pasolini
never constructed a theoretical system, but engaged theory as a form of praxis.
14

Coming from narrative theory, “free indirect discourse” or “free indirect speech” is a kind
of way that the prose can speak in the voice of the character, without the character actually
speaking. The theory in narrative comes from studies of Modernist literature that relies
heavily on slippages into and out of character consciousness. Jane Austen is cited as one of
those who used it consistently, and James Joyce is a Modernist example. See Stevenson:
1992.
15

See Gilles Deleuze’s Cinema 1: The Movement-Image where he discusses Pasolini’s cinema of
poetry to challenge the subjective/objective shot dichotomy (pp. 71-76).
16

17 He made a documentary about scouting locations entitled Sopralluoghi in Palestina per il
vangelo secondo Matteo (Location Scouting in Palestine for the Gospel According to Matthew) (1965).

Fulci’s poetics of attractions is indeed driven more generally by his masterful use of the
widescreen format. Fulci’s dreadfully tactile Zombie is a case in point, where not only are eyes
under attack in the film, but a powerful usage wide frame immersiveness creates the
experience of visceral abjection that has the quality of odor and stench like no other film.
18

John Carpenter will use the same technique to great effect six years later with his Halloween
(1978), as the shape of Michael Myers pervades the edges of the screen making him
paradoxically both absent and present.
19

L'Unità was founded by Antonio Gramsci in 1924 and was the official newspaper of
Italian Communist Party. It ceased publishing in 2017.
20

21

Again, as I mentioned earlier Psycho is an important influence in the giallo more broadly.
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“Horror Film”: How the Term Came to Be
By Gary D. Rhodes
Though it was based on the infamous death sentence of 1587, the
Edison Manufacturing Company’s film Execution of Mary, Queen of Scots
(1895)—which was also distributed under the less-specific titles Execution
and Execution Scene—features no historical context, its narrative consisting
solely of brutal capitol punishment that lasts fewer than fifteen seconds.12
It remains arresting cinema, and certainly it predated the work of George
Méliès. An 1895 newspaper advertisement publicized Execution of Mary,
Queen of Scots as being the very first “Chamber of Horrors” moving picture
to be “seen on the kinetoscope," adding that it was “blood-curdling in the
extreme.”3
Twenty years later, when reviewing Kalem Company’s The Secret Room
(1915), the Moving Picture World wrote:
It is one that demanded some relief at the close, for it builds up a
veritable nightmare and would have been almost insufferable if one
couldn't wake up from it—insufferable from sheer horror. [...] People
have thought up situations of terror before this and even put them into
pictures ... but in this picture showing is made real. We have only seen
three or four other film offerings portraying horror that were as
effective. When the spectator sees it he will know whether he has
strong nerves or not.4
This description could be easily applied to many horror movies of the
twenty-first century. And, as in the ad for Execution of Mary, Queen of Scots,
the word “horror” is clearly articulated.
Despite these early references, there is an enormous gulf between the
application of a term and the naming of a genre that conjures recognizable
codes and conventions. In the case of the Edison film, the “Chamber of
Horrors” reference invoked the popular nineteenth-century tradition of
______________________
Gary D. Rhodes, PhD, is MA Convenor for Film Studies at The Queen’s University of
Belfast, Northern Ireland. He is the author of numerous books on Bela Lugosi, as well
as of White Zombie: Anatomy of a Horror Film (McFarland, 2002), The Perils of Moviegoing in
America (Continuum, 2012), Tod Browning’s Dracula (Tomahawk, 2014), and The Birth of the
American Horror Film (Edinburgh University Press, 2018). Rhodes is also the writerdirector of such documentary films as Lugosi: Hollywood's Dracula (1997) and Banned in
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waxwork exhibits that depicted tortures, murders, and executions. And in
the case of the Kalem film, the adjective “horror” was used somewhat
interchangeably with the word “terror.” It was not the label of a distinct
category.
Discussing the importance of terminology, Lincoln Geraghty and Mark
Jancovich advise:
If one wants to know how Trip to the Moon [Georges Méliès, 1902] and
The Phantom of the Opera [Rupert Julian, 1925] were understood within
the periods of their original release, one needs to be clear about the
precise way in which they were generically identified at the time, rather
than presuming that one can simply draw upon one's own
understanding of generic categories.5
For Geraghty and Jancovich, it is important that, while The Phantom of the
Opera is regularly included as a canonical text in the history of the horror
film genre, it predated the term “horror film,” which, as they note, “did not
enter common usage until almost a decade later—at some point in the
cycle of films that followed the success of Dracula (1931) and Frankenstein
(1931).”6 To label a film retroactively, they argue, “can do violence to our
sense of history by abstracting it from its original contexts or “emphasize
some details and ignore others.”7
By contrast, Rick Altman writes, “Throughout the 20s and 30s,
Universal had been the uncontested king of the horror film genre.”8 He
specifically cites The Phantom of the Opera as one of his examples, thus
applying a generic term to it that did not yet exist. Disagreement exists. On
the one hand, Charles Musser has importantly re-examined Edwin S.
Porter’s The Great Train Robbery (1903), not as a western, as the term was
not in usage at the time of its original release, but instead how it activated
the contemporaneous travel, crime, and re-enacted news genres.9 On the
other hand, many scholars, critics, and audiences have regularly imposed
the label “film noir” onto movies that were never conceived or originally
publicized with such terminology.10
To reconcile the views of Geraghty and Jancovich with those of
Altman, it is important to understand that—as Execution of Mary, Queen of
Scots and The Sealed Room illustrate—the term “horror” had descriptive
meaning for fictional entertainment long before the term “horror film”
(and variants like “horror movie”) came into common currency, first in
literature and then in the cinema. Indeed, a full-page photomontage of The
Phantom of the Opera published in the fan magazine Motion Picture Classic in
April 1925 was headlined with the single word: “Horrors!”11 And when
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Published in Motion Picture Classic in April 1925.

reviewing Paul Leni’s The Last Warning (1929), a critic for Variety described
it as being “much in the manner” of The Phantom of the Opera. 12
Recognizable tropes emerged prior to the film genre’s name.
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But the arrival of the name, “horror,” possessed power and meaning
that resonate to the present day. A careful and rigorous review of the
archive reveals that Universal Pictures intentionally tried to avoid adjectives
that evoked horror and the supernatural when initially promoting Tod
Browning’s Dracula (1931). And yet three groups—critics, exhibitors, and
audiences—wrested power from the studio once Dracula was released,
drawing upon earlier contexts and descriptive terminology to rebrand it a
“horror film.” The term came to the fore not as the result of a Universal’s
marketing strategy, but rather in spite of it, thanks to its organic usage in
the early months of 1931.

Published in the Baltimore Sun on September 25, 1932.

Grasping Dracula’s success and apparent reasons for it, Universal
rapidly embraced the label, so much so that they produced and advertised
upcoming releases with it. Other studios followed, with the term “horror
film” becoming increasingly common in late 1931 and early 1932, used and
readily understood by those creating, publicizing, viewing, and even
decrying the genre. In Chapter IV of Horace Walpole’s The Castle of Otranto
(1764), the first Gothic novel, Hippolita asks, “What means the horror
imprinted on each countenance?” The naming of the horror genre was an
attempt to answer that question by use of the very same word, a single
term that could invoke a wide range of codes, conventions and tropes.
Literature
During the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, American readers
were well aware of British literature. In 1825, for example, an American
magazine described Horace Walpole's aim in The Castle of Otranto as being
the "art of exciting surprise and horror."13 Otranto’s text includes the word
“horror” ten times. It appears in Matthew Gregory Lewis’ The Monk: A
Romance (1796) on more than sixty occasions, including in such sentences
as “What was my astonishment my horror, at finding the sheets crimsoned
with blood,” and “I gazed upon the Spectre with horror too great to be
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described. My blood was frozen in my veins.”14 Ann Radcliffe’s The
Mysteries of Udolpho (1794) uses the term over eighty times, sometimes to
express a character’s emotion, as in “chilled with horror,” and sometimes
to describe a location, as in “The horror of the chamber rushed on her
mind.”15
It is difficult to pinpoint the birth of the American Gothic, but the
most likely candidate is Philip Freneau’s graveyard poem The House of Night,
published in 1779 and then in revised form in 1786. It features the famous
verse, “I sing the horrors of the House of Night,” and includes two
subsequent uses of the word, one of which reads "Of coffins, shrouds, and
horrors of a tomb.”16 Charles Brockden Brown, America’s first major
novelist, likewise employed the term in such works as Wieland; or, The
Transformation (1798). That novel includes the word over thirty times, its
purpose ranging from such phrases as the “horrors of war” to those that
conjure the supernatural: “I leaped from the floor: I dashed my head
against the wall: I uttered screams of horror: I panted after torment and
pain. Eternal fire, and the bickerings of hell, compared with what I felt,
were music and a bed of roses.”17 Brown’s subsequent novel Edgar Huntly;
or, Memoirs of a Sleep-Walker (1799) also relied on the term, including in the
sentence, “My hairs rose and my teeth chattered with horror.”18
Within the complete tales and poems of Edgar Allan Poe, the word
“horror” appears approximately 125 times. For example, in Berenice (1835),
Poe writes, “its memory was replete with horror—horror more horrible
from being vague, and terror more terrible from ambiguity.”19 In The
Conqueror Worm (1838): “And Horror the soul of the plot.”20 In Ligeia
(1838): “But why shall I minutely detail the unspeakable horrors of that
night?”21 In The Raven (1845): “On this home by Horror haunted.”22 And
in The Murders in the Rue Morgue (1841): “a grotesquerie in horror absolutely
alien from humanity.”23
“Horror” appeared with regularity in American murder literature as
well, including in the titles of Charles Wesley Alexander's The Five Fiends,
Or, The Bender Hotel Horror in Kansas (1874) and Goldsmith B. West's The
Hawes Horror and Bloody Riot at Birmingham (1888). And Bram Stoker’s
Dracula (1897), published in America in 1899, features the word 36 times,
including in the famous quotation “It is only when a man feels himself face
to face with such horrors that he can understand their true import.”24
In her 1826 essay “On the Supernatural in Poetry,” Ann Radcliffe
notably observed a distinction between the words "horror" (which “nearly
annihilates” the reader) and "terror" (which is marked by its “obscurity”).25
But many other writers and critics of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries used the two terms synonymously. In 1813, for example, M.
Carey of Philadelphia published Matthew Gregory Lewis' Tales of Terror,
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with an Introductory Dialogue. 26 It featured stories of ghosts, goblins, and
sprites. Then, in 1833, Charles Gaylord of Boston published Henry St.
Clair's collection Tales of Terror, or the Mysteries of Magic, a "selection of
wonderful and supernatural stories, translated from the Chinese, Turkish,
and German."27
To these terms we could add various others that were regularly used in
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, including "weird" (sometimes
spelled "wierd") and "gruesome" (sometimes spelled "grewsome").
Likewise, there were variations on the word "horror," as in the notable case
of Jane Austen's Northanger Abbey (1803), in which the character Catherine
Morland relies on "horrid" to describe certain Gothic novels.28 In each of
these cases, the purpose was descriptive, rather than categorical.
During the nineteenth century, though, the word “horror” began to be
used as a generic designation, albeit on rare occasions. In 1857, a
newspaper in New Orleans notably described John Webster’s The Duchess of
Malfi (1612-13) as a “horrors play.”29 In 1892, a different New Orleans
newspaper reviewed E. Phillips Oppenheim’s The Peer and the Woman: “One
of the horror novels this, that tries to heap horror on horror, murders,
suicides, mysteries, secrets, but somehow one’s hair refuses to stand on
end at the reading and the frightened chill won’t crawl down his back, and
he puts it down in disappointed disgust”.30 In 1893, a teenager in Oakland,
California allegedly committed suicide after reading “penny horror
novels.”31 And an 1899 newspaper article on Rudyard Kipling suggested
that he was “almost, if not quite” as successful at writing the “horror
story” as Edgar Allan Poe had been.32 Then, in 1900, a critic for The
Bookman noted that the distinguishing feature of the “horror story of today from the horror story of the past” was its ability to use realism to
create ambiguity, to make it difficult to comprehend “where the
commonplace and the probable ends and the impossible and the
supernatural begins.”33 Put another way, to him the “horror story” was a
literary category, still recognizable even though it had experienced notable
evolutions.
Early Cinema
Many terms were used to describe potentially horrifying imagery
during the early cinema period. “Trick picture,” which referred to special
effects, had common currency, but American Mutoscope & Biograph
sometimes used the term “fantastic” to describe the same. 34 Selig
Polyscope called such moving pictures “Mythical and Mysterious,”
Vitagraph categorized them as “Mysterious” and, separately, as “Magical,”
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Maguire and Baucus used “Mysterious” and, separately, “Sleight-of-Hand,”
whereas Edison and the Chicago Projecting Company chose the single
word “Mysterious.” 35 In 1901, an Indiana newspaper used the phrase
“mysterious or ‘spook’ pictures” to describe the same.36
With regard to particular films, American film catalogs applied the
adjective “weird” to describe American Mutoscope & Biograph’s The Ghost
Train (1901), Pathé Frères’ The Revolving Table/La table tournante (1904), and
Méliès’ The Inventor Crazybrains and his Wonderful Airship/Le dirigeable
fantastique ou le Cauchemar d'un inventeur (1905). 37 Edison claimed The
Mysterious Urn (1902) was, “one of the most mystifying of the black art
pictures.” 38 And, using perhaps the boldest language of all, an ad for
Méliès’ The Mysterious Retort/L'alchimiste Parafaragamus ou la cornue infernale
(1906) called it a “terrifying film in its grotesqueness.”39
During the nickelodeon era, exhibitors also used the term “weird” to
label such films. For example, in one advertisement, Edison’s Frankenstein
(1910) was “weird and wonderful.”40 Ambrosio’s The Mask of the Red
Death/La maschera tragica (1911) was a “weird story.”41 Similar publicity
terms included “blood curdler,” “blood and thunder,” and “thriller,” the
latter being elastic enough to describe various types of films. 42 For
example, in 1912, Moving Picture World called one film a “thriller” because it
depicted blood “running like a stream through the floor down into the
basement.”43 Three years later, the same publication declared the “western
drama” The Parasite’s Double (1915) to be a “real live ‘thriller.’”44
None of this is to suggest that the word “horror” was absent in the
years after the aforementioned “Chamber of Horrors” ad of 1895. In
1900, the Philadelphia Inquirer wrote:
A real man sets a camera up on a railroad track. As the train
approaches, the dummy is deftly substituted. The dummy is, of course,
struck by the engine and thrown to one side of the track. A thrill of
horror runs through the audience, but the real man takes the place of
the dummy, gets up with the greatest unconcern, and leisurely brushes
himself off.45
Two years later, another newspaper article spoke of a similar situation, with
a film depicting a character hit by a train provoking an "invariable groan of
horror" from viewers.46
In 1907, the Chicago Tribune indicted the moving picture, warning
readers, "All [nickelodeons] Have Horror Shows," and adding: “In a round
of these places on South State street, Milwaukee avenue, and Halsted
street, not one show could be found that did not furnish for its patrons,
mostly children, a series of horrors such as murder and hanging and
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madhouse scenes and burglaries.”47 The article mentioned scenes in which
a baby put a loaded revolver in its mouth and in which a milkman fought
with a drunk. It also recounted Ferdinand Zecca's From Jealousy to
Madness/Jalousie et folie (1907), in which a wife and her lover drive her
husband to madness. He eventually escapes from an asylum and strangles
his wife to death.48
Such usage indicates the variety of meanings that the word “horror”
could summon. Complaining about inappropriate images on film posters
in 1913, Moving Picture World defined their “horrors” as depicting “striped
convicts, murderous Indians, grinning ‘black-handers,’ homicidal
drunkards, etc.” 49 That same year, a newspaper in South Dakota
complained, “A moving picture exhibit of horrors was gratuitously given at
the Temple auditorium Saturday.” What was its horrifying content?
“Ghastly views of maggots and flies” screened as part of a program of
“health subjects.”50
Another example of the word’s various applications is evident in film
titles as the early cinema period ended. Edison’s The Hand of Horror (1914)
was a melodrama about a thief who steals from his own sister.51 In Lubin’s
The Gray Horror (1915), a crook is hired to “haunt” an old house in an
effort to scare its stubborn owner into selling. 52 The lead character in
Biograph’s The House of Horror (1915) is an alcoholic wrongly accused of
murder.53 And Pathe’s The Horrors of War (1916) depicted World War I.54
To be sure, some writers did understand “horror” in the cinema to be
akin to the “horror story” as deployed in The Bookman in 1900. Consider
Gaumont’s The Vengeance of Egypt/L’anneau fatal (1912). Its story tells of a
scarab ring stolen from a “vindictive mummy” who takes revenge on its
subsequent owners.55 According to the Moving Picture World:
If some scenes seem loosely connected, others ring right in the center
with the impression desired and build up a horror that grips in the
strongest way. […] The story is in the Maupassant school; its object is
horror, always a new horror and, in many of its scenes, it is
astonishingly effective.56
The same trade publication believed The Tiger (Vitagraph, 1913) to be one
of the “pictures belong[ing] to the Maupassant school of art that makes its
ideal of terror and horror, knowing that these leave a deeper impression on
the audience than almost anything else.”57 In both of these instances, the
term “horror” was augmented by the name of Guy de Maupassant, an
author associated with what The Bookman would have described as horror
stories.
Nevertheless, the term “horror film” was not used in the early cinema
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period, nor was “horror movie” (the slang word “movie” coming into
increasing usage during and after 1911).58 The only known instance akin to
The Bookman’s term “horror story” appeared in Variety in 1909, when
George M. Young’s column in Variety notably referred to D.W. Griffith’s
In the Watches of the Night (American Mutoscope and Biograph, 1909), in
which a poverty-stricken husband attempts to murder his wife and child
before committing suicide, as a “champion horror picture.”59
The Silent Era
During the silent film era, writers continued to use the term “horror”
to describe everything from battle scenes in war movies to cinematic tales
of drug addiction. Consider, for example, The Folly of Desire (1916), which
chronicled the exploits of a South African cattleman whose “favorite
diversions are reading the Bible and beating his young wife.” 60 Moving
Picture World speculated, “it is doubtful if an audience will take some of the
most of the intense scenes seriously, so thickly are the horrors piled on.”61
Moving Picture World also observed the “horror of the apparently
supernatural” in the serial The Crimson Stain Mystery (1916). 62 Of Rex
Ingram’s Black Orchids (1916), Variety said, “Here are presented a series of
scenes that for fine, artistic horror have seldom been outdone, in which the
woman is shown gradually going mad.” 63 In 1919, Wid’s Daily warned
readers that there were “many elements in [D. W. Griffith’s The Greatest
Question] but horror is the dominating one … and it is horror—not well
wrought drama.”64 Then, in 1920, Variety judged, “The naked realism of
showing the murdered body float away into the river [in the film While New
York Sleeps is] an unnecessary detail of shuddering horror.”65
“Horror” also proved an occasional adjective for Lon Chaney.
“Chaney would simply revel in the chamber of horrors at Madame
Tussaud’s,” Picture Play magazine wrote in 1927.66 That same year, the New
York Times told readers that there was “enough horror” in The Unknown
(1927) to appeal to Chaney and director Tod Browning.67 In 1928, Variety
believed the Chaney film West of Zanzibar (1928) registered “horror, disgust,
despair and sorrow.” 68 Of the same film, one exhibitor complained it
featured “too much horror.”69
And, in spite of its elasticity as an adjective, or perhaps because of it,
“horror” did become incorporated into two new terms, albeit very
infrequently: “horror movie” and “horror film.” A 1918 article published in
Oregon told readers, “Hun Audiences Enjoy U-Boat Horror Movie,”
meaning that Berlin filmgoers had applauded footage that showed the
“sinking of an English merchantman.” 70 In 1921, an Iowa newspaper
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reported that German censors had banned a “Rhine Horror Film” entitled
The Black Pest, which depicted black French troops stationed on the
Franco-German border.71
A 1918 advertisement for Alimony (1917), a drama about marital
divorce, promised readers, “This is not a horror film.”72 Then, in 1920, the
Washington, D. C. Evening Star told readers that “’Horror’ Films May Be
Barred [in] Transit,” a reference to US Senator Thomas Gore’s bill that
would have prohibited interstate transportation of “movies that depicted
the “activities of ex-convicts, bandits, train robbers or other outlaws.”73
The first occasion on which “horror film” was applied to narrative
content later associated with the genre seems to have occurred in 1916,
when the Censor Commission of Santa Ana, California announced its
desire to “hold down the exhibition of pictures that send children and
nervous people home with the shivers.” It expressed a moral and
judgmental “disapproval” of “the horror film” a potential “menace to the
frail and nervous from a physical point of view.”74
The Censor Commission might well have been referring to some of
the serials then popular with filmgoers. When reviewing the feature The
Wizard (1927), Variety said, “More horror. Laid on thick. But the great
American public brought it on themselves. They ‘went’ for the serials back
in the early days of screendom, and it looks as if the cycle has come around
again.”75 And of Benjamin Christensen’s Seven Footprints to Satan (1929),
Film Daily declared it to be the “best nightmare” seen in “pictures since
they quit making the horror serials.”76
Though seldom used, this type of categorical terminology appeared on
more occasions in the late twenties than in any previous era. According to
the New York Times, Edward Sackville West’s novel The Ruin (1927) was a
“horror story” in the lineage of Walpole and Radcliffe.77 For the New
Yorker, the Broadway version of Dracula (1927) was a “horror play” that
could send “chills down your spine.”78 In 1928, the New York Times used
the same term to describe the play A Man with Red Hair; the following year,
the Times repeated “horror play” to describe Rope’s End.79
In 1928, the Warren Tribune of Pennsylvania reviewed the film Something
Always Happens (1928) and compared it to The Bat (1926) and The Wizard
(1927) and “other films of the same type”: the article was titled, “Horror
Film Thrills Audience at Columbia.”80 The following year, a newspaper ad
for The Last Warning (1929) clearly promoted it as “Carl Laemmle’s Spook
and Horror Film.” 81 As a critic at another publication said, “The
distinguished talents of Paul Leni for the manufacture of cinema horror
tales are being demonstrated once more.”82 In 1930, the New York Times
described The Cat Creeps (1930), a remake of The Cat and the Canary, as a
“horror film”; that same year, the newspaper announced, “It is probably
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simplest to discard all formulas and to describe Un Chien Andalou [1929]
simply as a horror film, which it truly is.”83
Then, shortly after Lon Chaney’s death in 1930, Dan Thomas
remembered some of the actor’s “greatest horror pictures,” the language in
the journalist’s syndicated article not dissimilar to the phrase used by
George M. Young in Variety in 1909.84 While definitely infrequent, such
terminology was not unknown.

Published in the Keota Eagle (Iowa) on March 21, 1928.

Dracula (1931)
To be clear, different descriptions were used for films like The Bat, The
Wizard, and The Cat and the Canary. Most commonly they were referred to
as “mystery” films. Despite its title, for example, Variety believed that
Benjamin Christensen’s feature film The House of Horror (1929) was “one of
the weakest and most boring afterbirths of pseudo mystery-comedy grinds
out of Hollywood.”85 And when Film Daily suggested The Last Warning
“rehashes all the old stuff,” the old stuff in question was the “mystery
melodrama.”86
Describing the proliferation of the mystery films in December 1928,
Motion Picture Classic told readers:
Hollywood is in the midst of an epidemic of sudden and violent death.
Almost every day a new murder occurs under mysterious
circumstances in one of the movie studios. […] The first result of the
talkie panic has been a flood of mystery thrillers on the screen. […] So
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every studio lot these days finds foul deeds being committed, quarts of
prop blood being shed, bodies being discovered behind secret panels
and in haunted houses, and clues scattered about everywhere. Instead
of the usual studio orchestra, weird devices for producing uncanny
noises have taken their place.87
The journalist concluded that “murder” was the “watchword of the motion
picture studios for the moment.”
That “moment” continued through 1929 and 1930, and it included
Universal Pictures’ decision to adapt Dracula. Carl Laemmle, Junior’s
cousin Carla once recalled that, “All the studios, including Universal,
considered the story too horrible to film [in the 1920s].”88 Her memory
was correct, as surviving Universal paperwork from June 1927 makes clear.
Four of five readers were against the idea. Here are two contradictory
opinions on the matter, both of them relying on similar terminology:
ABSOLUTELY NO!! In the first place, it would be impossible to
transcribe this novel of horrors to the screen. And, if it were possible,
who would want to sit through an evening of unpleasantness such as a
picture of this type would afford?89
For mystery and blood-curdling horror, I have never read its equal.
For sets, impressionistic and weird, it cannot be surpassed. This story
contains everything necessary for a wierd [sic], unnatural, mysterious
picture.90
When Universal obtained the rights to Dracula in June 1930, nearly three
years after it had proved successful on Broadway, Variety announced “U
Takes horror play.”91
But Universal opted against such descriptions, envisioning Dracula as
something that transcended a singular genre. “There’s more than just
mystery to this classic tale and famous stage play,” the studio argued in an
advertisement in August 1930. 92 The industry press reported that Carl
Laemmle, Jr. and director Tod Browning puzzled for over one week as to
whether the film “should be a thriller or romance” before finally deciding
“to make it both.”93 Laemmle later said the same in an interview: “We
decided to hype it as both, and I’ve never regretted it.”94
Not everyone at the studio agreed. Ed Thomas’ early draft of the
Dracula pressbook, dated November 15, 1930, suggested a number of
“catchlines,” including:
Nameless horrors of the night.
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Shuddering horrors! Shrieks in the night! Death!
The terrifying story of the weirdest character in fiction.
The shuddering terrors of the blood-sucking vampires.
Moldering graveyards, and the drip-drip-drip of blood.
Dripping blood, and the dismal howling of wolves!
The crowning mystery drama of the screen.95
But none of Thomas’ ideas survived the autumn to appear in the final
studio pressbook or any of its publicity materials in 1931. The studio
generally avoided all mention of words like “horror,” “terror,” “blood,”
and even “mystery” in the lead-up to Dracula’s release, presumably to preempt or at least temper backlash from censors and audiences. Instead, in
November 1930, Universal ran an advertisement for Dracula on the cover
of Film Daily, offering for the first time its preferred tagline: “The Story of
the Strangest Passion the World Has Ever Known.” 96 Another ad
announced, “He Lived on the Kisses of Youth!”97 As for theatre decor, the
final studio pressbook for Dracula advised exhibitors to “keep it weird”
without becoming too “gruesome.”98
In January 1931, only a few weeks before Dracula’s premiere, Carl
Laemmle, Sr. deviated from the Universal’s carefully considered publicity
materials in one of his “Straight from the Shoulder Talk” ads. After briefly
referring to the film as “strange kind of love” story, Laemmle proudly
announced that Tod Browning:
Produced it ruthlessly, Boldly, Brutally.
He deliberately made it to shock!
And it will shock. It will stun. It will stick in your memory.99
Though Laemmle instructed exhibitors not to advertise the film as a
“mystery,” he also advised them not to “pussyfoot” about describing the
film as a “straight, blunt, direct, and vivid story on a subject that every
living man, woman and child thinks about and wonders about.”
1931 and 1932
Counter to advice in the prepared studio publicity, numerous theatre
advertisements in 1931 referred to Dracula as a “mystery,” as did some
critical reviews.100 In the New York Times, Mordaunt Hall suggested Dracula
“can at least boast of being the best of the many mystery films.”101 Time
called it a “a cut above the ordinary trapdoor-and-winding-sheet type of
mystery film.” 102 Photoplay recommended Dracula for the “mystery
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minded.” 103 Film Fun commended the movie to moviegoers who “like
mysteries.”104 And Picture Play wrote, “of all the mystery melodramas, this
probably is the best because it is more outlandish than the others.”105 Some
audience members also relied on the same terminology, as can be seen in
this quotation from a published fan letter: “Give us more pictures like
Dracula. It is the best murder mystery I’ve ever seen.”106
A few exhibitors used such adjectives as “creepy” and “terrifying,” and
even publicized particular screenings of Dracula as “spook shows.”107 In
February 1931, the Seattle Times called it a “weird, creepy drama on [an]
unusually big scale.” 108 That same month, an ad in Oklahoma City
promoted the word “Haunting.”109 In March, newspaper advertisements in
Cleveland opted for the word “terror.”110 That same month, the Providence
Journal warned readers that Dracula “brings terror,” while the city’s Evening
Bulletin referred to it as a “completely scarey [sic] study in the
supernatural.”111
As early as January 5, 1931, over one month before Dracula’s release, a
column published in the Washington Post used the word “horror” as a
description.112 When the film premiered in February, the New York Herald
Tribune praised Tod Browning’s “gift for pictorial suggestion and almost
Poe-like horror.”113 And Variety’s critique of Dracula relied on “horror” six
times in the space of nine paragraphs.114
In March, Wilfred Beaton’s review in the pages of the Film Spectator,
chose “creepy horror” to describe the film. 115 A review in Cleveland
headlined Dracula as a “horror story.”116 And the Binghamton Sun claimed:
It has remained for the talking picture—so very definite in its
portrayals of horrors—with actual moans and shrieks to be ‘heard’
which hitherto we could only imagine—to make chillier chills rush up
and down vertebraes [sic] and goose flesh rise to the surface of our
trembling selves.”117
That same month, Variety observed that a Chicago theatre had accentuated
the film’s “gruesomeness” rather than downplaying it, as the studio had
advised.118 The result brought $26,000 to the theatre’s box-office, their
average business at the time being $24,000.119 Not following the studio’s
advice seemed financially advantageous.
The trend continued into April and May of 1931. A critic at the New
Orleans Times-Picayune praised Dracula as follows: “Until such time as a
movie producer manages to descend into the pit of Acheron and emerge
with a film depicting home life along the banks of the Stygian creek will
Dracula remain the most amazingly weird chronicle of gruesome horrors
ever to thrill a theatre audience.”120 Fan magazine Hollywood used “terror
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and horror” when describing the film’s “photography and settings.”121 As a
term, “horror” even became preferred amongst those who did not like the
film. In the June issue of Photoplay, a fan letter complained, “Why can’t
pictures of frenzied horror such as Dracula be eliminated entirely from the
screen? Life is hectic enough without tormenting us with pictures of this
kind.”122
By the middle of March 1931, Universal announced plans to produce a
version of Frankenstein.123 At the end of the month, the studio also revealed
plans for Murders in the Rue Morgue to be the third film in their cycle, with
Film Daily using the word “horror” as a description for those two films and
for Dracula.124 The studio had good reasons to proceed, not least because
of the concern that competitors might encroach on their newly named
genre. Here is an important point in Dracula’s evolution to becoming
understood primarily as a “horror” film, with Universal appropriating
terminology initiated by others.
As a result, Variety declared that Universal had the “horror cycle” all to
itself. 125 That assessment was temporary. The Hollywood Reporter told
exhibitors in April that they would get a “flock” of “horror pictures” in the
near future from a variety of studios. 126 In May, for example, an
advertisement in Variety promised Paramount’s unproduced project The
Strange Guest would mix “love, mystery and horror.”127 And in June, Variety
announced The Monster Killer (later retitled The Monster Walks) would mark
Tiffany’s first “horror film.”128 Not to be bested, in November, Film Daily
announced that The Suicide Club would become the fourth production “in
the ‘horror cycle’ being turned out by Universal.”129
That said, the term’s meaning remained imprecise, as well as at times
perhaps intentionally elastic, with producers hoping to align their films
with the likes of Browning’s Dracula. For example, in November 1931, Film
Daily relied on the word “horror” to describe The Guilty Generation (1931), a
drama about bootleggers.130 And Universal claimed that audiences gasped
“with horror” after watching a newsreel that pictured the real-life death of
a pilot.131 By contrast, in late December 1931, Paramount advertised Dr.
Jekyll and Mister Hyde (1931) as the “Thriller of all Thrillers—plus a great
love story,” even though most critics and audiences seem to have
understood it as being a horror movie.132
No such confusion surrounded James Whale’s Frankenstein (1931).
“Frankenstein is Horror Film,” Brooklyn’s Standard Union informed readers
in December 1931.133 And Variety heralded the fact that the “horror film”
Frankenstein was “smothering” its competition during its opening week in
Pittsburgh. 134 The film’s success prompted producers who had earlier
ignored the nascent cycle to take an interest. On December 22, 1931,
Variety observed:
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Hollywood free lance writers who haven’t found story-telling so hot
lately are now attempting to peddle their rarebit dreams to the studios.
They’re sure of getting by the portals when telling the keepers of the
gate that they have a horror story in their bag of tricks. It’s because of
Frankenstein.135
The same article added the fact that Tod Browning’s Freaks (1932) “is
getting a horror slant,” a suggestion that Frankenstein’s success was
encouraging studios to heighten the horror content of projects already
underway.

Published in the Cedar Rapids Evening
Gazette and Republican (Iowa) on January
25, 1932.

Published in the Bend Bulletin (Oregon) on June 27, 1932.

On December 28, 1931, newspaper journalist William Gaines
informed readers of his “About New York” column:
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Movie fans with a fondness for the so-called ‘horror film’ are going to
have plenty of opportunities to enjoy their shudders. Jacob Wilk, head
of the eastern story department of one of the major companies, tells
me he expects the market to be flooded with weird and scary pictures
in the next four months. 136
At roughly the same time, the President of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America made ominous warnings to the studios, admonishing
them not to produce “too many horror films.”137 Concerns over potential
backlash from moral groups and parents with hysterical children were real.
Once again, those against the genre appropriated the new term for it.
The terms “horror film” and “horror movie” moved into relatively
common usage in the industry and American popular culture during 1931.
The sheer number of times these phrases appeared in the trade press, fan
magazines, and city newspapers increased dramatically in 1932, resulting in
far too many examples to list. Some of this was due to ongoing screenings
of Frankenstein and Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, and some of it was due to the
proliferation of 1932 releases, including Murders in the Rue Morgue, Freaks,
Behind the Mask, White Zombie, Doctor X, The Old Dark House, Island of Lost
Souls, and others. Nowhere is its recognition and acceptance more evident
than a newspaper report published in March 1932:
In order to cash in on the current taste of the public for horror films,
one studio is making a ‘horror western,’ titling it Ghost City. There’ll be
phantom horseman [sic], invisible musicians and eerie noises. Shades of
Sleepy Hollow!138
Here was something entirely new, at least in terms of generic labels: a
cross-genre horror film, one that could be understood by the two words
“horror western.” And yet here was also something old, at least in terms of
historical and literary context, meaning the reference to Washington
Irving’s The Legend of Sleepy Hollow (1820).
Conclusion
As early as 1932, many newspapers and trade publications declared
that Dracula had inaugurated the “horror movie.” 139 For example, the
Washington Post described Dracula’s “overwhelming box office success” as
causing a cycle of related films.140 The National Board of Review Magazine
wrote that an “avalanche of horror pictures” hit movie theatres after
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Dracula.141 And the New Movie Magazine reported Carl Laemmle, Jr.’s belief
that “Dracula started the field.” 142 To these persons, the earlier use of
horror as an adjective to describe a film like The Phantom of the Opera was
not enough to date to genre’s origins to an earlier era.
Though referencing some silent films, a history of horror movies
published in the New York Times in 1936 maintained that the “real triumph
of the spectral thrillers was reserved for the arrival of sound,” with Dracula
acting as the catalyst. 143 Then, in 1944, the same newspaper claimed
Universal “gave celluloid birth to the original ‘horror’ pictures [thanks to]
Frankenstein, Dracula, and sundry tales of werewolves and invisible men.”144
During the decades that ensued, most accounts tended to repeat and
emphasize the chronology, anchoring the birth of the horror film to the
birth of the genre’s name in 1931.
Universal Pictures had appropriated the term “horror film” from
others, meaning exhibitors, critics, and audience members, an important
example of nomenclature resulting not from studio hierarchy or even with
its initial approval. Rather, the term “horror film” and such variants as
“horror movie” emerged organically from old adjectives and from persons
outside of the confines of the Hollywood system. Here is a triumph of the
influence that can be exerted on production hegemony by the power of
those involved in the screening and viewing of films. Witnessing its
currency throughout America and potential power at the box-office,
Universal adopted the genre name with great speed.
The studio’s triumph came not only from producing Dracula, but also
in its choice of subsequent films for the original “horror cycle,” meaning
following a supernatural vampire film with a mad scientist tale
(Frankenstein) and a murder mystery (Murders in the Rue Morgue), all coexisting within a new label that resulted from an old description.145 As
Altman observes, “genre, it would appear, is not your average descriptive
term, but a complex concept with multiple meanings.” 146 The “horror
film” could thus encompass the natural and the supernatural. The term
could conjure recognizable but still varied codes and conventions, the
terms being less elastic than the mere adjective “horror,” but flexible and
durable enough to encompass a range of tropes that extended well beyond
the confines of the gothic or ghost stories or mysteries, whether the later
science fiction films of the 1950s or the slasher films of the 1980s. It was a
singular term with many meanings imprinted on its countenance.
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Peeping Tom: The Petrifying Gaze of Mechanical Medusa
Virginie Selavy
When Peeping Tom was released in 1960, it provoked moral outrage
among British critics, who were traditionally intolerant of anything situated
outside of the boundaries of strict realism, above all if it depicted violence.
Since Ian Johnson and Raymond Durgnat championed the film in the mid1960s, it has been recognized as a masterwork of the period and one of
director Michael Powell’s most accomplished films. It has been the subject
of numerous essays, which have, for the main part, followed the paths
opened up by Johnson and Durgnat. The latter cast Michael Powell as a
romantic (1965/1978), an idea that was developed by authors such as
David Thomson (1980) and Peter Wollen (1994), who focused on Powell’s
“romantic imagination” and the heightened aestheticism of Peeping Tom.
Johnson’s ground-breaking “A Pin to See the Peepshow” (1963) offered a
Freudian reading of the film revolving around castration fears, phallic
symbols and the Oedipal complex, while also discussing voyeurism and
self-reflexivity. This strand of criticism has dominated the discussion of
Peeping Tom, as seen in the work of N.A. Morris (1990), William Johnson
(1980), Reynold Humphries (1979), Anthony Harrild (1981) and Baptiste
Roux (2001), as well as in the psychoanalytical feminist criticism of Kaja
Silverman (1988), Ilsa J. Bick (1993) and Laura Mulvey (2005).
Peeping Tom itself encourages the psychoanalytical and self-reflexive
approach, right from the choice of title. The initial intention of scriptwriter
Leo Marks had been to make a film about Sigmund Freud, but the project
was abandoned because another producer had already acquired the rights
for a Freud biopic (Powell, 1959/2003: 20). The murderous behaviour of
the central character, Mark Lewis (Carl Boehm), is explained in
psychoanalytical terms, a result of the abuse he suffered as a child at the
hands of his father. The film even introduces the character of a mildly
ridiculous psychiatrist into the plot to give a helpful explanation of
“scopophilia,” “the morbid urge to gaze.” As Mark’s particular perversion
______________________
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is to film his victims while he kills them, his psychological disorder is easily
interpreted as a reflexive metaphor: his films-within-the-film seem to
highlight the obsession with watching and have been interpreted as
exposing the voyeurism of the cinematic apparatus itself.
Psychoanalysis and self-reflexivity offer useful insights into the film,
and yet it seems almost too easy, too obvious, to exclusively interpret
Peeping Tom along these lines,1 and this reading does not seem sufficient to
explain the film’s lasting impact. Although Peeping Tom is clearly about
watching, its focus appears to be less on the specific psychopathology of
voyeurism, or on the voyeurism inherent to (horror) cinema, but rather
more widely on the relation between terror and vision. This connection is
supported by a comment Powell made in a 1968 interview with Bertrand
Tavernier published in Midi-Minuit Fantastique:
I think that the camera is very frightening. If you think that Peeping
Tom’s camera acquires such a personality that it becomes a source of
terror like the lens, I’m extremely pleased because that is exactly what I
feel myself. […] I don’t think there is anything more frightening than a
camera, a camera which is filming and which is watching you. (Powell,
1968/2003: 28)
This fascination with a machine of vision endowed with some form of
sentience is in keeping with the fantastique streak that runs throughout
Powell’s work. In conjunction with Emeric Pressburger, Powell had already
explored the shifting boundaries between animate and inanimate in the
ballet shoes that possess Moira Shearer in The Red Shoes (1948), or in the
character of Olympia the automaton in The Tales of Hoffman (1951), for
instance. A Matter of Life and Death (1946) blurs the frontier that separates
the living and the dead, while Black Narcissus (1947) plunges supposedly
civilised Christianity into a wild pagan world whose sensuality chaotically
disrupts its cloistered structure. Through the interest in fantastique, folk and
fairy tales that runs throughout his work, Powell consistently confronts
rational order with the dark, murky undergrowth of irrational fears and
desires. Revisiting key figures or narratives of the human imaginary, he
filters and refashions them through the modern technological medium of
cinema.
From this perspective, it is possible to see in the frightening
“watching” camera of Peeping Tom an echo of one of the most archaic
figures of terror in Western culture: the ancient Greek monster Medusa.
Not only does Medusa embody “the most primitive fears of the kind that
men have dreaded since earliest times” (Feldman, 1965: 490), it does so
through a complex relationship to the gaze. Even though it has been
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relatively neglected in discussions of the film, fear, in relation to vision, is
the central theme in Peeping Tom: the abuse suffered by Mark and his
consequent murderous psychosis are a result of his father’s experiments on
fear, which he documented on camera. As Mark compulsively continues
this study by filming his victims, he delves into the very nature of fear. “Do
you know what the most frightening thing in the world is?” asks Mark.
“It’s fear.” This startling circular statement points to the disturbing
irreducibility of absolute terror, and to one of the fundamental aspects of
the Medusa myth. In this reciprocal quality of fear, as well as in the film’s
equation of seeing with dying, the complex mirror effects, and the
association of terror with the sight of the female sex, echoes of the deadly
Gorgon resonate throughout.
Medusa has been mentioned in connection with Peeping Tom in two
previous articles. Laura Mulvey makes reference to the Greek myth to
describe the scene in which Mark reveals the secret of the murders to
Helen, comparing the set-up of the killing to “the moment when the
Medusa’s castrating look was turned towards her, reflected in Perseus’s
shield” (2005: 154-55). However, she does not elaborate further, and
continues her analysis of the film in terms of male voyeurism and the
“sadistic gaze,” which, according to her, Marks and Powell suggest is
“inevitably present in the cinema” (2005: 145). Philippe Dubois briefly
links the Gorgon and Peeping Tom in his piece on the “Medusa effect of
photography in film” (1983), which explores the idea that the act of
photographing is similar to Medusa’s gaze in that it fixes and paralyses the
living figure. Focusing mainly on Michael Curtiz’s The Mystery of the Wax
Museum (1933), he shows how the face of Fay Wray, frozen by fear,
provides a compelling illustration of the Medusa-like process of
photographic petrification that is effected by cinema. At the beginning of
his article, Dubois notes a linguistic analogy (in both French and English)
between photographic shot and gun shot, and describes Peeping Tom as the
fullest expression of the “condensation between filming, killing and
watching” (1983: 13). He concludes his short commentary on the film with
the following: “This is essentially about an ancient topos, a mythological
bedrock, a phantasy inscribed within the whole human imagination” (1983:
13). Tracing these obscure mythological roots and their full ramifications in
Peeping Tom is what interests me here.
The Deadly Power of the Gaze
The coincidence between watching and killing is the most obvious
thematic link between Medusa and Peeping Tom. To film someone—to
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“shoot” them, reprising Dubois’s linguistic remark—results in their death.
The camera is like Medusa, its gaze deadly for whoever looks at it. In
Peeping Tom, the Medusa-like quality of the camera is emphasized by the
blade and the mirror that are attached to one of its tripod legs (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Viv facing Mark’s camera-mirror-spike

The blade makes the deadliness of the gaze literal: as the women filmed by
Mark look at the camera, they are stabbed to death. The mirror is what
induces the unusual expression of intense fright on the victims’ faces,
noted by the police, who suggest that it must be caused by something
worse than the realisation of their imminent death. As in the Greek myth,
looking is key to the terror provoked by Medusa.
Undermining a simple self-reflexive interpretation of the film, this
Medusa quality does not characterise all cameras and the cinematic
apparatus generally, but only Mark’s own particular camera, a 16mm Bell
and Howell Filmo. When Mark is moved by the new model Lorraine’s
deformed lip during the nude photo shoot, he takes out his own camera to
film her even though he has been taking pictures with the 8x10 view
camera until then. When Mark films the actress Viv in the film studio, he
does so with his special camera rather than the 35mm Mitchell that is
already on the set, and which he uses in his professional capacity as a focus
puller.2 Made of elements that do not naturally belong together, Mark’s
camera-mirror-spike is a monstrous composite being. Throughout her
various representations, Medusa always combines elements that belong to
opposite realms, human and animal, male and female, hideous and
beautiful. In a modern version of its hybrid nature, the unnatural
appendage of the camera-mirror-spike forms an integral part of Mark, as is
made clear when Helen, the young woman who has befriended him, calls it
an “extra limb.” The deadly glare of the Gorgon does not come from just
any camera, but from the half-human, half-mechanical creature that Mark
forms with his personal camera.
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Thanks to his complex set-up, Mark subjects his victims to Medusa’s
glaring eye while diverting its mortal power away from him, like Perseus in
the Greek legend. There are many variants of the story, but central to all is
the necessity of deflecting Medusa’s gaze in order to vanquish her. In one
version, Perseus uses his shield as a mirror; in another he looks at Medusa’s
reflection in water (Vernant, 1998: 78). In Peeping Tom, the camera and the
mirror are used as deflectors. A modern, non-heroic version of Perseus,
Mark is able to catch the reflection of unspeakable dread, of Medusa’s face,
in his camera, without being petrified as he films his victims watching
themselves die in the mirror. The screen in his dark room acts as another
kind of deflecting device: it allows him to replay the encounter with
Medusa captured in his victims’ fear, protected from its direct impact.
Just as in the myth, not returning Medusa’s gaze is crucial. The
character who can best fight Mark’s camera is Mrs. Stephens, a blind
woman living in Mark’s building with her daughter Helen. Her infirmity
means that Mrs. Stephens sees what cannot be seen about Mark. Hearing
him move upstairs in his room she knows that his filming is “unhealthy.”
When she intrudes into Mark’s intensely personal dark room, the roles are
reversed. As Mark menacingly prepares to film her, she lifts up her sharp
stick, which recalls the spike on Mark’s camera, to defend herself.
Countering his blade with her own, she is also armed with non-vision
against his deadly camera. The latter is the strongest weapon: Mark finds
that filming her is useless to his purpose, as she cannot see her own fear in
the mirror, and thus she is able to defeat his murderous set-up.
Medusa the Radical Other
Going one step further than the ancient Greek hero, Mark uses his
elaborate device, not simply to face the monstrous Gorgon, but to record
something that should normally remain beyond human experience. His
victims face the image of their own selves deformed by terror, as they are
about to be destroyed. They no longer recognise what they see because
they are already other, transfigured by the fear of their passing, suspended
between life and death. The most frightening thing in the film is not death
itself, it is seeing oneself dying; it is the terror of looking at one’s own self
and seeing it altered. This is what explains the striking expression of terror
on the victims’ faces. The mirroring set-up of the camera leads to a
confrontation with the terrifying otherness of the dying self.
This is brought home by one of the most shocking images in Peeping
Tom. Towards the end of the film, as an anguished Helen presses Mark to
reveal what he did to his victims to scare them so much, Mark lifts the
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camera up towards her. The next image shows Helen’s face, distorted in
the mirror, finally revealing what the victims have been seeing at the
moment of their killing. While the murders are shown with much restraint,
Helen’s deformed face is brutally and unexpectedly thrust at the viewer,
fear warping her features, altering them into a grotesque grimace that no
longer looks like her, making this the most disturbing image in the film. “If
Death has a face, they saw that too,” says Mark about his victims.

Figure 2: The distorted reflection of Helen’s face

The confrontation with otherness is what lies at the heart of the
Medusa myth, according to Jean-Pierre Vernant. For the ancient Greeks,
the Gorgon is one of the divine figures that represents alterity, “what is
other in relation to the living creature, to the human being (ānthrōpos), to
the civilised, to the adult male (anèr), to the Greek, to the citizen” (Vernant,
1998: 12). The Gorgon specifically conveys “extreme alterity, the terrifying
horror of what is absolutely other, the unspeakable, the unthinkable, pure
chaos: for man, the confrontation with death, to which Gorgô’s eye
subjects those who meet her gaze” (Vernant, 1998: 12). But the reason why
the Gorgon is so terrifying is that the frightful other it reflects is oneself.
The Gorgon functions like a mirror of one’s own “radical alterity”: “when
I stare into Gorgô’s eyes, I see myself, or rather, what is already other in
myself: what is beyond myself, not upwards, towards the sun of beauty, but
downwards, towards the blinding night of chaos: face to face with death”
(Vernant, 1998: 105). Terror is thus the emergence of the other in one’s
own self, as death breaks down the integrity of ordered identity and gives
way to an unrecognisable fragmented being.
The idea of looking at the otherness of death in oneself runs through
Peeping Tom. It is explored not only through the victims, but also more
crucially through Mark. Through the safety of his deflected setup, Mark
can watch his dying victims and in their fearful image confront the terror
of seeing his own self as “absolutely other.” Every time he kills, he faces
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the fear of his own death. This is echoed in the scene where Mark watches
himself as a scared child in his father’s film. Each of the murders is a
rehearsal for his own long-awaited and dreaded encounter with Medusa,
with the face of death, this time frontal and no longer deflected, his
perfectly stage-managed suicide providing the climax of his life-long
“documentary of fear.”3
As all of his victims are women, Mark’s confrontation with alterity is
double: as he films them dying, he faces the Other in his own self as dead,
and as female. The confrontation with death disintegrates the essential
characteristics on which the perception of one’s identity rely. Mark’s
victims stand in for his childhood self, occupying his former place as the
fearful object of study, their female gender making explicit the alteration of
the self. It is worth noting that Mark’s soft voice and gentle manners have
a feminine quality, and the identification between him and his female
victims is made clear visually when he is projecting the film of Viv’s
murder in his dark room. In despair at the fact that the film has “failed,” he
goes up to the screen and holds up his arms against it, so that Viv’s
terrorised face is projected onto his back, her fear inscribed on his very
body (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Viv’s fear projected on Mark’s back

Glaring Eyes and Gaping Mouths
All of his victims, whether Viv, Dora the prostitute, or the nude model
Milly, are desirable women. It was his father who first connected fear,
death and sex in Mark’s mind when he was a little boy. In the film shot by
his father that Mark shows to Helen, his father throws a lizard onto Mark’s
bed in order to capture the child’s resulting fear. The father then films little
Mark staring at the body of his dead mother and attending her funeral, and
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this is followed by beach holiday footage of his attractive young
stepmother “bursting all out of her very brief bikini” (Johnson, 1963: 38).
Mark’s subsequent murderous impulses towards women have been
ascribed by Johnson (1963: 38), Durgnat (1978: 71), Morris (1990: 92),
Silverman (1988: 33) and Mulvey (2005: 146) to his Oedipal complex, but
the Medusa myth opens up a different perspective.
In his Theogony, Hesiod describes how, immediately after Perseus
decapitated Medusa, Chrysaor and Pegasus sprang from her neck. In his
version of the story, an intimate connection is made between the Gorgon’s
head, birth and death. To this is added the fact that Hesiod describes
Medusa as the only mortal of the three Gorgons, but also the only one of
the three sisters who is a sexual being: it is her union with Poseidon that
engenders Chrysaor and Pegasus (1914: lines 270-285). Vernant highlights
the strong connection between the Gorgons and the Satyrs and the “raw,
brutal representation of sex, female or male,” which provokes “sacred fear
and liberating laughter” (1998: 32). For him, there are clear “interferences
between Gorgô’s face and the image of the female sex,” comparing her to
the ambiguous mythical character of Baubô (Vernant, 1998: 32-33). Paul
Laporte also talks about “the complementarity of unmitigated life and
unmitigated death as symbolized by the Satyrs and Gorgons respectively”
(1969: 62). Jean Clair pinpoints the key connection at the heart of the
mythical figure: “the terror it embodies can be as much that of our birth as
that of our ending […] For that reason she governs our most archaic
impulses” (1989: 55).
In their psychoanalytical interpretations, Freud and his friend Sándor
Ferenczi also see in Medusa’s head an image for female genitals, but they
reduce the rich metaphysical scope of the myth to a narrow reading of it as
representing male castrating anxieties. In his very short 1922 text, Freud
equates decapitation with castration, and snakes with penises (1955: 273).
Ferenczi, writing around the same time, claims that the multiplication of
penis symbols signifies precisely the opposite, and that Medusa’s head is
“the frightful impression made on the child by the penis-less (castrated)
genital” (2003: 87). Vernant vigorously rebuts these assertions: “Beheading
does not seem to equal castration to me. […] I know that the [Medusa]
head is bristling with snakes. But the symbolic values of the snake—
infernal and chthonic—cannot be reduced to the penis. Generally, when
the Greeks want to evoke a phallus in their imagery, they do so openly and
rather overplay it, and when they use metaphors, they resort to birds, not
snakes” (Vernant, 1998: 96).
Through the connection between Medusa’s head and the female sex,
the myth plunges into the furthest reaches of the human mystery and
represents, not simply the neuroses of one gender, but a deep, existential
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terror felt by all humans. Medusa represents the dread one experiences at
the passage from life to death, but also from inexistence into existence.
Across her various representations, she straddles boundaries between the
mortal and the immortal, the human and the inhuman. The story of
Perseus makes these elements, already present in the more ancient figure of
Gorgô, clear: Medusa is the unfathomable site of transition between life
and death, whose mystery is so sacred and so awful that one cannot face it
straight on, or without overwhelming terror. This is key to the conflation
between Medusa’s face and the female sex. The vulva, the dark hole out of
which mortal life springs, is the symbol of that passage between existence
and inexistence: out of it comes life, and therefore the promise of death.
Gazing at the vulva is thus to look at the forbidden sight of one’s own
arcane origin, and one’s own return to the unknowable void of nonexistence.
From this perspective, Mark’s victims can be seen as images of
Medusa, of the female body as the mysterious, terrifying site for the deep,
dark nexus of sex and death. The point of departure for this is the death of
the mother: Mark watches the lifeless body that gave him life, filmed by his
father. This is followed by the beautiful body of the young stepmother, full
of sexual vitality, like an irresistibly attractive deadly trap, bursting with the
potential for life, and consequently, death. It is significant that these scenes
are prefaced by the sequence of the lizard thrown on Mark’s bed (See
Figure 4). The lizard, recalling the snakes on Medusa’s head, bears the same
chthonic charge, and is less a phallic image than an archaic symbol for the
forces of death, which comes from the deepest recesses of the human
imagination.

Figure 4: Capturing Fear: The lizard on Mark’s bed

The connection between Medusa’s head and the female sex resonates
in Mark’s victims through the film’s strong focus on the mouth, a
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metaphorical displacement for the vulva. The pre-credit murder sequence
ends with a zoom into the dead prostitute’s mouth, as though the film
proposed to plunge us into the gaping black hole of death, and the gaping
black hole of the female sex, her mouth being the image for both
simultaneously in this scene. During the nude photo shoot, Mark becomes
fascinated with the deformed lip of new girl Lorraine. The sight of her
mouth prompts him to comment on her eyes: “eyes full of…,” his voice
trails off without finishing his sentence—fear? Considering his constant
and obsessive preoccupation throughout the film, “fear” is what seems to
be implied. Silverman perceptively remarks: “Significantly, the facial
contortion caused by Dora’s [sic] harelip makes her look very much like the
twisted faces reflected in the mirror attached to Mark’s camera” (1988: 34).
Lorraine’s bruised lip is the visible mark of her Medusa quality in a double
sense: her monstrous mouth, like that of the Gorgon, is a terrifying image
of the female sex as threshold of life and death; but as the nature of this
deformation is not fully elucidated and may have been caused by a beating
(“maybe you can fix my bruises too,” says Lorraine, after Millie has asked a
moment earlier if Mark can make sure her bruises, inflicted by her jealous
fiancé the previous night, do not show in the pictures), it is also the mark
of her violent encounter with the Gorgon, as though fear had brutally
imprinted this distortion on her face, a reflection of which Mark seems to
perceive in her eyes.

Figure 5: Dora, the prostitute, trapped in the cross-hairs

Both mouths and eyes are frequently emphasized in close-ups
throughout Peeping Tom, and they are the two most prominent
characteristics of the Gorgon’s pictorial representation in ancient Greek
culture, as noted by J.H. Croon (1955: 13), Thalia Feldman (1965: 488) and
Madeleine Glennon (2017). The very first image of the film is of an eye
opening in close-up, and it precedes the murder that ends in the
prostitute’s wide-open mouth (Figure 5, just above). This introductory
sequence thus condenses the human face into the same two key parts used
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to represent the Gorgon, the eye, with its association to sight as
knowledge, and the mouth, with its sexual connotation, giving a startlingly
succinct distillation of the concerns of the film, which are also central to
the myth.
The Most Frightening Thing: Fear
According to Croon, the “glaring eyes” and “protruding tongue” of
the Gorgon’s head “have been compared with identical hideous faces
among many primitive peoples, which are derived from masks with an
apotropaic function” (1955: 13). This function of Medusa’s head as a
“dangerous threat meant to deter other dangerous threats, an image of evil
to repel evil” (Glennon, 2017) has been widely discussed, among others by
Feldman (1965: 388), and Walter Friedlaender (1974: 88). The symbolic
potency of the vulva is one of the reasons connected to this use of ancient
representations of the Gorgon’s head. The display of sexual organs (male
and female) to ward off evil is not specific to the Greeks but is found
across many ancient cultures, in the figures of Yoni in India or Sheelaghna-gigs in Ireland, for instance (Marglin, 1987: 530-535). The link between
representations of the Gorgon’s head and the exposure of female genitals
to provoke sacred terror has been made by Vernant (1998: 32-33) and
Louis Marin (1997: 184). In the Perseus story, the Greek hero uses
Medusa’s severed head to repel enemies, and eventually gives it to Athena
who puts it on her shield (Figure 6). Perseus, scared by Medusa, then uses

Figure 6: Medusa, c. 400-385 BCE (Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston)
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her to scare his opponents once he has vanquished her. Rooted in deep
mythological sediments, the figure of the Gorgon points to archaic
practices, in which what has provoked terror in one is used to keep terror
away.
This profound link between frightened and frightener is at the heart of
the myth, according to Vernant. Among many other examples, he describes
the legend in which Herakles was possessed by infernal powers and his
face turned into the Gorgon’s face, which horrified those around him.
Experiencing the most intense fear within himself, he in turn provoked
terror in others (Vernant, 1998: 59-63). We should remember that of the
three Gorgons, Medusa is the mortal one. It seems no accident that one of
the most potent figures of fear in Greek mythology should be mortal. It
may be precisely because she is mortal that she can so formidably represent
the fear of annihilation.
This fundamental aspect of the myth is spectacularly expressed in one
of the most memorable representations of the monstrous figure,
Caravaggio’s Head of the Medusa (circa 1597-98). He painted it on “canvas
stretched over a convex shield of poplar wood” (Kitson, 1969: 91), which
Friedlaender notes was not uncommon in that period (1974: 88). Hair
made of tangled snakes, blood dripping from the neck, mouth wide open,
the severed head of Medusa looks past the spectator with an expression of
intense fright, as if it could see some invisible object of dread. It is the pure
horror in those eyes that makes the painting so unforgettable: the face of
terror is a terrified face. Echoing the complex play of fear in the ancient
figure of the Gorgon, Caravaggio represents Medusa, a frightening
monster, as a frightened being (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Caravaggio’s Head of the Medusa, 1597
(Uffizi, Florence)
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The feeling of intense dread exuded by the Caravaggio painting
becomes even more startling knowing that it may be one of the artist’s
early self-portraits, painted using a mirror (Friedlaender, 1974: 87). In the
picture, Medusa is not a bestial monster, but a human face, the reflection
of the painter himself, his head cut off, engulfed in the horrors of the
infernal snakes and the streams of red blood spurting out of his neck. In
keeping with Vernant’s analysis of the Gorgon as a figure of alterity,
Caravaggio represents his own self as other, painting his terrified mirrored
image as a terrifying inhuman monster, his living features as a decapitated
head, his male features into the face of the female Medusa. This captures
the fundamental nature of the Gorgon as a liminal figure, a conflation of
opposites, embodying within itself the frontiers that divide realms, itself a
threshold, a gate between those realms. It is within this framework that the
reciprocity of fear represented by Medusa can be understood: the bodiless
head, caught between states of existence, is seized by an unfathomable
terror, which it communicates to those who see it.
The visual illusion created by the picture is crucial in conveying this.
The surface of the shield on which Medusa’s head is painted is convex,
curved outwards, but Clair explains that Caravaggio created the illusion of
a concave surface, curving inwards. This “reversal of the visual
parameters” gives spectacular relief to Medusa’s head, which appears
detached from its background (1989: 110). Using the newly developed
perspective, Caravaggio reinterprets the visual set-up that underpins the
myth for his time. The reversal of the shield’s curvature is also connected
to Medusa’s gaze. What makes the painting so haunting is the impression
that its eyes are looking inwards, not at an external, but at an internal object
of terror: Medusa is scared by its own dying self. In a startling extension of
the complex function of the shield in the Medusa myth, the shield here,
instead of curving out to protect against threats, curves in as though to
vainly try to guard against internal terror, and in so doing projects Medusa’s
terrifying head even more vividly out at the spectator.
Let us now return to Peeping Tom and our opening quote: “Do you
know what the most frightening thing in the world is?” “It’s fear.” The
reciprocity that is central to the myth lies at the heart of the film. Mark,
scared by his father, scares his victims. Just as in Caravaggio’s painting, the
most frightening character in the film is also the most frightened. Mark has
turned the instrument of vision that his father used to terrorise him, the
camera, into the instrument he uses to terrorise, like Perseus brandishing
Medusa’s severed head against his opponents. The crucial moment where
this transition happens is filmed by the young stepmother, and takes place
just after we have seen her on the beach. Under instructions, she films the
father give Mark his first camera, showing him how to use it. The father
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gives his son a device that will deflect the fear that his own camera has
instilled in him.
As a consequence, Peeping Tom differs from other similarly themed
films in its treatment of the relationship between male killer and female
victim. The opening murder of the prostitute may give the initial
impression that the eye is associated with the active male killer, as is often
the case, and the mouth with the passive female victim. But the line
between predatory vision and helpless fear that often characterises
narratives of that type is blurred in Powell’s film. In Peeping Tom, vision is a
defining feature of both the killer and the victim. The murders are complex
moments of coincidence between frightener and frightened. Mark scares
his victims, but their dread echoes his own childhood fears. The victims are
scared less by the meek Mark than by their own image reflected in the
mirror on the camera. In those scenes, Mark and his victims are
simultaneously frighteners and frightened. This double relation of the
terroriser and the terrorised to vision is a central part of both Peeping Tom
and the Medusa myth.
Mirrors and the Mechanical Gaze
The reciprocity and mirroring at the centre of the Medusa myth are
amplified by the medium of film, just like Caravaggio’s painting added
fascinating visual layers to it thanks to the new optical parameters
developed in his time. Clair notes that the figure of Medusa regained
popularity as a pictorial subject in the mid-Renaissance period “because it
is structurally linked to the invention of perspectiva artificialis. It symbolises its
functioning” (1989: 103). Peeping Tom similarly revisits the essential motifs
of the Medusa myth through the modern visual apparatus of the cinema.
The multiple films-within-the-film create a great deal of ambiguity, and
it is sometimes difficult to differentiate between Powell’s film and Mark’s
films. The blurring of the different films becomes explicit when a scene
between Mark and Helen ends with the word “Cut,” and the next scene
takes place at the film studio. What does this “Cut” refer to? Is it Powell
filming the scene with Mark and Helen or is it the commercial director
filming at the studio? There are in total four directors in Peeping Tom —
Mark, the father, the commercial director and Powell—and four types of
film, so that what is an apparently singular reality—the film, the director—
is here vertiginously divided. The various films being made are intertwined;
images are borrowed and repeated, so that the result is complete ambiguity
as to the directorial authority of what we are watching. To start with, the
images are clearly differentiated through the framing devices and the
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opposition of colour and black and white, but, gradually, they dissolve into
one another. What starts as mirroring ends up as blurring and fusing into
one another. There are no longer any certainties about where one film
starts and where another ends.
This ambiguity is compounded by the fact that Michael Powell himself
plays the role of Mark’s father while Powell’s own son plays Mark as a
child. Powell thus faces himself: the director of Mark’s childhood films
faces the director of Peeping Tom. Powell’s camera is reflected as other in
Mark’s camera. Powell is reflected as other when playing Mark’s father,
turning his son into an other. Everything in the film, including Powell
himself, faces Medusa, the self as unrecognisable other. Powell comments
on his own position as director of the film by reflecting himself in Mark’s
father, a false figure of order attempting to impose an illusory rational
explanation onto the deepest human fears at the expense of Mark’s mental
health, causing ultimate, deadly disorder in Mark’s psyche.
The mirroring effect of the film means that, in the darkness of the
cinema, the spectators themselves, like the characters they are watching,
face their own selves as radical others. The complex mirroring device
installed by Powell exposes and simultaneously protects the audience.
Powell’s camera, redoubling Mark’s camera, affords us extra protection
against the direct glare of the Gorgon, placing her at a safe distance, and
allowing us to look at her without being petrified. However, audiences
should not feel too safe, for the first thing that happens to them in Peeping
Tom is to be watched. The film strikingly opens on the close-up image of
an eye, shut, as if sleeping, while we hear a jarring, dissonant music. After a
few seconds the eye suddenly opens wide, possibly in fear, the startling
effect underlined by an abrupt change in the soundtrack. This is a violent
reversal of positions. The eye mirrors that of the viewer, and the viewer is
brutally put in the position of the viewed. In keeping with the reciprocity
central to the Medusa myth, the frightened eye frightens the viewer.

Figure 8: The frightened eye of the film’s opening
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The aggressive use of spotlights is a further visual assault on the
audience. When Mark switches a bright cinema spotlight directly onto
Helen’s face in his back room or on Viv in the film studio, the light is
effectively turned on us, the audience. The blinding spotlight figures the
deadly power of vision, of Medusa and of Mark’s camera, the audience
being in the position of the victim. Mark’s camera is another weapon of
vision used against the audience. In the opening scene with the prostitute,
Mark turns his camera on and starts walking towards the screen, moving
menacingly towards us. The camera is the threat, the aggressor, its deadly
gaze mirroring our own. The camera-monster returns our gaze, but as
Mark walks towards us, it fuses with us, forcing us to identify with it as the
camera is turned on the prostitute in the following scene. Further
complicating the Medusa-like reciprocity of fear at the heart of the film,
this leads the audience to identify with both the victim and the aggressor,
the frightened and the frightener. In that way, the spectators too are made
to look into the petrifying mirror and confront their own radically altered
selves, the unbearable sight deflected by the multiple screens and cameras.
In his study of pictorial representations of Medusa in Western art, Clair
laments their disappearance after 1914, which he attributes to the
“medicalisation” of death, and the more concrete depictions that have
replaced the mythical monster in contemporary society. But such a rich,
potent, occult figure is not killed off so easily, and while its more literal
manifestations may have lost their evocative power in the modern world,
its ancient dread has continued to flow underground, buried under the
surface of rationality, secretly continuing to irrigate the human imagination.
In Peeping Tom, it re-emerges precisely through the modern technology of
vision, the archaic terror of Medusa mirrored and amplified in the
mechanical glare of the camera.

Notes
As David Thomson notes, the psychology in the film is “too naïve to be Powell’s
central concern” (1980: 261).
1

The technical description of the various cameras that appear in the film is given by
William Johnson (1980: 3).
2

3 Mark considers what he is doing as a “documentary,” as he tells his colleague while
waiting to be interrogated by the police after Viv’s murder. Scriptwriter Leo Marks had
wanted this idea of a “documentary of fear” to be more explicit in the film (1998: xxi).
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Witches and Demons:
The Occult in Two Hammer Films from the 1960s1
Michael Wood
The occult loomed large in several British horror films of the latter part of
the 20th century. Night of the Demon (Jacques Tourneur, 1957) is a typical case,
where ancient folklore, arcane writings, séances, and a malevolent magician are
subject to the skeptical inquiries of a team of international paranormal
investigators. In several of Hammer’s Dracula films, the vampire prince,
having been killed off in the previous film, is brought back to life, or at least to
something resembling life, by arcane rituals carried out by modern students of
the occult; notable examples include Taste the Blood of Dracula (Peter Sasdy,
1970) and Dracula AD 1972 (Alan Gibson, 1972). In Amicus Studio’s The Skull
(Freddie Francis, 1965), Peter Cushing plays a modern writer on occult
subjects who stumbles upon a cursed skull, of the Marquis de Sade no less,
with predictably bad results. This paper argues that the portrayal of the occult
in British horror films reflected contemporary realities of gender, class, race,
colonialism and modernity as post-war Britain dealt with the end of empire
and profound social changes. Such films also reflect popular conceptions of,
and reactions to, various aspects of the Western occult tradition, such as
ceremonial magic and Wicca, the latter a set of neo-pagan beliefs that was
becoming known to a wider public for the first time as these movies were first
released.
I focus on two films released by Hammer during the 1960s. The Witches
(Cyril Frankel, 1966) follows Gwendolyn Mayfield (Joan Fontaine), a school
teacher recovering from a mental breakdown while working in Africa as she
takes up a new post in a peaceful and rather conservative English village. She
soon finds out that not all is what it seems as she encounters the evil forces
______________________
Michael Wood is currently a faculty member of the Humanities Department of Dawson
College, Montreal and a graduate of the McGill Institute of Islamic Studies (Ph.D., 2004),
with a focus on the history and politics of Indonesia. His publications include Official History
in Modern Indonesia: New Order Perceptions and Counterviews (Leiden: Brill, 2005). He also has a
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and sinister rituals lurking below the surface of an otherwise tranquil rural
setting. The Devil Rides Out (Terence Fisher, 1968), based on the novel by
Denis Wheatley, offers a glimpse into the occult experiments of the 1920s
British upper-class. Devil’s world is one of ecstatic rituals, esoteric texts,
demonic conjurations, and the figure of Mocata, a practitioner of the magical
arts based on the infamous occultist Aleister Crowley. These two films follow
a similar narrative arc, with the protagonist uncovering an occult conspiracy.
Both films feature villains who try to use occult knowledge to accomplish
ambitious aims, in The Witches to extend life, and in Devil with the obscure
objective of “transference of the soul.” Both films put forward the
proposition that the supernatural, and those who know how to manipulate it
in order to advance their nefarious plans, are not mere legends from the past,
or the features of less-developed areas of the globe, but are with us today, in
the stately homes and picturesque villages of modern England. Importantly,
both films are conscious of the British class structure. In The Witches, the
upper class magician’s plans are foiled by a persistent member of the
professional classes, while In the Devil Rides Out, the magical battle takes place
almost entirely within an aristocratic landscape. In both cases, the larger
society of commoners, whether they be villagers or servants, have little impact
on the final resolution of events.
The Occult: Ancient Traditions, a Modern Phenomenon
By the early 20th century we can speak of a Western tradition of occult
knowledge. Individual practitioners and organized groups can be found in
London, Paris, Berlin and St. Petersburg. Elements such as astrology,
numerology, divination, and spirit summoning can be traced back to
Babylonian and Hellenistic times. This occult tradition drew on the traditions
of Christianity (demonology and ceremony), Judaism (especially the Kabbalah)
and to an increasing extent, European interpretations, or misinterpretations, of
Asian religions such as Hinduism and Buddhism (notably yogic techniques and
the concept of enlightened, usually hidden masters). Much of its symbolism
and organizational norms were taken, in some cases directly, from such
esoteric groups as the Freemasons. Its direct ancestors would be the
alchemists of the Late Middle Ages and the ceremonial magicians of the
Renaissance.2 Occultism was also tied to a new phenomenon from America—
spiritualism, the idea that it was possible to contact the dead via séances—as
well as early experiments in hypnotism.3 Occultism often had a different
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character depending on the society in which it was practiced: that is, the occult
traditions in France would be different from those that emerged in England.4
In its early 20th century incarnation, occultism should be distinguished from
mystical, heretical or syncretic takes on religion such as Gnosticism, Sufism or
Theosophy. James Frazer’s (1961) division between religion and magic might
be good to note, in that occult adepts aimed to manipulate, rather than ask the
favor of supernatural forces, although in reality the line between magical
incantations or religious entreaties was quite blurry.5 As the 20th century
progressed, new religious movements and this occult tradition became in some
ways indistinguishable. The claim was made that these religious movements
were not occult practices at all, but the resurrection of older religious
traditions. For example, Gerald Gardner, the retired British colonial
administrator who claimed to have revived and went on to popularize ancient
English pagan practices and who earned the title “The King of the Witches” in
the 1950s should probably be seen as the founder of the new religion of
Wicca, rather than an occult adept like Aleister Crowley.6
The public reaction to the occult and its followers veered from fashionable
or sensationalist interest, to mockery, to downright hostility, although it was
seldom actually persecuted, outside of areas under Nazi control during World
War II. What is most notable in the public reaction to the occult is the degree
of confusion and ignorance with which it was met. In some cases this
reception is understandable, as the occult was a very diverse phenomenon, its
practitioners operated away from the public eye, and media coverage was,
when not openly hostile, at the very least uniformed.7 Instead, what comes out
of the public take on the occult is a series of tropes, which are easily
understood by readers of a newspaper or magazine article, a popular novel, or
the audience for a horror film. Common elements that are often included in
horror films, that reflect the popular, usually inaccurate conception of what
the occult involves, include:
− Symbols: Pentagrams, glyphs, numerals and mysterious lettering
− Specialized items: candles, skulls, curtains, robes, altars, idols, wands,
ancient texts
− Rituals: chanting, invocations, possessions, animal and human sacrifice
− Ecstatic dances, drugs, dreams and hallucinations
− Esoteric groups and cults, some with a very old history
− Charismatic cult leaders or magicians often with a rather obscure plan
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− The summoning of demons and spirits that are understood to be part
of a larger “otherworld.”8
These tropes feature prominently in both of the films examined here, although
the depiction of the occult in The Witches and The Devil Rides Out cannot be
reduced to simple ornamentation. In both of these films, the occult, however
imperfectly understood, is the basis of the plot.
Witchcraft and Empire
The Witches opens with a panic-stricken Gwendolyn Mayfield, played by
Academy Award winner Joan Fontaine in her final role, hastily packing up her
belongings in a rural school, somewhere in “Africa.” The school, featured
here as an outpost of colonial benevolence, is under attack; ominous drums
beat in the background. Her loyal African assistants flee as a terrifying masked
figure enters the room waving a spear; Gwendolyn suffers an uncertain but no
doubt horrifying fate. This “tribal uprising” is connected to strange rituals and
sinister “others” who respond to supposed British assistance with primitive
violence (the normally peaceful local population is described as being led
astray by malevolent and cunning “witch-doctors”). The larger argument of
the film, not an uncommon one at the time, is that despite its best efforts and
best intentions, the British Empire is unable to control its subject peoples,
who are easily manipulated by sinister leaders, whether tribal chiefs,
practitioners of ancient religions or modern nationalists, like Kenya’s Jomo
Kenyatta. Although empire has faded, encounters with an ancient evil will
follow the protagonist back to England. There is little reflection in The Witches
on why the local African population might be less than happy as subjects of
the British Empire, no matter how many schools are built (this obliviousness
to the mechanics of empire stands in contrast to another film of the era, The
Oblong Box [Gordon Hessler, 1969], where a magical curse in 1865 England is
shown as a just punishment for specific, and perhaps general, colonial crimes).
The colonial setting is dropped rather quickly in The Witches, reduced to an
explanation for the protagonist’s fragile state back in England. Instead, the
ancient evil that already exists in an English village is seen as the real threat. Just
as Gwendolyn discovered in Africa, ancient beliefs are here seen as threatening
to the unsuspecting and the vulnerable, as well as to society as a whole. An
equivocal understanding of Empire as both a powerful force for good in the
world and as the source of malevolence remains in the background
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throughout the film. Thus, on two occasions a map of the world, with the
British Empire marked in red, is displayed prominently in Gwendolyn’s
classroom, significantly in the scene where the doomed boy Ronnie Dowsettt
writes the test that will potentially allow him to leave the village—perhaps a
nostalgic reference to when a talented youth would write an exam before
heading out to administer supposedly grateful colonial subjects. By 1966
Britain had lost most of its empire in Asia and Africa, most notably India,
Nigeria and Kenya, and such red marks on this map as Australia and Canada
had long been independent Dominions. Gwendolyn’s employer Stephanie,
who is later revealed as the villain of the movie, reduces the former’s
experiences overseas to an encounter with “African fetish men,” although she
is perceptive enough to equate the beliefs and practices of these Africans to
what is actually going on in their own, rural English village.
Old Religion, New Religion
Gwendolyn retires to England to recover from the breakdown she suffers
as a result of her experience in Africa, and she is recruited to serve as
headmistress of a small private school in the village of Heddaby. While she
finds her job and her friendship with the sponsors of the school, brother Alan
and sister Stephanie Bax, satisfying, she finds interactions with the local
villagers unsettling. She is also haunted by memories of the rituals she
encountered in Africa and she comes to expect that malevolent forces may
have in fact followed her to the peaceful village. However, the supernatural
menace was seemingly already there and it is in fact being used and
manipulated by both traditional practitioners, Granny Riggs, and modern
adepts, Gwendolyn’s new friend, Stephanie. Two of Gwendolyn’s pupils,
Ronnie Dowsett and Linda Rigg, seem to be forming an attachment, much to
the disapproval of many of the villagers; the reason, unknown to Gwendolyn,
is that Linda must remain a virgin in order to act as a sacrifice. Ronnie
Dowsett shows academic promise and is given the opportunity to leave the
village. However, he opts to stay in the village and be tutored by Gwendolyn.
This decision is problematic for Stephanie’s plans and Granny Rigg’s magic is
used to remedy the situation; the boy gets sick and his mother makes a deal for
his health and safety in return for leaving the village. On the way to confront
Granny Rigg, Dowsett, the boy’s father, drowns, and as a result of these
traumas—and because her suspicions that there is a malevolence at work are
met with disbelief by the villagers and the authorities—Gwendolyn suffers a
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breakdown and is institutionalized. She later escapes and returns to the village,
where she is at first treated with warmth and kindness by her supposed friend
Stephanie. The latter eventually imprisons Gwendolyn and explains her plan,
which involves sacrificing Linda in a particularly horrible manner in order to
achieve the goal of extending her own life. (According to the instructions of a
14th century account, Stephanie will achieve her magical objective by wearing
the skin of a virgin sacrificial victim to, in the chilling words of the script,
“give me a skin for dancing in.”) Gwendolyn is a close listener though, and
she detects a flaw in the ritual that she is able to exploit to destroy Stephanie
and thwart the sacrifice. She continues on as headmistress in a village purged
of its ancient evil.
Although it is not explicitly stated, The Witches equates this ancient evil
with Britain’s “Old Religion,” which at the time of the film’s release was being
reinvented as a legitimate form of religious expression: modern pagan
witchcraft, otherwise known as Wicca. For much of the 20th century, a
popular theory saw the persecution of witches in Europe during the “Burning
Times” of the 15th to 17th centuries as an organized attempt by the Church
and state to crush the remnants of organized paganism. Margaret Murray in
The Witch-Cult in Western Europe (1921) and later in regular entries in The
Encyclopedia Britannica spread this theory to a wide audience.9 Although later
largely rejected by scholars, the theory was taken up by figures like Gerald
Gardner, who claimed that the religion of Wicca, which he introduced to the
British public in the early 1950s, was the rediscovery of this ancient set of
beliefs. Gardner had worked as a British colonial official in Malaya and while
there had become interested in archaeology and local folklore, in particular
ritual and magic. After his service he retired to a conservative English town
and moved in “naturist” and esoteric circles. He claimed to have then joined a
“coven” of local witches who practiced a type of magic based on English
“cunning folk” traditions and on Western ceremonial magic.10 He developed
rituals to be used by practitioners of Wicca, outlining them in “A Book of
Shadows,” daggers, wands and magic circles being common elements in these
rites. He claimed that these rituals were part of an older tradition, but he was
open to taking rituals from many different sources, including the writings of
Aleister Crowley.11 Crowley emphasized personal power and the dark aspects
of the occult, whereas for Gardner witchcraft was something positive.
Crowley’s philosophy venerated natural forces, and dictated that supernatural
abilities were to be used to help the community. Gardner was very interested
in introducing the British public to Wicca, but he encountered some obstacles.
For one thing, The Witchcraft Act of 1735 technically made what Gardner
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was doing illegal. This act, described by historian Ronald Hutton as “a heavyhanded piece of Enlightenment rationalism,” assumed that since witchcraft
and magic did not exist, anyone who was claiming to practice it was guilty of
defrauding a gullible public.12 Gardner presented his new religion to the
public via a work of fiction, High Magic’s Aid (1949) and expanded on it after
the Act was repealed in 1951 with Witchcraft Today.13 Gardner was a tireless
promoter of the Craft from this point onward until his death in 1964.14
Modern pagan witchcraft has gained much more acceptance in recent
years, but during the time of The Witches this new and poorly understood
religion garnered little sympathy. The Witches clearly references this new
religion linking it to the rural superstitions and rituals of Granny Briggs, who is
able to affect cures and potentially fatal curses. Also reflecting the view that
magic, as allegedly practiced in 20th century Britain, is simply the continuation
of an ancient rural tradition, are the film’s crude dolls poked with pins and the
wild, perhaps drug-fueled dance that was to culminate in a human sacrifice.
The former also seems to be a reference to Eurocentric stereotypes of the
Afro-Caribbean religion of voodoo (Vodou), while the latter seems a call out
to medieval descriptions, or fantasies, of witch’s Sabbats.15 The planned
sacrifice, with its malevolent spell, its ancient text and Aztec sacrificial dagger,
probably leans more toward the ceremonial magic of an Aleister Crowley than
towards any genuine insight into Wicca or English folklore. The witchcraft
practiced by Stephanie and her followers is shown as something as powerful,
as prevalent and as malevolent as any African tribal set of rituals. This hostility
towards Wicca and other neo-paganist beliefs was widespread at the time,
especially in the popular press. (It is notable that the villain is in fact an
ambitious celebrity journalist who asks the protagonist to collaborate on an
article for the Sunday papers). Wicca was just as likely to be met with mockery
in the media as its equation with Satanism.
What was new at the time of the film’s release was not hostility to
something labeled as witchcraft, but that some members of the public would
call themselves witches and openly practice magical rituals. It is no surprise
that reactions to this new religion would be ambivalent, but The Witches makes
no attempt to mitigate its hostility—there is no sense that what is encountered
is in any way legitimate, and even Granny Rigg’s use of herbal cures cannot be
separated from the fact that she is in the end a rather sinister figure, who tasks
her cat to spy on the protagonist. The film typically posits skeptics as a
problem; as rural life succumbs to modern England, the locals refuse to admit
that ancient evil exists and might in fact be revived by an unscrupulous
individual. The heroine Gwendolyn is shown as mentally fragile and
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unbalanced, but as the only individual who recognizes the threat despite the
lack of any tangible scientific evidence. As will be seen in The Devil Rides Out,
The Witches posits that it is only through the abandonment of rational
skepticism that evil can be defeated; after all, the villain has already done so in
discovering that magic is real and can be used to further one’s personal
ambitions. Rural England had been subjected to the hunts of the “Witch
Finder General” Mathew Hopkins in the 17th century. But the phenomenon
of witchcraft, practiced in secret in a rural setting, as portrayed in The Witches,
more closely resembles what happened in New England than in England itself.
The village can be seen as analogous with Salem, Massachusetts, and the witch
trials of 1692-1693, except the witches really did exist and were indeed
perceived as a clear and present danger to the community.16
Women and the Occult: Granny Brigg, Stephanie and Gwendolyn
Feminist interpretations of the events taking place in Salem have become
increasingly popular in recent decades, and women feature prominently in The
Witches as protagonists, both villains and victims.17 The film’s male characters
are clearly of secondary importance. Alan Bax, who is set up as the supposed
hero, is depicted as indecisive and weak, and is of very little if any help in
foiling the occult conspiracy uncovered by Gwendolyn.18 The young Ronnie
Dowsett shows enough promise to leave the village, but not enough wisdom
to actually do so. The doctor at the sanitarium, the film’s key authority figure,
has neither enough intelligence to stop Gwendolyn from escaping, nor enough
authority to force her to come back. The villagers, whether the boy’s wellmeaning father, or the complicit members of the cult, seem largely ignorant of
what is going on, and in the latter’s case this ignorance allows them to,
apparently willingly, participate in the planned murder of a child. By contrast,
the female characters drive the film’s narrative, heavily involved in both the
execution of and the stopping of the occult plot.
While Mrs. Briggs represents the ancient tradition of witchcraft, as
Margaret Murray would argue, passed down among women, presumably for
generations, Stephanie represents the modern reinvention of occult traditions
for selfish ends. She could be viewed as a cynical version of Gerald Gardner
or perhaps as a female version of Aleister Crowley (although in contrast to the
latter, she holds a respectable position in society and keeps her magical
interests secret). Stephanie describes her plan as being motivated by the desire
for an extended life, another fifty years that would in a sense allow her to live a
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second life and take her into the 21st century. She posits the sacrifice of a child
as being driven by altruism: it is only now when the end of her natural lifespan
is near that she feels she is truly learning and can really contribute to the
betterment of humanity. She has qualms about the sacrifice because she is
squeamish, but Linda’s death is necessary, and not of particular concern,
because after all the child is of “no value at all” in the grand scheme of
Stephanie’s plans. Stephanie’s contempt for the villagers, even for those
helping her with the sacrifice, extends to how they understand and utilize
magic. The villagers may have held a belief in magic and carried out rituals for
centuries, but they have never realized its full potential.19 Only an educated,
upper-class professional can do that after a lifetime of studying it like a
science.20 Stephanie dismisses the magical abilities of Granny Rigg as not
being in the same league as her own, even though they seem to represent a
genuine local tradition. The villagers, according to Stephanie, are only dabbling
in the occult, perhaps attracted to the simple prospect of a drug-fueled orgy;
their plans and passions exist on an almost animal level (as she notes, “they
can’t help themselves”). In contrast to these so-called primitives, Stephanie
has come to realize that magic is actually a science, and that human sacrifice
will work as a trigger for a larger process, just as one might set off an atomic
explosion (perhaps a reference to the Cold War fears of the time). Thus an
arcane and morally repugnant ritual will harm only a few in Stephanie’s moral
world, allowing Stephanie to live and go on to discover further innovations
that will better society as a whole. Or at least that is how she explains it to
Gwendolyn. Whatever gain she hopes to offer the human race, at the cost of
one human life, it is Stephanie who will be alive into the 21st century,
presumably living a prosperous and youthful existence. She even lets slip that
witchcraft is “a sex thing, deep down,” practiced by “older women,” after their
“normal womanly powers” have been diminished. But in explaining witchcraft
as a science to Gwendolyn, she makes a fatal mistake, because if it is a science,
it operates according to immutable rules that can be learned and manipulated
by anyone, even the very vulnerable Gwendolyn.
Gwendolyn is an unusual choice for a protagonist, in that she is a middleaged woman, although Hammer has a long tradition of middle aged men as
heroes, most notably Van Helsing, played by Peter Cushing in a series of
Dracula films, and also Sir James Forbes, played by Andre Morell, in Plague of
the Zombies (1966), and of course Christopher Lee’s Nicholas, Duc de Richleau
in The Devil Rides Out.21 These are, however, professorial figures who
confidentially draw on years of knowledge and considerable research skill to
uncover and defeat ancient supernatural evils. If they exhibit any self-doubt, it
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is in their ability, as mere humans, to defeat the monstrous evil they are about
to confront. In contrast, Gwendolyn is portrayed as a fragile figure, prone to
mental instability and susceptible to breakdowns as a result of an initial violent
encounter with the supernatural in Africa. She suffers from the common
problem of the protagonists in most horror films: the evil she has stumbled
upon needs to be stopped, but no one will believe her. But in Gwendolyn’s
case, her personal history makes her an even less believable witness. Her lack
of confidence in her mental state (she does after all have a real breakdown that
results in her being institutionalized) prevents her from simply soldiering on
and smashing the occult conspiracy herself. In fact, she is rather passive in
discovering what this actually conspiracy is, until Stephanie helpfully explains
it to her.22 In effect, she attracts what Mary Ann Doane (1985), writing of
1940s “woman’s films,” calls the “clinical” or “medicalized” gaze, in that her
central position in the narrative is attended by mental and physical frailty and
illness.23 That being said, Gwendolyn exhibits dogged persistence in getting to
the bottom of whatever it is that is threatening her new home, Heddaby. She
also displays considerable ingenuity in escaping from the convalescence home
and in the end is able to defeat Stephanie by latching on to one, fatal line of
the ritual, spilling her own blood during the sacrifice and causing the magical
effect to strike back at the magician. This outcome is similar to the Angel of
Death returning to kill its summoner Mocata, in the film that will be discussed
below, The Devil Rides Out, although in this case Gwendolyn is more
resourceful than de Richleau, who basically defeats the supernatural menace by
accident.
It is not clear why Gwendolyn ends up in Heddaby in the first place. She
is interviewed and hired by Alan Bax, but Stephanie seems to make all of the
decisions for the family and when the latter speaks of summoning her because
she is a vulnerable individual, it is not clear if this refers to her joining the cult
or to her becoming headmistress. The relationship between the two women is
ambiguous to say the least. She is initially greeted as a potential friend and as
someone who will interact as an educated equal, although she is in fact
Stephanie’s employee. She is assured that although Heddaby is a little rustic,
she will enjoy living there, yet Gwendolyn’s fellow teacher confesses that she
finds the place backward and would never live there herself. Stephanie
continues to present herself as a friend until almost the point where her
nefarious plans are revealed—or, more accurately, explained. Thus, she
cautions about going to the authorities with any suspicions about Dowsett’s
death and pays for Gwendolyn’s confinement. As mentioned above, Stephanie
also pitches to Gwendolyn the co-writing of an article on their common
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experiences with the occult, perhaps intimating the start of an ongoing
partnership. After the breakdown and Gwendolyn’s return, Stephanie still
suggests cooperating, but in this case in carrying out a magical ritual, not just
studying it. It is uncertain how Gwendolyn would actually be of help in the
performance of the ritual, but it may be that it is the approval of someone of
the educated classes that is important. It is not enough to live a second
lifetime, since the villagers are dismissed as idiots who really cannot
comprehend what has been achieved, and one could hardly announce through
the media that one has carried out a human sacrifice. For Stephanie to truly
succeed at this plan, someone of intelligence would need to give Stephanie
credit, even if that credit was mixed with revulsion. In the end Gwendolyn
may have been chosen, even from the beginning, to act as a witness—one
who would not be believed, but also one who would understand.
The Devil Rides Out
Similarly to the Witches, The Devil Rides Out is a story of magic—wielded
in a cold-blooded, efficient and perhaps even modern manner—being
defeated by a protagonist who accepts the reality of the supernatural and thus
is able to overcome it. Whereas in The Witches the magician and her opponent
are women, in The Devil Rides Out these roles are filled by very much male
figures; yet the eventual victory of the forces of light over the forces of
darkness once again hinges upon the actions of a woman. The Devil Rides Out
revolves around the attempts of Duc de Richleau, an aristocratic former air
ace and man of means, to save Simon, a family friend, from the clutches of the
black magician and cult leader Mocata. In the course of aiding Simon, de
Richleau and his friend and former comrade Rex enlist the help of his niece,
Marie, her husband Richard, and also endeavor to save Marie’s daughter
Peggy, and Tanith, a young woman who has, herself, fallen under the
magician’s control. De Richleau and his allies ward off a series a powerful
magical attacks before a final confrontation leads to the death of Mocata and
many of his followers, and the resurrection of Tanith, who has been killed in a
previous magical encounter. Class is, once again, a fairly visible element in The
Devil Rides Out. Despite the fact that the events seem to be taking place in the
plain sight of modern Britain in an upscale London flat, a series of lavish rural
estates, and a forested parkland, as well as involving a high speed car chase, no
note of these activities is made by the authorities or any bystanders. In The
Devil Rides Out, magic exists and functions in the modern age. The opening
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credit sequence features pentagrams and medieval images of the Devil. Occult
symbols and paraphernalia, some historically accurate, occur throughout the
film, not just as decorative features but as part of various encounters with the
occult in the film. De Richleau and his friend Rex first realize that their young
friend Simon has indeed gotten involved with the occult, when they find a
magical inscription, a powerful grimoire, and a pair of cocks destined for
sacrifice in the latter’s new house. The two major ceremonies carried out by
Mocata involve elaborate robes marked with mystical symbols, altars, goblets,
candles and sacrificial knives. De Richleau draws out a magical circle in chalk
in order to protect himself and his friends from a series of supernatural
attacks. Like Mocata, he uses magical ritual, in de Richeleau’s case a form of
necromancy, in which he summons a spirit of the dead in order to learn the
location of Simon and Peggy. This is all presented with an air of authenticity in
that the various symbols, magic items, occult texts and incantations, can all be
plausibly equated with real examples from medieval and modern occult
practices. The same cannot be said of the ecstatic dance sequence and
summoning of Baphomet, which, although it might be equated with the lurid
accounts of a medieval witches’ Sabbat, may be meant to invoke the “tribal
rituals” of the African, Caribbean and Asian subject peoples of the British
Empire. In the same way, Mocata’s cult bears little resemblance to the genuine
occult brotherhoods of the Western occult tradition; it more closely resembles
the international conspiracies that appeared in the works of Denis Wheatley,
whose 1935 novel inspired the film.
Wheatley was a very successful writer of thrillers, several of which contain
occult elements. Wheatley turned to writing after his family’s wine business
went under, and during World War II he was involved in military intelligence
work. His acquaintances included Ian Fleming, Montague Summers, Aleister
Crowley and, later in life, Christopher Lee. Wheatley’s reactionary world view
was rather typical of someone of his class and era, and this is reflected in his
writings. His protagonists, for example, are firm supporters of empire and the
class system; women, non-Europeans, and members of the lower classes are to
remain in a subservient role and are often the subject of ridicule or hostility.
The political left, communist and anarchist, is seen as a threat both in England
and abroad. Wheatley’s attitude towards the occult was ambivalent. He
portrayed it in his writings as a sinister force and cautioned against getting
involved in it in his non-fiction work. But he moved in occult circles during
WWII, apparently took part in magical rituals, and befriended Crowley (whom
he later maligned in his writings).24 The film came out some thirty years after
the novel’s publication, during a different era, but some of these reactionary
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tropes are still quite visible. Mocata (Charles Gray) is the head of a sinister
organization that is able to lure normally level-headed members of the British
elite to join its far-ranging conspiracy, which has an international dimension.
Mocata’s disciples can be equated with the communists, anarchists and Nazis
of Wheatley’s non-occult thrillers (although these are opposing political
ideologies, Wheatley reduces them to irrational and insidious forces bent on
subverting society). This organization has vast, even supernatural powers, and
is both unknown to and unstoppable by the authorities. (Coincidentally, or
possibly the result of trans-textual casting, Mocata’s Charles Gray would soon
play Blofeld, the head of SPECTRE, another omnipotent organization in the
James Bond film Diamonds are Forever [Guy Hamilton, 1971]).
By 1968, the British class system been challenged, although it had certainly
not been overturned. But while the world represented in the recent UK series
Downton Abbey (airing on ITV from 2010-2015) was no longer intact, it was
certainly still visible. The Devil Rides Out is set in the 1920s, an era that would
still be quite familiar to many of the film’s viewers and might even be seen
with nostalgia by some. Devil portrays the “big house” class structure as so
normative that few members of the working or servant class even show up on
the screen. It seemingly runs itself and is at the disposal of the protagonists.
There are a handful of obedient, although not particularly bright, servants, but
the heroes and all the members of the cult, even the non-English ones, seem
to be of the upper classes. Mocata is clearly a member of the upper class,
recruiting Simon and Tanith to help betray their own class. As such, he is a
most dangerous threat to the class structure and perhaps to the British Empire
itself. Mocata is quite willing to bring in harmful outside influences that might
threaten the country houses of England. His diverse “astronomical society”
engages in exotic ecstatic rites in order to summon the ultimate other, the
demon Baphomet. As in The Witches, these rituals are similar to those carried
out by the Empire’s rebellious African and Asian subjects (the subject of
sympathetic fascination on the part of Gerald Gardner when he was in
Malaya). The protagonist, Nicholas Duc de Richleau is not English; he is of
French and Russian extraction, but he is of course an aristocrat.
Victims, Heroes or Villains?: Tanith, Simon, Marie, de Richleau
Tanith and Simon, the young members of the upper-class naively drawn
into Mocata’s sinister plans, are weak victims, lacking the experience to
understand what is happening to them and how they might escape. Although
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both do in the end try to help—Tanith by staying away from the group so as
to not function as Mocata’s medium and Simon by offering himself in
exchange for Peggy—neither of these actions work, and it is left to the older
and more experienced to save the situation (de Richleau even specifically
mentions his age and experience while trying to persuade Simon to leave
Mocata). Ironically, it is Peggy, a young child, who ultimately destroys Mocata
by reading the forbidden lines of an ancient ritual, although she does so at the
prompting of her mother, and it was de Richleau who first uncovered the
significance of this incantation. Curiously, the motives as to why Tanith and
Simon got involved with Mocata in the first place are never really explored.
Tanith is quite underdeveloped as a character and Simon may be motivated
simply by boredom. This theme of boredom leading to an unhealthy interest
in the occult is not an unprecedented one; in fact, it is a major theme of two of
Hammer’s Dracula films, the aforementioned Dracula AD 1972 and Taste the
Blood of Dracula. In the latter film, a group of respectable Victorian gentlemen,
having failed to satisfy their appetite for novelty in the brothels of London,
engage a dissolute aristocrat to provide them with the ultimate thrill, the
summoning of Count Dracula from beyond the grave. In contemporary
London, an intense young Johnny Alucard (Dracula spelled backward), lures a
group of rootless young people into performing a ritual to again resurrect
Dracula. Alucard’s disciples make no secret of their boredom with “swinging
London” and he uses their desire to experience “the next big happening” to
participate in a perilous exercise that they do not at first take very seriously.
Alucard, himself wants to go further: after summoning Dracula, he begs the
vampire to bestow upon him vampiric status—presumably it is more
interesting to be among the undead than to be a bored (and boring) member
of the counterculture. While the boredom of Taste the Blood Dracula’s
bourgeoisie stems from the freedom and burden of their elevated social status,
that of Johnny Alucard’s band results from their lack of status; they are young
people with little but free time and really no idea how to use it. This is similar
to the hippy commune in American International Pictures’ Deathmaster (Ray
Danton, 1973), who spend their days squatting in a vast California mansion,
desperate for anyone to bring them novelty and guidance—even if Korda
(Robert Quarry), their potential guru, who offers the wisdom of the East and
the secrets of Eternity, is really a bloodthirsty vampire. In The Devil Rides Out,
it is possible that joining Mocata’s group is a similar act of rebellion—here,
against de Richleau and Rex, Simon’s father’s friends who had agreed to look
out for him—although on the surface this control seems a rather loose one
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(the reunion with Simon and de Richleau that Rex flies in from the Continent
for at the start of the film appears to be a rather infrequent affair).25
Rex and Marie’s husband Richard are not strong characters, carrying out
relatively unquestioningly the directives of the stronger characters in the battle
against Mocata. They can perhaps be equated with the actual servants, Max
and Marie’s butler. Both Rex and Richard are portrayed as skeptics: Rex is
convinced not by de Richleau’s words but by what he actually sees, and
Richard’s skepticism is shown to be largely irrelevant, as de Richleau was going
to follow a particular course of action, regardless of Richard’s objections.
While these characters are neither strong nor deep, the same cannot be said of
Richard’s wife, Marie. She is not at all skeptical of de Richleau’s story of occult
occurrences, and, perhaps more importantly, that lack of skepticism seems to
be based not on gullibility or lack of knowledge, but on trust. If her uncle, a
man she respects, tells her that this is the case, then she takes him at his word.
Having accepted that Mocata is a dangerous man, she treats him as a serious
threat and is able to survive a confrontation with him. In a “battle of wills”—
as Mocata explains, magic is simply about exercising one’s will—she is able to
foil his plans, at least temporarily. She is also instrumental in the final defeat of
Mocata, where she is able to draw on a mother’s selfless love of her child as a
source of strength (all other motives for opposing Mocata—saving one’s
friends, stopping the cult from damaging the larger society—having failed).
Thus, while Marie’s power may be in her stereotypical trust of male authority
figures, and her devotion to motherhood, her consistency and resolve make
her as attractive a character as The Witches’ Gwendolyn.
The figure of Le Duc de Richleau is ambiguous: is he a hero or is he is in
some ways a villain? Is he merely an occult scholar, or is he a full-fledged
occult practitioner? While a figure worthy of earning Marie’s trust, he also
seems to have connections to the film’s more sinister elements and
conspiracies. Monsieur Le Duc remarks that he has conducted an “extensive
study of these matters.” He is able to correctly identify various magical
symbols and items and is able to get a clear assessment of Mocata’s powers
and perhaps how to defeat them. He returns to the British Museum to look at
certain “volumes kept under constant lock and key.” His “morning’s research”
leads to more methods on how to counter Mocata. In some ways, he can be
seen as the standard movie scientist or “expert,” using hypnosis, for example,
and systematically researching the problem at hand. But is he himself an
adept? He not only prepares magical protections but also conducts an actual
ritual. De Richleau’s relationship with Simon may mirror that which Simon is
establishing with Mocata. Perhaps de Richleau needs disciples, too. He is
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certainly a ruthless individual, committed to a course of action with a certainty
that it is the correct one and that it will have the desired outcome. Peter
Hutchings notes the parallels between de Richleau and Mocata:
Both are well-dressed, knowledgeable figures of authority. Both make
extensive use of hypnosis, with each hypnotising Simon, Tanith and Marie
during the film. Both talk of Simon as a son; de Richleau, who promised
Simon’s father he would look after his son, on discovering Simon’s
involvement in black magic remarks “I feel like a father who sees his child
trying to pick live coals out of the fire”; Mocata on Simon’s return to the
coven greets him with “Welcome back, my son.” What both de Richleau
and Mocata represent is a clarity and force of vision, a certainty lacking in
the younger characters.26
De Richleau’s only moments of doubt are that he and his allies might not have
the strength to follow this course of action through. (He stresses that everyone
needs to be well-rested and that even a skeptic like Richard is useful as he
“comes fresh to the fight.”) However, in the end the one action he rejects,
reading the forbidden lines of a ritual, are what finally defeat Mocata. As this
decisive action is instigated by Marie, there is the intriguing possibility that she,
like her uncle and his nemesis, is also an adept of the occult, or at least one in
waiting.
Mr. Crowley
The Devil Rides Out could be seen as a film about Aleister Crowley (18751947). Mocata seems modelled on the notorious occultist in terms of his
involvement in magical rituals, his leadership of occult organizations, and even
his philosophy on how magic is alleged to work. In fact, Wheatley made no
secret that he had modelled the character in his novel on Crowley, whom he
met while researching occult topics as source material for his novels.27
Although Crowley was quite generous in the help he offered the fledgling
writer, the portrayal in Devil is far from sympathetic.28 This might be expected
as at the time of the publication of the Devil Rides Out novel, as Crowley had a
very bad reputation in the British press. He had in fact earned the sobriquet,
“The Wickedest Man in the World,” though in the totalitarian world of the
1930s, it would seem somewhat absurd to apply such a title to Crowley.29
Although born into a wealthy, and very conservative, family, money was often
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a problem for Crowley, as he lived a life of travel and occult study. Whether
alone, with “magical partners,” or as a member of various esoteric groups,
most notably the Order of the Golden Dawn, he had developed various
magical rituals, often involving sex and drugs.30 He labeled this system
“Magick” and believed that through carrying out these rituals, and above all by
asserting one’s will, various outcomes, such as personal gratification, wealth,
control over others or the obtainment of knowledge, could be achieved.
Magick was to be the basis of a new religion, dubbed “Thelema,” with its own
sacred scripture, The Book of the Law (1909), which was alleged to have been
dictated in trance by a supernatural entity to Crowley’s then wife, Rose Kelly,
after a visit to the Egyptian museum in Cairo. At the core of the Law,
according to Crowley, were two maxims: “Do what thou wilt shall be the
whole of the Law” and “Love under Will.” The former phrase has been the
subject of much debate, as it could be seen as either a license to any and all
selfish or even malevolent behavior, or more positively as a charge to find
one’s true calling and follow it without compromise. The second aphorism
seems to stress the importance of every individual exercising their will, while
being aware that other individuals have a right to do so also.31 While these
ideas are rather radical in their libertarianism, they certainly do not account for
Crowley’s sinister reputation (which will be expanded upon below), and in fact
until well after his death they were generally ignored. Nor was involvement in
ceremonial magic or an interest in the occult particularly controversial among
members of his class (the Order of the Golden Dawn included such
luminaries as W.B. Yeats).32
In 1920 Crowley founded Abbey of Thelama in Cefalu, Sicily, as a place
for him and some followers to live communally while practicing magical rituals
and developing each member’s will. In this task the community was aided by a
copious amount of drugs, including hashish, cocaine and opium. After three
years, Crowley’s utopia came to an end with the expulsion from Italy of
Crowley and his group after the accidental death of one of his followers
(which a hostile British press alluded to as an act of human sacrifice). Crowley
reveled in this attention, styling himself “The Great Beast 666,” although this
publicity did not help him in the end, and he died in obscurity in 1947.33
Beyond the particulars of Crowley’s occult career, he is in many ways a
problematic figure. Like Wheatley, he was a creature of his time. His
misogynistic, anti-Semitic and racist attitudes would be considered shocking
today. He also mistreated many of those around him. A common pattern is
apparent with those many who followed Crowley in his quest for occult
wisdom, only to be abandoned by him, and often left emotionally and
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financially spent, taking many years to recover from the experience, if they
ever did. Nevertheless, in Wheatley, Crowley seemed to have met his match in
someone who repays generosity with betrayal.34
There are numerous similarities between Crowley and the presentation of
Mocata in the film. Mocata, like Crowley, fancies himself an adept of the
occult, and even identifies himself as being one of some magical ability. Both
adepts head secretive organizations, who might be described as cults, Mocata
disguising his as an astronomical society. The membership of Mocata’s group,
like those of Crowley’s various orders, including those who followed him to
Cefalu, seems to consist of members of the upper, or at least educated classes.
Both Crowley and Mocata also seem to attract weak-willed individuals: Simon
could be equated with the poet Victor Neuburg, with whom Crowley
embarked on a “magical partnership.” Over the course of their relationship,
during which the two conducted various elaborate rituals meant to summon
spirits, Crowley subjected Neuburg to a steady stream of psychological abuse.
Despite this treatment, Neuburg stayed attached to Crowley, perhaps because
of his attraction to the latter and his magnetic personality, or perhaps because
he believed fully in Crowley’s work.35 Tanith can perhaps be seen as one of
Crowley’s “Scarlet Women,” with whom he would conduct what he termed
“sex magic,” although neither the idea, nor the character herself, is fully
developed.36 Like Crowley’s disciples, it is not clear why Simon and Tanith
remain with Mocata, although Tanith clearly fears what will happen to her if
she leaves him. Simon seems similarly afraid, although he does seem to exhibit
enough independent judgement to hide his involvement in the group from his
overwhelming mentor, de Richleau. He is admonished by the latter for his
involvement in “the most dangerous game known to mankind … Black
Magic,” although it is not at all clear why he was interested in it in the first
place. It is also not at all clear why Mocata needs Tanith and Simon at all.
Mention is made of a certain number of people being required for a ritual, but
Mocata does not seem to have too much difficulty in attracting new converts
(especially for an organization that has seems to have no public profile).
Perhaps, like Karlsfed in the film Night of the Demon, and Crowley, Mocata’s
“Devil Cult” could simply be a source of personal and financial reinforcement.
Both adepts engage in similar rituals, although the film downgrades
Crowley’s use of orgiastic sex to some ecstatic dancing, and there are no overt
references to drugs. Mocata’s final ceremony, an attempted “transference of
souls,” seems modeled on Crowley’s and those of other ceremonial magicians,
as it includes an invocation of the Egyptian god Set. An earlier ceremony in
the film involved animal sacrifice, an altar, a sacred goblet and multiple
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individuals dressed in robes, all elements associated with some of the ritual
work of Crowley. This scene culminates in a wild frenzied dance, similar to the
climactic scene of The Witches and possibly meant to reference in a stereotyped
manner the religious life of Britain’s colonized subject peoples, in Africa, Asia
and the Caribbean. This seems less connected to Crowley’s activities, although,
as noted, the character of the dance—with women hurled into a mass of
frenzied male worshipers (although all remain very much clothed)—might hint
at the often sexual nature of his magical operations. The summoning of a
terrifying being from beyond was the goal of several of Crowley’s most
famous and ambitious acts of ritual magic.37
Most important to Crowley was not the accumulation of followers or of
wealth—indeed he had a great deal of difficulty hanging on to the latter—but
the quest to master the will and use it to unleash real magical forces. Crowley
performed rituals alone, with magical partners, and with esoteric groups, as he
thought he was ushering a new eon of “Crowleyanity,” where enlightened
individuals would use the innate power of the will to manipulate to world
around them. Reminding one of Stephanie’s motives in The Witches, Crowley
saw his message as a positive one that could only be of benefit to society. In
actuality, it left most of those around him broken, while he himself died an
isolated, obscure individual. Also, there is no evidence that any of the rituals
Crowley conducted in any way can be seen to have worked. The hostility he
encountered seemed to have sprung not from the idea that he was a powerful
“black magician,” but that he was someone pretending to do so while engaged
in activities mainstream society saw as far beyond the norm. It is as a figure of
rebellion, as someone who questions what one is told to believe and what one
is told to do, that accounts for his popularity with the sixties counter-culture,
some of whose young members may have been in the audience to see The
Devil Rides Out. Crowley’s expressed political beliefs, although he certainly
cannot be seen as an overtly political figure, would have seen as extremely
reactionary to those who were gravitating to him as a symbol. That being said,
Crowley for his times was certainly a transgressive figure, who wanted nothing
to do with the overall project of British colonialism, choosing for many years
to live abroad and refusing a comfortable life serving empire that a person of
his class might easily obtain. Little of this was understood by Crowley’s
detractors, and little remains in the portrayal of Mocata beyond one key scene,
the confrontation with Marie. In that scene Mocata not only tries to use
“Magick” to overcome Marie and bring Simon and Tanith back to his cult, but
he goes as far as to explain, in terminology taken seemingly directly from
Crowley, how it works. He describes it simply as a science, one of using the
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will to exhibit control of mind over matter, or more commonly mind over
mind. He also states that the sinister reputation it has acquired is an unfair one
and that he is a practitioner of some note of this science. He recognizes Marie
as a woman of some intelligence (or does he mean of some magical ability?).
But he is ultimately forced to break his attempt at magical control by the
sudden arrival of Marie’s daughter Peggy. The implications of this scene are
not further explored; the magic in the rest of the film, of séances, rituals,
altars, knives, and the invocation of dark forces remains at the level of the
common set of tropes often depicted in horror films. The aims behind
Mocata’s sinister plans remain obscure. Instead Mocata, like Crowley, is
viewed as practicing black magic, the twist being that he is doing so in the
contemporary world, and that it actually works.
Concluding Thoughts: The Science of Magic in the Twilight of Empire
Both The Witches and The Devil Rides Out depict the supposed reality of
magic in the modern world. Not only do they see the occult as something that
really operates, but they also frame it as something that is not, in the end, out
of place in the 20th century. In fact it is identified as a new type of science,
which offers potentially unlimited power to those who understand its
workings, although at a terrible price. Mocata laments that magic is very much
misunderstood and that the sinister reputation it has acquired is an unfair one.
While trying to use this much-maligned art to further his goals, he feels the
need to explain that it is in fact a science, to be respected, rather than feared.
But this science is not to be placed at the service of humanity; rather, it is to
be used by the strong-willed individual for the fulfillment of personal, if rather
unclear objectives. It is not really understood what Mocata hopes to
accomplish by bringing Simon back to his circle and by executing a
“transference of souls,” but Mocata’s actions are clearly not altruistic in their
motivations. In this Mocata is clearly following the path of Crowley, who felt
that any free individual should be able to exercise their will in pursuit of
personal realization. This attitude towards how the occult, or any other tool at
one’s disposal, should be used, can be summed up in Crowley’s central maxim:
“Do what thou wilt shalt be the whole of the Law.” Neither Crowley’s
philosophy, nor even the actions of Mocata, necessarily imply a malevolent
attitude towards society as a whole in their use of “the science of magic”—
they merely reveal an indifference to it.
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Stephanie, like Mocata, sees magic as a science, but she goes further in
exploring the implications of such a statement. For Mocata, science might
simply be a new label for an ancient art. For Stephanie, who seems to have
become interested in the occult rather late in her career, it really is something
new, with the potential to transform the world as thoroughly as the splitting of
the atom. However malevolent the potential implied by her simile, Stephanie
approaches the magical ritual, involving a bloody act of human sacrifice, with
careful planning and meticulous attention to detail, almost as if she were
preparing a NASA space launch. Stephanie turns up the proper ritual in an
obscure medieval text, translates and interprets it, and makes sure that the
appropriate material components, such as an Aztec dagger used in countless
sacrifices, are at hand. She confirms from local records that the proposed
object of sacrifice (for this is how Stephanie sees Linda, an innocent local girl)
is of the proper age and manipulates events in the village to make sure the girl
remains a virgin. Stephanie’s team, including the experienced but lower-level
magician Granny Rigg and a large number of rather ignorant villagers, follow
her commands without question. After “suiting up,” in elaborate robes,
Stephanie is ready for the transformative event. She will achieve a second life,
during which she can bring humanity forward through her discoveries, many
of which will presumably involve this new science of magic. Compared to
Mocata or Crowley, her ambitions seem boundless. Of course, in explaining
her plan and describing it as a science, operating according to immutable rules,
she plants the seeds of her own downfall. Gwendolyn exploits a weakness in
the ritual; blood spilled before the sacrifice takes place causes the unleashed
power to strike back at the magician. Stephanie’s mission is aborted before she
can enter her brave new magical world.
Significantly, in The Witches it is the female protagonists, villain and
heroine, who fully understand magic as a science. In The Devil Rides Out,
Mocata, while he does describe magic as a science, does not really understand
the full implications of the concept in the same way that Stephanie does
(although this may have something to do with the fact that The Witches is set in
the 1960s rather than the 1920s). De Richleau does not seem to see it as a
science at all, but in rather vague religious terms as something coming from
“the Powers of Darkness.” As such, although he extensively researches what
he is up against, he is unable, or is unwilling to do what is needed to defeat
Mocata and his malevolent plans. That is left to Marie, who apparently has
innate, and untapped occult powers.
Though both films are largely set in England, the subject of Britain’s
diminished imperial fortunes is clearly in evidence. In The Witches, empire is,
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on the surface at least, portrayed as a positive thing, a product of rationality. In
this context, Britain brings peace and civilization to various parts of the globe
such as an unnamed country in Africa through instruments like a modern
educational system. Unfortunately, in the film’s terms, because of ignorance
and the sinister supernatural forces that hold sway over the local population,
such help is rejected. However, in drawing a parallel between witchcraft in
Africa, and a belief in witchcraft in a sleepy English village, the film might be
arguing that such dark forces and the hold they can have over entire societies
are in fact universal, and, perhaps even more profoundly, internal. Stephanie
notes the connection without comment, perhaps with the sentiment that
whether African or English, such local traditions are beneath an adept of her
ability. Empire is not directly dealt with in The Devil Rides Out; no note is made
of whether any of the wealth of de Richleau, Simon or even Mocata comes
from exploiting colonial properties, whether they be Indian tea plantations or
South African mines. Nor is any mention made of colonial service by any of
the characters (de Richleau and Rex are described as fighter pilots in France
during World War I). It is not even implied that Mocata, like his real life
inspiration Crowley, had travelled extensively in Asia, Africa and the Americas.
Yet the survival of empire, seen as a positive force in the world, is very much
part of what is at stake in the struggle between de Richleau and Mocata. The
latter attracts followers from a variety of backgrounds: Africans, Indians and
Germans are shown attending Simon’s “astronomical group” (a cover for
Mocata’s cult). A multiracial group takes part in the orgiastic ritual to summon
Baphomet. Simon and Tanith are asked to betray their class, and by suggestion
the empire, by joining with Mocata in spreading disorder and on a personal
level to abandon the self-discipline and self-denial necessary for the empire to
survive. The Devil Rides Out, based again on a 1935 novel, can be read as a call
to stem the lack of resolve seen as gripping the youth of Britain. This
weakness—along with an attendant “unhealthy” fascination with the customs
of, and even an acknowledgment of the humanity of, the colonized peoples—
would inevitably lead to the end of empire. Ironically, by the time of the film’s
release, the imperial project had almost entirely ended, though the troubling
echoes of the exigencies of empire are what inform the anxieties of both The
Devil Rides Out and The Witches.
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Notes
This essay is the result of research conducted for a course with the Miskatonic Institute of
Horror Studies-Montreal under the co-direction of Mario DeGiglio-Bellemare and
Kristopher Woofter; the course was entitled “British Occult Horror” and was held over
three lectures from October to November, 2015.
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Radical Diversion: Attractions Politics
in the Horror Pseudo-documentary
The Hellstrom Chronicle
Kristopher Woofter
Horror cinema, like Gothic literature before it, has always had a
fascination with the document: secret(ed), fragmented, damaged,
incomplete—but, when confronted, always shockingly revelatory. In the
horror text, a sense of imminent discovery offers mingled pleasure and dread,
as scholars like Noël Carroll (1990) and Cynthia Freeland (2000, 2004) have
discussed. An interest in investigation, witnessing and revelation highlights the
key epistemological paradigms and aesthetic questions that horror cinema
shares with documentary cinema. These shared concerns revolve around the
ways subjects come into knowledge and understanding of their world not just
through rational means, but also through feeling and sensation; they also
revolve around the degree to which poetic expressiveness and appeals to
spectatorial desire should figure in generating these effects and outcomes.
Even Carroll and Freeland, primarily concerned as they are with the carefullycourted cognitive processes that draw us to horror narratives, still emphasize
the possibility of pleasure in shock and the sublime. Michael Renov (1993),
John Corner (2006), and Elizabeth Cowie (2011) have highlighted such
concerns in their work on what Renov terms documentary’s “modalities of
desire” (1993: 21), and what Cowie terms “the pleasure of the specular as
access to knowledge” (Cowie, 2011: 4). For Corner, questions around
documentary desire come as well through a need to represent the historical
world cinematically in ways that highlight subjectivity, interpretation, and the
limitations of the medium—that is the notion of documentary “images as ones
to be looked at as well as through” (Corner, 2006: 293).1 In the Gothic tradition,
the “darkly illuminating labyrinth of language” (Botting, 1996: 14) becomes a
similar dirty window, creating and obscuring meaning and highlighting Gothic______________________
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horror narratives as sustained acts of interpretation. Here, getting “lost” in the
attempt at telling the story is part of a drama of dread and desire for
knowledge. The difficulty of describing and recounting experience—of
chronicling—itself becomes a baroque spectacle in such moments. Formal
play becomes substantive attraction, making the process of telling visible and
sensational. Tom Gunning suggests that an “aesthetics of attraction” (1986)
inherent to early cinema survives in avant-garde work, but he also argues that
documentary shares a similar desire for shocking revelation or uncanny
‘detection’ (1999) via upfront, performative spectacle. An attractions-based
aesthetic emphasizes the “direct stimulation” of the spectator’s “visual
curiosity” (Gunning, 1986: 384). In the horror genre, a cinema of attractions
survives in what Adam Lowenstein terms “spectacle horror,” or “the staging
of spectacularly explicit horror for purposes of audience admiration,
provocation, and sensory adventure as much as shock or terror, but without
necessarily breaking ties with narrative development or historical allegory”
(2011: 42). Attractions-based cinema performs visually, aurally—sensorially—
with the aim of making the world newly visible to spectators through affective
as well as aesthetic appreciation. A cinema of attractions recognizes that there
is critical and political power in spectacle.
Horror and documentary cinema have collided in often meaningful ways
since the beginning of cinema, when the distinction between the filmic image
as either fantastic illusion (à la Méliès), or imprint of reality (à les Lumières) had
not become so razor-sharp as it is now in the popular imaginary. The Lumière
Brothers, for example, so tied now to their realist actualities, were just as
interested in the spectacular nature of their imagery, as Jerome Kuehl notes of
their film of a demolished wall falling, which they screened forwards and then
backwards to highlight the nature of the “decepti[ve]” nature of the medium
(2012: xxiii). Even watching the Thomas A. Edison-produced “actuality” film
“Electrocuting an Elephant” (Edwin S. Porter, James Blair Smith, 1903) now
produces shock and disbelief at a piece of footage that was created not as the
record of the 5 January, 1903 death of Topsy, a circus-performing elephant who
killed a trainer after years of abuse, but as a publicity stunt for Coney Island’s
Luna Park. A slice of carnivalesque attractions itself, “Electrocuting an
Elephant” is an artifact of early documentary-horror attractions, as well as
evidence of one of the earliest deaths (Topsy’s final “performance”) to be
recorded on film (See Figure 1). The question is not whether the film is a piece
of exploitation or documentation because it is certainly both—encouraging a
complex combination of sensorial engagement, cognitive curiosity, and critical
distance.
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More recently, the question of whether or not the viewership of such
actuality-spectacle either bears a mark of spectatorial depravity, or constitutes a
genuine exercise in empathy, occurred in an NBC News story on the “firstperson” video coverage of the 14 February, 2018 school shootings in
Parkland, Florida (See Figure 2). The footage of “gunshots and screams”
recorded by the terrified students who were victims of the massacre, was
widely accessible as those recordings became available on social media
platforms such as Snapchat’s “Snap Maps,” in addition to becoming quotable
fodder for the usual news reports (Clark and Abbruzzese, 2018: n.p.).

Figure 1: “Electrocuting an Elephant” (Edison Manufacturing
Company, 1903)

Figure 2: Taken from footage broadcast on YouTube by The Washington
Post, 15 February, 2018, accompanied by the caption: “Videos recorded by
students give a graphic account of what unfolded inside a Florida high
school Feb. 14.” (Ryan Deitsch, The Washington Post, MSN.com)
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The concern that undergirds the article is around whether these actualityspectacles “provided an important vantage point that isn’t otherwise available”
(Hermida, quoted in Clark and Abbruzzesse, 2018: n.p.)2 or whether their
proliferation, potentially stripped of context, rendered the footage anything
more than “public entertainment”3 (North, quoted in Clark and Abbruzzesse,
2018: n.p.). In the first instance, the spectator is an empathetic citizen seeking
to share in the “visceral and emotional” pain and terror of a national narrative
of failure to regulate gun ownership—a kind of “step[ping] into the shoes of
others” that allows for empathy and solidarity in crisis.4 In the second, the fear
is that the footage—when de-localized and de-historicized—might appeal
merely to the spectator’s spirit of ‘perversity’—the need to approximate a
sense of shock, panic, or tragedy for the sensation alone. Again, the fact that
the spectator can negotiate multiple positions of reception—even and including
perverse ones—is rarely the focus in such reportage (though, to its credit, this
news report at least presents a debate). The visual document of a traumatic
event bears multiple meanings, encourages multiple spectatorial positions and
sensorial responses—including those where being “shocked into meaning”
means that the usual cognitive processes are suddenly short-circuited. This
fully embodied form of knowledge is at least one form of spectatorial desire
shared by horror and documentary.
I open with two examples spanning more than a century not to note a
significant gap in horror-documentary or pseudo-documentary production,
but to highlight that the regular intersection of horror and documentary has
persisted in the ensuing decades since the inception of cinema. In some cases,
the intersection happened accidentally, as in the infamous 23 November, 1963
footage shot by Abraham Zapruder, which accidentally captured the shocking
death of President John F. Kennedy (see Figure 3), or in the very early
“Monkeyshines, no. 1 and no. 2” (W.K.L. Dickinson and William Heis), made
in 1889 or 1890 by the Edison Manufacturing Company to test the cylinder
for the Kinetoscope, designed for the viewing of films through a peephole by
individual spectators. The flickering, fading wraithlike image of a blurred and
faceless man in white against a dark background here turns Edison’s test
footage into an uncanny experimental film (see Figure 4), but it also highlights
the reason why cinema, even in its most practical applications as here, is
always-already primed for revealing the “other” reality sought by pseudodocumentaries. Benjamin Christensen’s more intentional Haxan: Witchcraft
through the Ages (1922), for example, “took the threads of phantasm and wove
them into a film thesis that would not talk about witches, but would give the
witch life” (Baxstrom and Meyers, 2016: 1). Christensen’s film, full of
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spectacularly expressionistic imagery and provocative reenactments (see Figure
5), is in the words of Richard Baxstrom and Todd Meyers “an artistic work
filled with irrationalities that not only made the witch plausible, but real”
(2016: 1). Haxan courts spectatorial desire in the form of audaciously upfront
horror imagery; it is pseudo-documentary spectacle horror.

Figure 3, left, is taken from footage shot by Abraham Zapruder on 23 November, 1963;
Figure 4, right, shows a flickering uncanny figure in the Edison-produced
“Monkeyshines” (1899-90).

Figure 5: Expressionistic reenactment in Häxan: Witchcraft through the Ages
(Benjamin Christensen, 1922)
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This essay concerns itself with such spectatorial desire in the 1971 Oscarwinning pseudo-documentary horror film, The Hellstrom Chronicle. I argue that
Walon Green’s stunningly shot and edited insect-documentary-cumapocalyptic-monster-movie operates on four levels: 1) as straightforward
entomological scientific inquiry, 2) as a satire and “subversion” of “factual
discourse” (Roscoe and Hight, 2001: 4, 8) through de-contextualized
exploitation of its insect footage, 3) as a radical critique of U.S. war-mongering
and exploitation of the environment, and 4) as a metaphysical, cosmic-dread
film. As an apocalyptic anti-war, pro-environment monster movie, The
Hellstrom Chronicle is not unique in its moment. The Texas Chainsaw Massacre
(1971) and The Last House on the Left (1972), for example, feature similarly bleak
looks at the American family, as well as offering an anti-anthropocentric
framing of the human-animal-as-meat that Hellstrom evokes in its suggestions
of bodily decay and cosmic insignificance in the course of deep time. With a
script by David Seltzer, writer of The Omen (novel and film, 1976), The
Hellstrom Chronicle presents its unprecedented macro-footage of the insect
world as both a mirror of the programmatical violence of humans, and
evidence that human existence on Earth is not only acutely destructive, but
ephemeral.
The anti-anthropocentric thrust of The Hellstrom Chronicle is characteristic
of the pseudo-documentary, particularly as it manifests across the 1970s,
culminating in The Killing of America (Sheldon Renan, Leonard Schrader, 1982),
possibly the most scathing indictment of the sham that is the American
Dream ever put to film (and a film that deserves a wider audience). Perhaps
closer in aesthetic to the hoax film than to the documentary, the pseudodocumentary uses the rhetoric of factual discourse and the aesthetics of
conventional expository documentary to render the strange more real, or to
render the real seemingly strange. More of a rhetorical orientation towards its
subject matter than a sub-genre per se, the pseudo-documentary combines a
fictional and factual discourse; a typically dynamic, persuasive voice-over
narration; and often playful reflexive commentary on its subject matter and
constructed-ness. The Hellstrom Chronicle in particular aesthetically echoes the
Italian Mondo film, Mondo Cane (Gualtiero Jacopetti, Paolo Cavara, Franco
Prosperi, 1962), a film that is as much an anti-colonial critique as it is a
Western-centric exploitation of “exotic” places and practices. Hellstrom largely
eschews the pseudo-documentary’s (and the Mondo film’s) occasional racist
underpinnings—nowhere more present than in its Oscar-nominated
precursor, Chariots of the Gods (Harald Reinl, 1970)—even as it borrows the
Mondo film’s dominant, essayistic voice-over and over-determined
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associational editing to force telling connections and distinctions between
insect and human animal.
In a 2013 co-authored article conceptualizing the Gothic mode in
documentaries such as Capturing the Friedmans (Andrew Jarecki, 2003) and
Cropsey (Joshua Zeman and Barbara Brancaccio, 2010), I argued that the
horror (or “fantastical”) pseudo-documentary (in opposition to these films) is
largely ludic and uncritical in its goals.5 This may well be the case in uncanny
pseudo-documentaries like the aforementioned Chariots of the Gods and its
follow-up film, In Search of Ancient Astronauts (1975, Harald Reinl); in visceral
horror documentaries like H.H. Holmes: America’s First Serial Killer (2004, John
Borowski); and in reality television series like A Haunting (The Discovery
Channel, 2005-2007; Destination America, 2012-present) and Syfy’s Ghost
Hunters (2004-present). But here I want to revise and complicate that earlier
conclusion to suggest that the suspicion of positivism and rationality that one
finds in Gothic-horror’s reflexive play and stylistic excess, can be found to a
significant degree in the horror pseudo-documentary form. Why this is
important has to do with Gothic-horror’s function as an alternative discourse
of realism that has been critically productive in both horror and documentary.
We need not always look to the avant-garde to find subversive potential, but
instead may look to how popular forms render subversion deceptively through
convention. It is in the context of a critical-versus-ludic engagement with
Gothic-horror convention in the horror pseudo-documentary form, that I
want to re-evaluate The Hellstrom Chronicle, a film that enacts critique through
straightforward horror pseudo-documentary tropes: particularly in its
geopolitical and cultural crisis-mongering, and in its playful deployment of
monster-movie conventions. What makes The Hellstrom Chronicle a uniquely
radical example of the horror pseudo-documentary lies in the ways that it plays
with the familiar.
Horror pseudo-documentaries traditionally combine horror and
documentary themes, tropes, and rhetorical strategies in ways that rely heavily
on the spectators’ savvy awareness of documentary, reality television, mystery
and horror conventions. While the traditional horror pseudo-documentary
renders the historical world strange, it does so through juxtaposing conjecture
and speculation with strings of unanswered questions and readings of evidence
that are often extracted from historical, archaeological, anthropological or
cultural contexts. Pseudo-documentaries can and often do work to subvert
their own claims to transparency by highlighting the rhetorical power of
documentary aesthetics and factual discourse, but they typically do little else
with the fevered sense of allusive textual and generic play they conjure up.
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Gary D. Rhodes argues that in pseudo-documentaries such as the television
series In Search of … (1976-82; 2002), and Unsolved Mysteries (1987-2010), “the
question becomes the answer” (2005: 157). That is, the potentially critically
productive ambiguity inherent to an open “What if?” ending instead becomes
in pseudo-documentary a fulfillment of narrative conventions. Open endings in
the horror pseudo-documentary in particular serve a teleological drive to take
events that are explicable within the disciplines of archaeology, anthropology
or geography, and tilt them rhetorically towards the supernatural or
paranormal. A single, cryptic phone-in to a late-night radio show by an
unidentified caller in southern Florida, for example, is enough to suggest a
supernatural cause to the strange phenomena covered in In Search of …’s
episode on the Bermuda Triangle (01.04; airdate, 27 April, 1977). Another
episode of that series devoted to the “Magic of Stonehenge” (01.24; airdate, 10
September, 1977) begins with a string of reasons why the massive stones
would be next to impossible to get to the site, let alone into position, and
proceeds to compile numerous esoteric uses for the site, including its use as a
sort of ancient communications network, or as a generator of a massive
magnetic field. “The question which still eludes us,” intones host Leonard
Nimoy in the episode’s coda, “is who erected these working monuments?
Clearly they were the work of people more advanced than we had thought
possible for that time. We can speculate that our ancestors were possessed of
knowledge that was somehow lost to succeeding generations. Or, perhaps they
had help?” Though the word “alien” is never mentioned in the episode’s
expository script, its final question to the viewer implies the wildly popular
hypothesis put forward in the 1970s by Erich von Däniken’s book Chariots of
the Gods? (1968) and its film version that a visit by extraterrestrials provided
primitive humanity with the tools and knowledge to erect the giant stones.6
Such mysteries in the pseudo-documentary need not involve spaces as vast
and cryptic as the Bermuda Triangle or Stonehenge to have an impact. And
they need not be limited to the 1970s. In an episode of Discovery Channel’s A
Haunting (“Demon Child,” 02.01; airdate, 10 August, 2006), a family’s belief
that their child’s strange behavior (including peeing in his closet) is a form of
demonic possession by a demon called “Man” outstrips any other possibility
(that the child is simply an imaginative brat, for example), only because the
episode takes pains to offer numerous other “strange” events to make the
claim seem more plausible through repetition.
In the pseudo-documentary, the rhetorical slant is key. We expect the
pseudo-documentary to turn away from rational explanations of its visual
record to the fantasy of a possible world where skeptics are fools and believers
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in the preternatural and supernatural see their unconventional conclusions
supported—if not by evidence, then by a final interrogatory appeal to the
viewer’s sense of mystery. In doing so, the pseudo-documentary feeds into the
traditional connotation of Gothic as an anti-realist discourse of excess and
transgression. Conversely, I argue elsewhere (2016) for the Gothic as a criticalrealist mode, suspicious of a reality it sees as uncanny and troubling, even
threatening in its resistance to any means of capture or decipherment. 7
Pseudo-documentaries do, indeed, flirt with questioning the positivistic
conclusions of rational (scientific) discourse, as Rhodes suggests, but rarely do
they highlight themselves as acts of documentary-style interpretation that open
up critical pathways into the historical world and the spectator’s tenuous
relationship to it. When, for example, the television series, In Search of …,
claims at the beginning of every episode that its treatment of everything from
hauntings to spontaneous combustion is “based in part on theory and
conjecture” and meant to “suggest some possible explanation, but not
necessarily the only ones to the mysteries [they] will examine,” the spectator is
less suspicious of what will follow than primed for it. The ambiguities and final
frissons evoked by pseudo-documentaries can thus be read generically (and
ironically) as rhetorical closure to the narrative, where, as Rhodes argues
above, a final question (“Or is it … ?”) becomes the answer. The pseudodocumentary tends in this way to be conceptually retrograde in its
appropriation of traditional documentary aesthetics, at least if we consider its
straightforward use of an expository formula in which “[i]magery and
utterance combine to lead the audience to a monolithic conclusion to their
esoteric questions: the exalted truth, rendered impersonally and without
apparent bias” (Rhodes, 2005: 159). The horror pseudo-documentary can
serve as a form of meta-documentary and meta-horror in the sense that formal
and generic play are often front-and-center in its aesthetics. However, a film
like The Hellstrom Chronicle differs from the horror pseudo-documentary
significantly in that it re-enacts Gothic-horror convention not as a canny wink
to the spectator, but with the purpose of revealing monstrous ruptures in the
tools (factual, fictional) we use to understand the historical world. Framing the
world as though teetering on the brink of the inscrutable and the irrational,
The Hellstrom Chronicle points to and disrupts our vague or illusory sense of the
real by rendering it through the conventions of the darkly fantastic, while still
maintaining a link to the historical world, so crucial within the documentary
tradition.
The Hellstrom Chronicle combines the pseudo-documentary’s reflexive
playfulness with a critique of both the terrible political realities of its cultural
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moment, and the representational forms used to present those realities.
Produced by David Wolper in the same year as another Wolper production,
Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory (Mel Stuart), and released in some venues
as a double-bill alongside that film, The Hellstrom Chronicle was marketed as an
apocalyptic horror-science-fiction film. Posters featured the image of a
butterfly with two eye-like circles on its wings, accompanied by the claim,
“Shocking. Beautiful. Brilliant. Sensual. Deadly … and in the end, only they will
survive.” (See Figure 6.) Another poster declared: “Science-Fiction? No!
Science-Fact!” In the film, “they” are of course insects, the planet’s longestexisting creatures, long predating humans and—as the film makes abundantly
clear—destined to outlive them.

Figure 6: One-sheet for The Hellstrom Chronicle

The Hellstrom Chronicle is an oddball documentary-horror hybrid. As I
mentioned above, its script is by David Seltzer, who would later go on to pen
the screenplay for the perennially popular, The Omen (Richard Donner) and its
tie-in novelization. Director Green, who had worked with Wolper on
documentary shoots for National Geographic, also served as one of the film’s
three principal cinematographers as well as a co-producer. The film is deftly
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edited (by Jon Soh) and features intricate, impressionistic sound design (by
Charles L. Campbell, David Ronne and composer Lalo Schifrin, who scored
George Lucas’s THX-1138 in the same year, and would later be nominated for
an Oscar for his score for The Amityville Horror [Stuart Rosenberg, 1979]).
Some of the sound effects are derived from recordings of the natural world,
significantly enhanced. We hear the sound of worms munching on plant leaves
in full stereo, for example, with echoing reverb to accentuate the grotesque,
up-close images. Arguably, the film won its Oscar largely for its never-beforeseen macro-lens footage of the insect world, which included glimpses inside a
termite tower and a bee hive; extreme-close-up, slow-motion footage of the
flapping of a bee’s wings; the view from inside a carnivorous plant; monstrous
insect faces and bulbous mirror-eyes that fill the screen; and a full-scale record
of a battle between two ant colonies—including the decapitations and
dismemberments expected of a proper war. According to the end credits, all
of the film’s “statements about the insect world are factual and [were]
reviewed by Roy Snelling and Charles Hogue, PhD, of the Entomology
Department, Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History.” The hard
science behind the film’s claims stops there, however.
In the film’s end credits, we learn that its fear-mongering eponymous
entomologist “Nils Hellstrom”—who serves the film as part expert
‘chronicler’, part leering horror-host—is a fictional character, played by actor
Lawrence Pressman (in a perpetually smirking and glowering performance).
Purportedly, there was an actual entomologist assigned to the role, but when
he died unexpectedly, Pressman was brought on to embody the “expert”
(Tomkins, 2012, n.p.). Pressman savors the role of the film’s authority figure
as though he’s got a universal truth tucked in the pocket of his blazer,
alternately glowering and sneering at the spectator and delivering his lines like
he’s rolling a delicious chocolate around in his mouth. His excessively creepy,
arrogant demeanor is meant to telegraph continuously that his presence in the
film is a parodic take on the expert-witness character in so many horror films
whose dire pronouncements go unheeded by his fellow humans (See Figure 7).
Hellstrom’s role as one of horror cinema’s archetypal unsung savants is
suggested immediately in his initial claims that his unorthodox beliefs have
“cost [him] two fellowships, one assistant professorship and,” after a dramatic
pause, followed by a sly grin, “even a few friendships.” In short, Hellstrom’s
claims are unpopular because, presumably, they are unpleasant, audacious, and
even potentially shocking, to contemplate.
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Figure 7: Actor Lawrence Pressman as entomological “expert”-cum-apocalyptic harbinger,
carnival “barker,” and horror host, Dr. Nils Hellstrom

Here, the film aligns Hellstrom squarely with the carnival “barker”
whose job it is to generate interest in the carnival’s otherwise distracted
general public of the horror attractions that await them—inside the tent, or
behind the curtain of his stage. Robert Bogdan notes that the responsibility of
the carnival barker (more properly known as a ‘talker’, ‘lecturer’, or ‘blower’
[Bradna and Hartzell, cited in Bogdan, 1988: 86]) was “to attract the crowd, to
grab attention with their modulating voices and slick talk. Using exaggeration
an misrepresentation, they told passersby of the wonders that awaited them
for the price of one thin dime” (1988: 86). Early horror cinema occasionally
adopted this persuasive strategy: James Whale’s Frankenstein confronts its
audience with a prefatory lecturer directly addressing the audience from a
stage, ending his speech with a tantalizing, “You’ve been warned!” The film’s
follow-up, Bride of Frankenstein (Whale, 1935), features a prologue in which the
Shelleys and Lord Byron (“England’s greatest sinner!”) have a conversation
meant to stoke interest in the lurid nature of the story to come (“Open up
your pits of hell!,” urges Byron to Mary Shelley as she begins her continuation
of the story), while Shelley’s comments in the opening proclaim her purpose
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to have been a “moral” one. And some prints of Tod Browning’s Freaks
(1932) featured a didactic scroll offering the audience context and moral
instruction on empathetic reception of the film’s “amazing” subject matter,
while using further enticing and provocative framing of the film as a “highly
unusual attraction,” and a “startling horror story of the abnormal and
unwanted.” Like the prologue in Bride, the opening scroll of Freaks acted as a
simultaneous enticer and disclaimer, potentially warding off any charges of
indecency. In their role as spectacle-horror showmen, the carnival barkers,
despite their ‘misrepresentations’ of the subjects on display—which often
included creating wholly fictional histories for them to “aggrandize” their
deformities (Bogdan, 1988: 86, 98)—were likely to be associated themselves
with freakishness and oddities. The barkers were—like horror’s witnesses who
return to tell the story, marked by the darker realities of their world—arguably
freaks themselves, purveyors of forbidden knowledge.
The Hellstrom Chronicle’s oblique presentation of the Hellstrom character
as a performer enticing a potential audience to consume his exploitative
spectacle, is a decidedly twisted spin on the dry, stolid National Geographic
type—a dispassionate talking head with a straightforward presentation of
clinical subject matter. Hellstrom is a “cinema showman” (Gunning, 1986:
384)—a purveyor of spectacle who addresses the spectator directly—and, as
such, becomes a stand-in for the filmmakers behind The Hellstrom Chronicle.
Pressman frequently enters the frame in profile, giving him the opportunity to
turn to the camera to acknowledge the film’s spectators as though he’s just
noticed them out there watching. With a half-smile on his face and a neverending string of sidelong, knowing glances at the camera, Pressman-asHellstrom delivers portentous pronouncements that insects will outlast
humanity through their sheer adaptability. We learn in the end credits that
Hellstrom’s “statements relating to the impermanence of the human species
have been synthesized from contemporary opinions.” This proviso must be
read against the kind of “theory and conjecture” disclaimer that frames a
pseudo-documentary series like In Search of …. In light of the proliferation of
warnings and directives by Hellstrom that have preceded this disclaimer in the
film, the sheer evasiveness of the disclaimer requires that it be read as sarcastic
commentary on the film’s didactic, paranoid fear-mongering. And yet, despite
the fun the film has in undermining Hellstrom in the end, his pronouncements
carry a dire political message that, for all its ‘aggrandized’ (Bogdan, 1988)
delivery, seems downright logical and justly terrifying.
Hellstrom’s “chronicle” offers a dreadful speculation on the true
inheritors of an earth eventually depleted by humanity (among the film’s
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targets are “hydrogen bombs and pollution”) and as such may seem like not
much more than an environmental horror film script rammed up against some
stunning insect photography. Yet The Hellstrom Chronicle continually strips away
the expository power of Hellstrom’s claims by overplaying the character’s
confidence to an absurd degree. If the political message remains, it is because
the film’s excesses in this vein approach satire. Hellstrom forces
interpretations onto the evidentiary (and sometimes stock) footage he
presents. In his first statement, heard in voice-over against the film’s opening
images of violent volcanic eruptions, Hellstrom tells us that “The earth was
created not with the gentle caress of love but with the brutal violence of rape.”
The film’s striking imagery of often frenzied, vicious insect survival will seem
to bear out such an audacious pronouncement, if largely because everything in
the film—including, implicitly, the motives of Hellstrom himself—is meant to
be framed by monstrous violence and seductive, manipulative sexuality.
Hellstrom’s statements throughout the film allow spectators little room to
interpret the film’s imagery for themselves. According to his voice-over, the
bulbous black widow spider that we see in close-up on a web bouncing under
her weight, is “trembling with obese sexuality” as she awaits her mate, who
will eventually ‘unite’ with her “in mindless ecstasy” before she sucks him dry.
And the insect in general is claimed to be nature’s most “grotesque variation,”
“a foetus with the capability to dominate all,” whose adaptability over 300
million years has transformed it into “specters as limitless as the imagination
of the insane.” In such statements, The Hellstrom Chronicle inverts the strategy
of the self-consciously unsure or questing authorial perspective used in Gothic
documentaries like the aforementioned Capturing the Friedmans and Cropsey,
both of which equivocate on the power of their knowledge-pursing
filmmaker-subjects to reach any solid conclusion; instead, its commanding
voice-over offers a supremely confident, totalizing interpretation of its
evidentiary footage that is often extremely difficult to accept, even as polemic
or opinion.8 The “text”—the insects themselves—can be read; but the film’s
highly colorful and themed reading of their actions takes on a critical potential
that holds audiences somewhere between gleaning documentary information,
analyzing their historical moment, rewarding their horror genre savvy, and
contemplating the ironic overconfidence of the authority narrating the film.
Nils Hellstrom’s excessively over-determined, fear-mongering apocalyptic
reading of the film’s evidentiary footage enacts a grotesque celebration and
parody of the role of the authority in both documentary and horror cinema.
The film encourages a spectatorial position that combines sublimity regarding
its evidentiary imagery and audacious pronouncements, and a kind of bemused
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(not to mention amused) skepticism that it is a documentary at all. Seltzer’s
unrestrained voice-over script frames the film as Hellstrom’s impassioned
exploration of his obsession with the subject matter, peppering the monologue
with some of the juiciest overwriting to grace the screen. With the
overconfidence of one of Edgar Poe’s imprudent narrators, Hellstrom
cautions the spectator: “And if you, at this moment, dare to think this is
lunacy, I invite you to remain in your seat, draw your own conclusion and
learn the inevitable destiny of ignorance.” Compare this comment to the
narrator of Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart,” who implores his reader to note the
‘acuteness’ of his powers of observation, asking “How, then, am I mad?
Hearken! and observe how healthily—how calmly I can tell you the whole
story” ([1843]1984: 555). Like that tale’s narrator, Hellstrom expresses what is
essentially a highly subjective, impassioned interpretation of his surroundings
with a supremely (over)confident certainty.
As a chronicle, then, the film is not meant to be Nils Hellstrom’s
autobiography, but instead his expressive account of the events, filtered
through a persuasive rhetorical strategy that suggests The Hellstrom Chronicle to
be additionally a parody of the essay film. For, like that form, it is
“metadiscursive” (Papazian and Eades, 2016: 4), creating a limiting
impressionism around the absurdly confident expository information offered
by Hellstrom’s voice-over. Hellstrom’s status as a fictional construct—an
artificial embodiment of “synthesized […] contemporary opinions”—makes
the film’s playful indictment of the power of rhetorical form all the more
visible. Even though Hellstrom’s implicit political messages come across as
sensible (if dreadful), in forcing an interpretation onto evidentiary images that
can barely sustain the reading they’re being given, the film demands that
Hellstrom’s voice-over be read as itself a colourful reading—through a horror
lens darkly. The images of insect battles and attacks are, indeed, violent in the
film—as are images of a grasshopper digested to desiccation by a cobra plant,
or an iguana squinting in pain as it is devoured by thousands of driver ants—
but the assured voice-over’s self-conscious monster-movie rhetoric ramps up
the terror to push it to formulaic excess. The Hellstrom voice-over pulls the
spectator back from the evidentiary potency of the otherwise convincingly
horrific images, encouraging a sense of hilarity that often attends horror’s
extreme spectacles—but here the hilarity is critical. The film stamps horror
genre convention onto its documentary footage like a dominating revisionary
commentary on what the spectator sees—a textual re-enactment that pushes
reality a little too far into the realm of paranoia, even as it appeals to a
collective fear that humans (and Americans in particular) are overtaxing the
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planet. “It is the need for individual luxury,” urges Hellstrom, “that creates the
technology that destroys the planet, making it uninhabitable for all but one—
the insect.” The voice-over message can be heard alongside the images,
supplementing them with an imposed cautionary reading, rather than
conventionally “complement[ing]” (Kozloff, 1988: 104) them with
information that offers a unified reading (i.e., a reading focused exclusively on
the behaviours of insects).
Sarah Kozloff notes that voice-over in cinema is always-already going to
be read as “asynchronous” (1988: 103) because it throws into relief the
dialogue between the visual and its narrative presentation. Kozloff sees
potential in the highlighting of this interplay in what she terms “ironic” and
“unreliable” voice-over. In Kozloff’s terms, Nils Hellstrom is an “ironic
narrator” (1988: 111). His forced commentary on the imagery isn’t necessarily
“undermined” by the film’s insect footage; it is an “overinflation” (Kozloff,
1988: 112) of that footage, throwing both voice-over text and evidentiary
imagery into tension with each other. Hellstrom’s audience hears the film’s
other message, one that arrives in the voice-over as a thematic directive to
regard the position of the human animal in nature as one of degraded
privilege: “It is we who are the dwarfs, he who is the giant.” Humans, it
suggests, can “radically change the earth,” but they do not have the power to
adapt to those changes. Insects, however, do—and will.
Hellstrom’s continually confrontational cautionary statements make it easy
to look at The Hellstrom Chronicle merely as a fear-mongering pseudodocumentary allegory of human excess, or worse, a mere product-of-its-time.
In his 1 January, 1971 review, Roger Ebert seriously misses the film’s point,
calling the film’s narration “so theatrical and philosophically naive that it's
unworthy of the photography,” and concluding, “Think how bad the insects
could feel if they could see a documentary about what humans are up to”
(2015: n.p.). Yet this is exactly the argument that The Hellstrom Chronicle makes
in the almost whimsical attitude it takes in anthropomorphizing its insect
subjects. Indeed, the film’s main analytical thrust is less entomologic than
ethnographic: the insects as presented in the film are anthropomorphized to
manifest a mirror image of humanity’s basic desires for sex, violence, and
survival. This effect is achieved not just through the voice-over, but, as
indicated above, through associative montage and guiding commentary that
links The Hellstrom Chronicle to the Italian Mondo or “shockumentary”
tradition, which makes its cultural arguments almost entirely via repetition and
juxtaposition of images and events across cultures. From notorious examples
of the form, such as the aforementioned Mondo Cane, to self-conscious art-
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house entries, such as Baraka (1992, Ron Fricke), the Mondo aesthetic makes
its sometimes critical, sometimes reductive statements about humanity by
collapsing vastly different cultures into shocking comparisons and contrasts
that create meaning by generating an embodied response from spectators. The
pseudo-documentary operates similarly. As Gary D. Rhodes observes of
Harald Reinl’s film, Chariots of the Gods: “The editing shifts from image to
image, which are no longer attributed to their geography or culture, and blurs
them into a visual menagerie suited to the film’s argument” (2006: 158).9 The
back-and-forth movement from insect footage to Hellstrom’s scripted
commentary in The Hellstrom Chronicle continually gestures to the kind of level
playing ground that Ebert suggests in his concluding statement above, as when
Hellstrom says that he would like to see the “ironic smile on the creator’s
face” when he made man and insect equal. This very irony dominates The
Hellstrom Chronicle’s script and presentation. In what almost seems a canny
observation of the business-as-usual final “Or is it …?” question for the
pseudo-documentary, Hellstrom asks why any creature struggles to survive
against the inevitability of death. He concludes that “The insect has the
answer, because he never posed the question.” In moments such as this the
film holds itself up as a darkly comical mirror on a Cold War culture that fears
everything that stands in the way of anthropocentric (and especially American)
domination and exceptionalism.
The Hellstrom Chronicle actually is a well-researched and stunningly shot
insect documentary. It is also an anti-speciesist animal rights documentary, an
apocalyptic cautionary tale, and as good an entry into the killer-insect horror
cinema subgenre as Them! (Gordon Douglas, 1958) (which it visually excerpts)
and Phase IV (Saul Bass, 1974) (which it arguably inspired). Additionally, it
stands as a significant commentary on factual discourse, stranding its
spectators squarely between subjective cinematographic representation and a
stunningly revealed referent. Yet, it remains unsung by scholars in this regard.
In F is for Phony, a scholarly collection on documentaries that play with notions
of fakery, hoax and deception as part of a critical intervention on documentary
historiography, Jesse Lerner excludes The Hellstrom Chronicle from what he and
co-editor Alexandra Juhasz term “productive fake documentaries” (Juhasz and
Lerner, 2006: 5), calling it one of a “host of other sensationalist and tabloid
films liberally borrowing documentary devices for the dissemination of
untruths” (Juhasz and Lerner, 2006: 21).10 Lerner makes this call despite his
claim that more productive fake documentaries, like Orson Welles’s
mockumentary News on the March sequence in Citizen Kane, achieve their critical
power through the “known lie that brings what would otherwise be
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transparent form into focus” (Juhasz and Lerner, 2006: 5). Juhasz defines
productive fake documentaries, as “produc[ing] uncertainty and also
knowingness about documentary’s codes, assumptions, and processes” (Juhasz
and Lerner, 2006: 7).11 I would offer that The Hellstrom Chronicle is nothing if
not a film that documents its own tendency towards fakery, and in doing so it
highlights the way that a historical reality and context can be forced onto the
referent via appeals to factual discourse—the direct address and voice-over of
an expert, for example. It claims in sensationalist, apocalyptic terms that
insects are the true inheritors of the earth—the only life form that ultimately
will really matter. And yet it fashions itself as a human interest story just the
same—ironically and satirically stamping human subjectivity onto the more
“superior” species it documents for the sole sake of making an argument about
humanity by comparison and contrast. If the film’s position on humanity’s
fleeting existence in the scheme of deep history is true, the only thing in The
Hellstrom Chronicle that should matter is the footage of insects doing what insects
do. No reading, or readings, of their behavior—and no amount of
comparisons and contrasts to human behavior—would “explain” the insect’s
dominance through adaptability. What matters, in fact, is that Hellstrom’s
paranoid claims do impress upon the spectator a sense of historical processes
and an awareness of a specific historical moment. In this way, the film
becomes a key example of what Kirsten Moana Thompson calls “apocalyptic
dread” (2007), shocking the spectator with an awareness of cosmic
insignificance while confronting them with imagery suggesting the more
disturbing aspects of their world. Thompson divides her focus on dread into
three types: “memorial,” or that dread which is associated with
“remembering”; “scopic,” or that dread which is associated with repressed
knowledge; and “specular,” or that dread which is “attache[d] to” or projected
onto a double (2007: 25). Hellstrom echoes all three, but makes particular use
of scopic and specular dread in its allegorical connections between human and
insect. The film was released on 28 June, 1971. The Vietnam War would not
end officially until 1975. The 4 May, 1970, murders of four students at Kent
State University in Ohio, and the massive 21 April, 1971, protest in
Washington, DC, precede its release, stoking anti-war sentiment in the minds
of Americans. (In a war where Agent Orange and Napalm were deployed by
the U.S. military to poison and burn the tropical foliage of Vietnam, American
spectators could not have felt anything but uneasy watching Hellstrom present
the spraying of billions of locusts in Africa and the American west.) At this
point, the 1972 Watergate scandal is yet to come. And the “Keep America
Beautiful” campaign will air its first environmental spot on U.S. television on
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22 April, 1971, showing Native American character, “Iron Eyes Cody” (played
by Italian-American actor Espera Oscar de Corti) weeping over steaming
landfills, polluted creeks, and smog-choked highways. The institutions and
industries that were deemed infallible in their support of America’s triumphant
presence in WWII were now being held under suspicion.
Nils Hellstrom’s dire claims for humanity derive directly from this
context, and become allegorized in the film’s final scene, an impressively
staged demonstration of the driver ant’s pillaging to feed its colony. Here, the
film “stages” a full scale attack with streams of soldier ants crossing rivers on
bridges made by the bodies of other ants who will sacrifice themselves to the
colony’s destructive cause. Again, as in the Mondo film, the scene is shot and
edited with colonial superiority to the subjects who move in to exploit their
victims, yet tinctured with anti-colonial sentiment in the pathos and terror it
evokes in its presentation of invasion, consumption, and annihilation. It is also
a tour-de-force of body horror, filled with extreme close ups of ant pincers
munching on the flesh of their victims, and deftly shot and edited to make this
small-scale battlefield seem as immense in scope as the film’s allegorical
implications for the scene. Hellstrom’s scripted framing of the scene means to
suggest that such insect armies as these will apocalyptically destroy the feeble
remains of the human race once it has left itself weakened by war and
environmental abuse: “The industrial waste that poisons our air, the DDT that
poisons our food source, the radiation that destroys our very flesh, are to the
insect nothing more than a gentle perfume,” he warns. “And the toxins that
are killing our fellow creatures—the insects live, reproduce, thrive and gain
strength by virtue of our growing weakness.” Yet, the scene’s staging, despite
such pronouncements of their superiority over humans, also suggests that the
insects are simultaneously an ominous reflection of humanity—again,
Thompson’s dreaded specular double in action. The scene ends with shots of
the triumphant soldier ants standing straight up on their hind legs atop stone
slabs that appear like monolithic bulwarks, lit by the burnt-orange glow of a
fading sun. The film ends similarly, with a giant beetle looming on a burnt
horizon (See Figures 8 and 9). Such imagery is characteristic of apocalyptic
horror films of the period such as 1974’s The Texas Chainsaw Massacre (Tobe
Hooper) and 1977’s The Hills Have Eyes (Wes Craven), which are also critical
of U.S. foreign policy and its diminishing returns (especially for the working
class), excessive military spending, capitalist outsourcing of local labor,
industrial mechanization, and abuse and waste of environmental resources. The
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Figure 8: Driver ants, triumphant atop their “military” bulwarks.

Figure 9: An apocalyptic closing image.
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Hellstrom Chronicle’s suspicions of its historical moment and the ways human
animals engage with it are deeply critical, not delusional. Nils Hellstrom
continually undercuts, obfuscates and densely thematizes what the viewer sees.
The film comments on the excesses of humanity by being excessive—as
presentation but also as interpretation. The Hellstrom Chronicle targets
documentary as a discourse of sobriety prone to abuse by both scientific
discourse and hegemonic propaganda. It is a parody of the documentary form
as easily coopted, and it tailors this parodic mode towards a satire of its
historical moment. As such, if it can be deemed “fake,” it must also be seen as
critically “productive” contra the conclusions made by Juhasz and Lerner
(2006).
In drawing upon conventions of horror and the Gothic, The Hellstrom
Chronicle makes an explicit acknowledgment of the critical power of sensation
and spectacle. In its parodic, satirical, and allegorical terms, it combines
attractions-based “spectacle horror,” pseudo-documentary discourse, and the
mockumentary’s characteristic reflexivity to create a viewing experience that
combines shock, amusement, and formal and social critique. The Hellstrom
Chronicle’s appeal to a fully embodied spectator is no mere ludic tactic, or
superficial diversion, but a potential tool for exploring the kinds of productive
sensorial experience shared by both horror and documentary spectatorships.
In “The Spectacle of Actuality,” Elizabeth Cowie asks of documentary,
“should we look for knowledge or for pleasure?” (1999: 26), and in later work,
identifies “mise-en-scenes of desire and of imagining that enable
identification” (2011: 86) in documentary similar to those of fiction. In
Cowie’s terms, the documentary gaze carries echoes of the revelatory and the
uncanny that parallel the gaze of cinematic horror, for “[i]n curiosity, the
desire to see is allied with the desire [to] know through seeing what cannot
normally be seen, that is, what is normally veiled or hidden from sight” (2011:
13). In Cowie’s framing, the documentary spectator confronts knowledge
through a combination of desire for and dread of revelation. The Hellstrom
Chronicle strands the spectator in this realm of expectation of spectacular
revelation, somewhere between seeing to know and feeling to know. It holds
documentary epistemology and horror narratives of curiosity, disclosure and
unease in constant balance, and takes this up as a form of aesthetic play
through generic convention and stylistic/poetic excess or reflexivity. In doing
so, it participates in a politics of attractions, a kind of “radical diversion” that
encourages an interplay of affective engagement and critical distance.
In “Documentary in a Post-Documentary Culture? A Note on Forms and
their Functions,” John Corner identifies a key, turn-of-the-21st century shift in
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documentary aesthetics that reveals a “weakening of documentary status”
(2001, n.p.). For Corner, a viewership that no longer places any value in the
once-dominant expository rhetorical form has instead encouraged a dramatic
and “decisive shift towards diversion” in documentary, a degree of
“representational play and reflexivity” that is more “performative” than critical
(2001, n.p., emphasis added). Corner locates this discussion in terms of the
influence of reality television on documentary aesthetics and a move away
from postmodern questions around representation-as-manipulation towards a
“dynamics of diversion and the aesthetics of performance [that] dominate a
greatly expanded range of popular images of the real” (2001, n.p.). Corner’s
position is a standard scholarly lament on the unrealized critical potential that
increased accessibility to recording technologies might have provided—from
home movie, to video, to digital technology. While the pseudo-documentary
form isn’t quite reality television, it does anticipate that form’s blend of factual
discourse, melodramatic flourish, actuality-as-spectacle, and audaciously overdetermined narration. Like reality TV, the pseudo-documentary also courts its
spectator’s combined curiosity, critical distance, and sense of outrage through
formal self-awareness. Nils Hellstrom’s essayistic expository act constructs a
subjectivity that is a perpetual play between acts of observation and
interpretation, witnessing and chronicling. Even in its overconfidence
Hellstrom’s chronicle unsettles the documentary form to suggest the
productive and transcendent possibilities of Gothic-horror fragmentariness,
inscrutability, equivocation, and narrative “anticlosure” (Heller, 1987: 110), or
a reflexive circling back to the text’s initial questions that implicates the reader
(or spectator) in the fraught process of exegesis that occurs so often in horror
texts. Ultimately, the epistemic links between horror and documentary evident
in the horror pseudo-documentary tell us that there is important critical power
in encouraging desire—both pleasurable and dreadful—in seeking knowledge.
It is in this context that The Hellstrom Chronicle performs what might be
called its “radical diversion” as regards documentary spectatorship. I borrow
Corner’s framing (above) of a turn to merely ludic reflexivity in later popular
documentary forms not so much to contest it as to suggest that a turn to what
he calls “diversion” in documentary aesthetics need not be unproductive. In
my terms, a “radical diversion” in documentary aesthetics may look something
like what a horror pseudo-documentary like The Hellstrom Chronicle does in
highlighting the materiality of the medium and in encouraging contemplation
through sensation. The Hellstrom Chronicle adopts the Gothic tradition’s
peculiarly revelatory and sensory reality, especially its turn to expressive—even
excessive—spectacle, sensation, and sublimity as ways of understanding the
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impact of the historical world on the subject. It carries with it the overriding
presumption that the historical world is always-already sublime; that is, its
immense scope, ephemerality and resistance to “capture” confront the
observer with a pleasurable dread that is, in Lyotardian terms, “generative”
(quoted in Johnson, 121) in its encouraging spectators to explore the limits
and limitations of form.12 As I have argued in this essay, The Hellstrom Chronicle
introduces a possibility for popular forms and generic convention to be
deployed in a critical, interrogatory form of horror attractions cinema to
investigate the historical world and our methods of capturing it.
I would like to thank Mario DeGiglio-Bellemare, Rosanna Maule, Gary D. Rhodes, and Marc Steinberg
for insightful comments on earlier drafts of this essay.

Notes
Corner’s notion here echoes Renov’s earlier point that “As desire is put into play,
documentary discourse may realize historical discursivity through and against pleasurable
surface, may engage in self-reflection in the service of moral suasion” (1993: 25).
1

2 Clark and Abbruzzese here cite Alfred Hermida, a professor with the University of British
Columbia in Vancouver’s school of journalism.

Clark and Abbruzzese here cite Karen North, of the University of Southern California's
Annenberg School of Journalism in Los Angeles, who also puts forward that such footage,
presented within the proper context, can be historically and socially important in terms of
sharing the experience of tragic events.
3

4

The first comment is Hermida, the second, North. See notes 2 and 3 above.

See Papagena Robbins and Kristopher Woofter, “‘Gothumentary’: The Gothic Unsettling
of Documentary’s Rhetoric of Rationality,” in Textus: English Studies in Italy. Vol. 12, no. 3
(Fall 2013): 49-62.
5

6 Genre literature and cinema are important precedents for the pseudo-documentary. One of
the pseudo-documentary’s most popular topics—ancient aliens—has been traced to the
fiction of H.P. Lovecraft by Jason Colavito (2005), who surveys various ancient-alien
theories and extraterrestrial-based religious cults with the notion that all such belief systems
derive from ideas central specifically to the so-called Cthulhu mythos, first appearing in
Lovecraft’s “The Call of Cthulhu” (1928). Central to Colavito’s thesis is the notion that
scientists, spiritualists and theorists turned to such ideas over the course of a 20th Century
that became increasingly secular as the result of industrialization, urbanization and scientific
discovery. Lovecraft himself argued in his epistolary output that the discoveries of hard
science only opened up greater, more profound questions. Gary D. Rhodes locates pseudodocumentary treatments of ancient alien conspiracy theories in a historically specific counter-
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culture and New Age tradition that extends from the turn-of-the-19th-century Spiritualist
movement, and occult and alternative thinkers in the 1920s, 30s and 40s, such as Alice Bailey
(2005: 156).6 As a number of scholars have shown (Sconce, 2000; Kaplan 2003, 2008;
Chéroux, et al, 2004; Gunning, 2007), the potentially revelatory “new medium” of
photography was a key tool for these alternative movements. Spiritualists especially took a
technophilic stance on the photographic medium-as-magical that the pseudo-documentary
would adopt unreservedly.
See Kristopher Woofter, “Shoot the Dead: Horror Cinema, Documentary, and Gothic
Realism,” PhD diss., Concordia University, 2017, Spectrum (981984). A prior version of the
analysis of The Hellstrom Chronicle was part of my PhD dissertation.
7

8 Perhaps the most famous example of a Gothic narrative in which the narrating voice
manifests grossly overconfident interpretations of the proceedings is in Emily Brontë’s
Wuthering Heights (1847), where family servant, Nelly Dean, offers a comprehensive account
of events that it is questionable she could have witnessed so fully.

Mondo films and horror are often linked, explicitly so in such mockumentary horror films
as Cannibal Holocaust (1980, Ruggero Deodato); its fictional expedition is framed as an
exploitative ethnographic project, and it makes satirical parallels between the “savagery” of
the Amazon and the urban “jungle” of Wall Street. The Hellstrom Chronicle’s take on American
exploitation of global and natural resources fits squarely within this kind of critique.
9

Juhasz and Lerner make no distinction between “fake” documentary and “pseudo-”
documentary in their collection’s framing introduction, preferring the former term to the
latter “because it registers both the copying [of factual discourse and aesthetics] and its
discovery” (Juhasz, 2006: 7). In Juhasz’s identifying in “fake” the notion of a critical practice,
I would make a distinction between “fake” and “pseudo-” documentary, which adopts
documentary form as a way of speculating about and exploring unknowns with a greater
sense of realism than can be offered by fictional narratives covering such topics.
10

11 Juhasz and Lerner are responding to pervasive concerns in cinema scholarship with
respect to the power of cinematic forms to mediate the real right out of history by reshaping
memory—to reform it into a palimpsestic layering of erasures, re-visions. Accordingly,
Juhasz and Lerner call for a productive fake documentary project in the form of “films that
don’t just deconstruct but reconstruct; films that unmake and make reality claims; films that
mark that it matters who remembers and in what context,” and films that “unlink and link
their text and viewer to knowledge about many documentary truths, and an equally many
documentary lies, about identity, history, authenticity, and authority” (2006: 16). They would
place The Hellstrom Chronicle within the category of “sensationalistic pseudodocumentary tales
of the uncanny,” which they say lie “in the murky borderlands of documentary, fiction, and
fake” (19). I posit that The Hellstrom Chronicle creates a productive space in these “murky
borderlands of documentary, fiction, and fake.”

The passage, quoted here by David B. Johnson (2012), is from Lyotard’s 1991 Lessons on
the Analytic of the Sublime, regards the contemplation of the failure of the imagination to rectify
the unrepresentable: “Rather than resulting in a kind of stultified impasse,” argues Lyotard,
“the irresolvability of this situation itself becomes generative: it produces a negative
12
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presentation of what exceeds presentation, ‘a sign of the presence of the absolute’” (1991:
152).
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BOOK REVIEW
Bodies in Suspense: Time and Affect in
Cinema
By Alanna Thain
University of Minnesota Press
2017
Alanna Thain opens the conclusion of her
book, Bodies in Suspense: Time and Affect in
Cinema, with a provocative quote from James
Elkin’s The Object Stares Back (1996): “Seeing is
metamorphosis, not mechanism.” This idea,
through her conclusion’s focus on Andrei
Tarkovsky’s reflections on cinema, Sculpting in
Time (1986), is a way to elucidate the often overlooked dimension of how time
and atmosphere collide to create an understanding of suspense films that
emerge out the corporeal, the senses, and affect. For Thain, seeing-asmetamorphosis is, within the context of both corporeal and affective turns in
cultural studies, a call for the relational immersiveness between the spectator
and the film, and a way to dismantle notions of mechanistic perception
towards new forms of subjectification as a “process of living” (277). I was
both surprised and delighted that Thain concludes her examination of the
suspended body of suspense films with Tarkovsky, because the Russian
filmmaker could easily be read as out of place in a discussion of suspenseful
time. The point of Tarkovsky’s inclusion here is to challenge ideas that have
become petrified. Tarkovsky’s reflections are upheld in dominant mechanistic
readings on time in cinema that situate rhythm (of the long take) as the
foundation of the art house cinema. Thain’s fresh rereading of Tarkovsky’s
correspondence with audience members regarding their corporeal experiences
(such as headaches and nausea) upon seeing his masterful 1975 film, Mirror,
reminds one that Tarkovsky’s cinema is indeed immersively, atmospherically,
and affectively fashioned to “live time” (277). Time in Tarkovsky’s films
acquires a thickness (as the titular notion of “sculpting” suggests) toward
corporeal metamorphosis and potential, rather than the mechanistic view
often associated with the act of seeing. According to Thain, time immerses the
spectator in Tarkovsky’s films in ways that reconfigure notions of the subject,
agency, sensations, and knowledge.
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The main thrust of Bodies in Suspense is to address affective time in
suspense films where bodies themselves signal a different experience of time.
Thain focuses her first chapter on Hitchcock’s Vertigo (1958), for example,
where Scottie Ferguson’s (James Stewart) body, hanging from a rooftop—in
suspense, as we never see him come down—affectively projects the spectator
into an experience of “anotherness” with time, a place where bodies make
sense. Thain’s affective, event-based discussion of Vertigo situates the replay of
the spiral (cued by the Saul Bass credit sequence) within the experience of
suspense in the thriller genre. The equation she makes between spiral and
suspense comes in the fact that the spiral does not signal intelligible revelation,
or character identification, but what she calls “immediation […] to highlight
affective immediacy that undoes reference and position” (76). Accordingly,
Thain is critical of Laura Mulvey’s rethinking of time in Death 24x a Second:
Stillness and the Moving Image (2006). She challenges Mulvey’s thinking within
modes of pensive or knowing spectatorial control with the “unthought” that is
privileged in the suspense genre. Hitchcock famously told Francois Truffaut
that suspense is created by immersing the audience in temporal suspension
and thrilling anticipation: cueing the audience to expect a bomb to go off, for
example, and then making them wait for it as long as possible. It is the
suspended waiting that Thain is interested in here, that sense of living—not
knowing—time that Tarkovsky’s films so effectively produce. For Thain,
suspense is not the resolution of uncertainty, but, like Scottie still hanging, is
an affective suspension that is not resolved. Against Roland Barthes, then, for
Thain suspense grips the guts, not the mind.
In Chapters 2 and 3, Thain continues her exploration of the anotherness
of time with a move into the “unthought” of David Lynch’s Hollywood
Trilogy (Lost Highway, Mulholland Drive, and Inland Empire) and Lou Ye’s Suzhou
River (2000), arguing that these films are all remakes of Vertigo, offering a series
of doubles and repetitions that create a vertigo-effect, or a vertigo-time—an
invitation to look again into ‘lost highways’ of corporeality and affect rather
than narrative logic. Fans of David Lynch’s cinema know in their guts that the
pleasure of his films resides in what Thain might call vertiginous and
unresolvable confusions—those that loosen control around knowing or
“solving” the narrative puzzle, producing new forms of subjectivation.
Lynch’s films allow the spectator to linger in sensation of the “unthought.” In
Thain’s reading, this lingering is vertiginous, an uncannily spiralling of
suspense that doubles back in Lynch’s films in the figure of the femme fatale.
Here the doubling and repetitions are less uncanny in the psychoanalytical
sense than they are about “affective uncertainty about identification” (162).
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Like the performative experience at Club Silencio in Mulholland Drive, and all
the other pleasurable dead-ends of Lynch’s cinema, art is indeed beyond
knowledge for Thain. Influenced by Henri Bergon’s notion that “the real is
continual change of form,” art is in this sense produces affect before it
produces content (152).
For scholars focused on body genres, particularly the horror genre, it is
very common to think through atmosphere in more spatialized terms, as
setting is so upfront in horror. Thain’s thoughtful, rigorous, and creative repositioning of affective time in relation to the suspenseful body signals a
serious lack of scholarship in the horror genre on themes related to corporeal
time, especially in relation to the suffering body suspended in the grips of
terror. Though Thain does not discuss Hitchcock’s Psycho (1960), her focus on
“immediation” helps us to shift the locus of that film from its American
Gothic setting (a space off the main highway of the American Dream), to the
folding-over of Marion Crane’s driving time as a form of suspended terror
(helped along by Bernard Herrmann’s jarring music). In Thain’s notion of
“immediation” the audience is suspended like Crane’s dead body, slumped
over the bathtub after the murder, or her car pausing momentarily before the
marsh finally swallows it—an effect that is not as much about suspenseful
identification with characters as it is about sustained notions of heightened
affect. In such moments, time is a crucial aspect that Thain’s book helps genre
scholars to rethink along new lines of unthought and sensation. Bodies in
Suspense is an important contribution to the study of affect, the corporeal, and
the senses in the suspense film. It is also indispensable to horror scholars
seeking to rethink of the genre in other terms, a much-needed signpost along
the lost highways of anotherness and in-betweenness.
— Mario DeGiglio-Bellemare
Alanna Thain is an Associate Professor in the English Department of McGill University
and the Director of the Institute for Gender, Sexuality and Feminist Studies.
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BOOK REVIEW
I’m Buffy and You’re History: Buffy
the Vampire Slayer and Contemporary
Feminism
By Patricia Pender
I.B. Tauris
2016
In the wake of the claims made on 20
August, 2017, by Joss Whedon’s ex-wife Kai
Cole that years of infidelity should shake the
foundations of Whedon’s claim to feminist
status,1 any study investigating the place of
the work of Whedon and his collaborators
within a feminist discourse might at least
require a caveat. The strength of Patricia Pender’s study, I’m Buffy and You’re
History: Buffy the Vampire Slayer and Contemporary Feminism, published a
year before the release of Cole’s public letter, is that it is less a blinkered

celebration than it is a sustained interrogation of Whedon’s flagship series
(1997-2003) in relation to its place (if not as much that of its creator)
within feminist traditions. Pender’s contention that “Buffy is manifestly a
feminist text” (2), is supported by careful and broad analysis that
contextualizes this claim—historically, theoretically—with humour, care
and rigour.
The book’s eight chapters are constructed as case studies. The earlier
chapters place the series in a wider context of, as Pender puts it,
“feminisms pro and faux, post and most,” and subsequent chapters take
on issues of race (Ch. 4), masculinity (Ch. 5), queerness (Ch. 6), and the
“erotics and politics of Buffy fandom” (Ch. 7). The book’s final chapter
serves as a conclusion, a survey of trends in Buffy scholarship, and a call

Kai Cole, “Joss Whedon is a “Hypocrite Preaching Feminist Ideals,’ Ex-Wife Kai Cole
Says” (Guest Blog), The Wrap, (20 August, 2017), Online. http://www.thewrap.com/josswhedon-feminist-hypocrite-infidelity-affairs-ex-wife-kai-cole-says/. Accessed 25 August,
2017.
1
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for future “trajectories” in studies of the series, particularly around its
sometimes troubled racial and postcolonial themes.
Chapter 1 lays the groundwork for the study with its contention that
the series’ textual ambivalence regarding gender dynamics, “gender
parody” (14), reflexivity, and postmodern allusiveness all serve to break
down the binaristic “rhetorics of transgression and containment” (10) in
scholarship regarding the extent of the show’s political potential. The
show, for Pender, continually reduces such binaries through its reading
of “the world as text, of reality as fiction” (17). There may be no better
assessment of the series’ consistently metaphorical nature than in
Pender’s reading of Giles’s humorous observation to Buffy in the
hilarious and disturbing episode, “Ted” (2.11), that “the subtext here is
rapidly becoming text” (17)—a line that Pender sees as potentially “the
overarching textual strategy for the series as a whole” (17). Focusing
particularly on the show’s postmodern allusiveness, Pender argues that
“Buffy is strong, sexy and subversive, not despite her immersion in
popular culture but because of it. Alternatively vacuous and vengeful,
she is a composite character; her politics cannot be extruded from her
post-modernity” (19). While this framing may suit the character as she
appears in the series’ first two seasons more than any other, it nails down
the key strategy in the series as a whole of laying waste to cultural
constructs by continually trotting them out.
Instructive and decidedly accessible to a broad readership, the
book would serve well as a primer for students of Whedon’s most
enduring series, and students of feminist, gender and queer studies more
generally. Chapters 2 and 3, for example, not only read Buffy through
trends in feminism, but read trends in feminism through Buffy; in doing
so, they offer for students an indispensable review of the show’s critical
landscape, and for scholars a helpful historical survey of trends in
feminist thought. The careful distinctions Pender makes between
feminist camps (second-wave, third-wave, post-) avoid what Pender calls
unproductive “flattening, misrepresentation and simplification” (27) that
attends feminist studies, and the extensive film and television context she
lays out according to these terms is revelatory, as is Pender’s case in
Chapter 3 for Buffy as a third-wave feminist icon, particularly in its
seventh season. Pender writes,
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I suggest that if one of the primary goals of third-wave feminism is
to question our inherited models of feminist agency and political
efficacy, without acceding to the defeatism implicit in the notion of
‘post-feminism’, then Buffy provides us with modes of oppositional
praxis, of resistant femininity and, in its final season, of collective
feminist activism that are unparalleled in mainstream television” (46).
One of the highlights of Pender’s work here comes in Chapter 6’s
focus on an under-studied queer character, Andrew, and the
“homoerotics of evil.” First acknowledging the show’s more obvious
politicking around lesbianism in the Willow-Tara relationship, Pender
turns to one of the show’s more subtle, though humorous, treatments of
the theme in season six’s former member of the villainous “Trio.”
Pender argues that Buffy may be “most queer when it is not directly
addressing explicitly homosexual content,” and that it finds this vessel in
Andrew’s shifting roles as a closeted queer, a homophobe, and a
misogynist. Her analysis of the season seven episode “Storyteller” (7.16),
which sees Andrew making a highly slanted first-person “documentary”
of his experience living/imprisoned in Buffy’s home, situates Andrew
“simultaneously as a figure of the fan and of the author, opening
possibilities for queer readings of spectatorship and cultural production
that retrospectively reverberate across the series” (122). The atonement
that Andrew undergoes in season 7, from so-called “supervillain” to
Scooby-gang adjunct, comes, for Pender, with a number of important
revelations regarding the series’ queering and presentation of queerness.
As a stand-in for the Buffy fan in his refashioning the series around his
own “dark past,” Andrew, for Pender, “functions as a figure for the
audience; his desires therefore queer[ing] serial spectatorship” (130). In
shifting her analysis to a character who remains a bit of a cipher in terms
of his sexuality (and arguably his loyalties), Pender opens up an
important element of Buffy’s underlying Gothic thrust. In “Storyteller,”
Andrew assumes the position (so to speak) of the Gothic heroine,
reclaiming the narrative for herself in the (re)telling and/or (re)writing of
a story, and thereby queering the world around her. While it may be
debatable that our laughter focused on Andrew rests more on his
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homosexuality than on his closetedness itself, Pender’s analysis
highlights the extent to which “Storyteller,” for all its humour, is the
extended effort of a character to come into a sense of self by taking
control of the meaning of what he sees around him. That this effort is
humorously totalizing and unsuccessful Pender reads not as “failure” but
as a kind of metanarrative conundrum that further queers the text.
With its combination of exploring brave new ground—particularly in
critiquing Buffy’s racial politics—and indispensable historical and
theoretical contextualization for the series’ feminist leanings, Pender’s
I’m Buffy and You’re History joins other significant work such as Lorna
Jowett’s Sex and the Slayer: A Gender Studies Primer for the Buffy Fan
(Wesleyan, 2005). Its ambitious theoretical scope and rigor should make
it both a staple text for Whedon Studies, and for those studying
feminism and popular culture more broadly.
— Kristopher Woofter
Patricia Pender is Senior Lecturer in English at the University of Newcastle, Australia.
Her other publications include Early Modern Women’s Writing and the Rhetoric of
Modesty (Palgrave-Macmillan, 2012) and the co-edited (with Rosalind Smith) collection,
Material Cultures of Early Modern Women’s Writing (Palgrave-Macmillan,
2014).
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Defying STIgma in It Follows
V. Samoylenko
David Robert Mitchell’s It Follows presents what is essentially a sexuallytransmitted infection (STI) as a supernatural force that haunts and propagates
through sexual contact. The “it” of the movie, in part, embodies the fear that
society feels about STIs. STIs, in and of themselves, scare people because 1)
they force them to confront stigmatized parts of the body they do not like to
acknowledge, 2) they create a sense of moral and cosmic dread due to their
invisible and unpredictable nature, and 3) they suggest horror tropes such as
invasion and metamorphosis. According to Andrew Tudor, horror’s invasion
narratives involve an unknown force invading the known world, and its
metamorphosis narratives involve the physically, mentally, or socially normal
turning into something abnormal (1989: 90, 97). In Illness as Metaphor (1978)
and AIDS and Its Metaphors (1989), Susan Sontag pinpoints similar elements to
illustrate how various illnesses are made into real-life monsters, often for sociopolitical reasons, instead of being looked at as a biological reality. By linking
Sontag’s observations on the politics of illness to horror concepts like Tudor’s,
it is possible to see how It Follows reflects society’s fears of STIs, particularly
HIV, through its monster, which collapses both the biological aspect illness
and the human dimension which moralizes STIs into a biological haunter. Yet,
I argue that the film also defies this stigma in the following ways: first, through
its characters’ resilience to “it” as a community despite the hardships that arise
from the monster’s constant haunting; second, through the film’s creation of
an amoral world that undermines the notion that someone is to be blamed for
having or transmitting an STI; and third, in the community’s final act of
defiance, when it becomes clear that the “it” will never truly leave.
STIs are monstrous in the popular imagination because they invoke
horror concepts, such as repression and dread relating to a monstrous other
invading the familiar world, and the normal (be it socio-political, physical or
psychological) turning monstrous, as mentioned in relation to Tudor above. In
Illness as Metaphor, Sontag argues that cancer is particularly surrounded with
______________________
V. Samoylenko is an Undergraduate student at Concordia University pursuing an Honours
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shame and embarrassment because it often appears in parts of the body that
we do not like to acknowledge, such as the “colon, bladder, rectum, breast,
cervix, prostate, [and] testicles” (1978: 17). The same can be said for STIs. In
AIDS and Its Metaphors, Sontag adds that while cancer courts a sense of shame,
HIV/AIDS is perceived even more harshly, since it “is understood as a disease
not only of sexual excess but of perversity” (1989: 24-26). Sontag is writing in
1989, but attitudes have not changed significantly today. While not all STIs
cause symptoms specific to reproductive organs, the mode of transmission is
through these organs, which forces the uncomfortable acknowledgement of
these otherwise “secret” body parts. Social and cultural stigmas render these
body parts and the STIs associated with them into unknown “others,” and by
extension, they become objects of dread and horror (Tudor, 1989: 83). STIs
are “othered”—made monstrous—because they confront us with deviations
from the ideological sexual norms of our culture: while traditional values see
heterosexual monogamy as the only relationship model, STIs confront people
with the fact that not everyone is monogamous and that sex happens outside
of traditional relationships and so-called “safe” practices (Wood, 1979: 113).
The shedding of light on repressed truths is in itself monstrous: a monster
“etymologically is ‘that which reveals’” (Cohen, 1996: 4), an embodiment of
discomfiting tidings about individuals, societies, and cultures. STIs are also
made into horror objects because they invoke dread, which is the feeling one
gets when they sense an imminent danger, but where that terror is “obscure”
because it is so ubiquitous as to resist comprehension or representation
(Freeland, 2004: 191). In the terms of Cynthia Freeland’s definition of “artdread,” STIs become monstrous objects that can invoke dread for the
following reasons: 1) they can, depending on the type, constitute a physical
danger if untreated; 2) given the invisible nature of viruses and bacteria, they
are not sufficiently “present” in bodily form to cause outright horror—while at
the same time, their presence is made known in often abject ways in a
symptomatic body. Beyond the diseases themselves, the social and political
narratives constructed around disease are similar to those narratives found in
horror. Sontag argues that some diseases are especially horrifying to people
because of the fear of invasion, which is reflected in the names given to and
narratives constructed around disease. For example, the English, she notes,
thought of syphilis as the “French Pox,” and the Japanese called the same STI
the “Chinese disease,” while HIV/AIDS was constructed as an invasion from
the Third World, particularly embodied by Africa, into the First World (Sontag,
1989: 47, 62). This attribution of disease to foreign invader is similar to the
traditional invasion narrative present in many horror movies, where the alien
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“other” invades and disrupts the secure, known world (Tudor, 1989: 90).
Dracula, for example, in both novel (1897) and a host of its film versions,
locates the source of the vampire infestation of London in Eastern Europe,
which is figured as a monstrous invader that will “infect” the homeland. Much
like the monster can embody other cultures or ideologies in horror’s invasion
narratives, STIs are made into real-life monsters for the same purpose of
symbolising an unwanted other (Wood, 1979: 114). The association of Africa
with AIDS, for example, is directly related to the racialization of not only that
continent’s primarily black population, but in addition associates that
population with a primitiveness often attached to regions outside the capitalist
centers of the globe. Another reason why diseases can provoke fear is that they
“transform the body into something alienating” (Sontag, 1989: 45), like the
individual metamorphosis horror narratives discussed by Tudor, which turn on
the premise of “a human metamorphos[ing] into a monster” to create
revulsion (1989: 97). This narrative of bodily transformation is often framed as
a punishment for forbidden or transgressive behaviour or a certain trespassing
of moral or ethical boundaries (Tudor, 1989: 98-99). STIs such as syphilis or
HIV/AIDS, for example, were (and still are by some) framed as God’s
retribution for breaking His laws (Sontag, 1989: 60-61).
The “it” in It Follows embodies the same horror and dread that STIs
create in the cultural imaginary. Despite the sexual nature of the transmission
of “it,” there is no specification of the exact transmission mechanism of the
monster. The film does not make clear, for example, whether “it” can be
transmitted exclusively through penile-vaginal contact, if it can be transmitted
when condoms are used, or if it can be transmitted via non-heterosexual
contact. The audience knows the transmission is through sex, but the details of
transmission are glossed over. On one hand, vagueness is a technique
employed by the film to reinforce the sense of ubiquitous dread surrounding
“it,” while on the other, the film participates in this deliberate omission of
details to draw upon the confusion about STIs that occurs due to societal
repression. People in real life are often embarrassed to name the body parts
involved in sex, even when the goal is STI prevention, and this denial of one’s
own anatomy is often due to moral repression. For example, World War I
soldiers in the US were told that chastity was the only way to prevent syphilis,
and many AIDS prevention campaigns completely avoided the subject of
condoms, because talking about condoms meant acknowledging sexual
encounters that do not fit into the heterosexual, monogamous relationship
model that society idealizes (Sontag, AIDS and its Metaphors 75). Such vague
campaigns reflect the confusion and fear people felt and still feel about
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sexually-transmitted illnesses. In It Follows, this same confusion occurs in the
lack of understanding of the modes of transmission of “it” and of the unclear,
ineffective methods of confronting the monster. In the same way that STIs
invoke dread, the movie develops this aspect by connecting “it” to a kind of
haunting, linked to a past event that resurfaces to constitute an imminent, fatal
danger, in addition to acting in an unpredictable manner. “It” is made all-toopresent by its constant looming no matter the location, but it is also,
frustratingly, not present enough, since sometimes it simply stares passively,
blends in with real people, and vanishes for long stretches of time, only to
resurface in unexpected ways or places. The simultaneity of “it’s” existence and
invisibility is comparable to how a virus is sometimes present in a body without
manifesting itself, rendering the virus’s presence intangible, either because it is
in its incubation period, or, in the case of HIV, because the viral load has been
reduced to the point of being undetectable. In reality, the risk of HIV
transmission from a partner whose viral load is undetectable is statistically
negligible, even when a condom is not used, as can be seen from the
PARTNER study (“Negligible Risk,” 2016: n.p.).1 Thus, condomless sexual
contact with an HIV+ person whose viral load is undetectable can be
considered safe. However, even though the study shows that suppressing the
viral load is an effective form of protection, it is impossible to assert that the
risk of transmission is zero percent (“Negligible Risk”). Therefore, the mere
knowledge that the virus exists in a body, even if undetectable, is dreadful due
to the minutest possibility of transmission. Additionally, the simultaneity of the
virus existing and being unseen and unmeasurable even through scientific
means contributes to an almost supernatural feeling of dread. The dread
caused by simultaneous omnipresence and almost-absence reflects social
realities as well: STIs worry people who are not infected, in some cases making
them feel threatened, but the symptoms are only felt by those who live with
them. The invisibility of “it” to those who never had it is therefore symbolic, as
it is impossible to tell if someone has an STI by simply looking at them, but
people with STIs will still feel the stigma directed at them. The film, however,
is more interested in exploring internalized or perceived stigma. For example,
when “it” goes after Jay in her own home she is distressed, says that there is
something wrong with her, and to calm her down, her sister, Kelly, tells her “I
love you” and “you’re okay”, showing that Jay is surrounded by a supportive
community. Still, Jay does not feel like Kelly believes her. Thus, the film sets
up the theme of internalized shame, which Jay will eventually learn to
overcome with the help of her community.
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Shame about being infected, especially by an STI, plays out in the movie
in the same way that it plays out in real life. Much like HIV/AIDS has been
constructed as a “chain of transmission from the past” (as opposed to localized
clusters of outbreaks), the monster in It Follows is presented as such a chain
quite literally, since it returns to its past victims once it kills the person that it
follows (Sontag, 1989: 73). Such a construction puts the blame of transmission
solely on the positive partner, because they are the one “relaying” the infection
in the chain, even though both partners are making decisions in regard to
condom use and other risk factors. With STIs, there is a fear of “polluting
people,” which is also language related to invasion (Sontag, 1989: 73). The
movie plays with that idea as well, given that the monster invades its victim’s
life, torments them, and offers them only a brutal death. The issue of nondisclosure haunts the film in this way, since to deliver it knowingly suggests a
criminal act. It Follows, at first sight, seems to be ambiguous about nondisclosure. The only time we see disclosure after the sexual act is from
Jeff/Hugh to Jay, and it is not portrayed very positively, since, after having sex,
Jeff/Hugh chloroforms and ties Jay to a wheelchair before telling her details
about “it.” The film’s ending, on the other hand, is one where, after agreeing to
have sex, Jay transmits “it” to Paul, and they both survive because they know
“it” is haunting them, and they have developed a method of dealing with it.
Comparing those two scenes alone, it is easy to assume that the film sees nondisclosure as immoral, even if not criminal. However, earlier in the film, Jay’s
friend Greg is killed by “it,” seemingly punished, even though he agreed to
have sex with Jay to relieve her of the haunting, and knew about the risks.
Thus, it becomes a lot harder to simply compare the previously mentioned
scenes. One thing that does differentiate Greg from Jeff/Hugh, Jay, and Paul,
is the fact that he dismisses the information Jay gives him about “it.”
Jeff/Hugh, on the other hand, even though he only discloses after sex, gives
Jay the information she needs in order to escape “it.” Thus, it is the knowledge
and level of acceptance that one has about the infection that determines how
well the characters deal with “it.” When Jay goes to find Jeff/Hugh, it is not
with the intent to make him “pay” for the transmission, but rather, to have
more information about “it.” In fact, when Jay learns that his real name is Jeff
Redmond, and Kelly asks her if she wants to tell the police about what
happened, Jay refuses, showing that she is not willing to put the blame on him.
The film does not place blame on the person who transmits “it”, but rather, it
says that open discussion of “it”—which makes disclosure easier, less
stigmatizing, and allows knowledge to be comfortably shared—gives people
the tools to deal with “it.”
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As I intimated above regarding Greg’s death, STIs have traditionally
been used to describe moral punishment of transgressors (Sontag, AIDS and its
Metaphors 54). In the film, we see Jay haunted by the “it” as she is in class, while
the teacher mentions Lazarus, a biblical figure, who was resurrected by Jesus
because he followed Jesus’ doctrine and loved him, making him an exemplary
moral figure. This juxtaposition pricks the viewer with the feeling that Jay’s
promiscuity (a sin in Christian doctrine) is what sentenced her to death, and
that only through purification will she find solace, just as Lazarus was returned
to life because he was a moral man. This, of course, is not true: the monster
will not stop until it kills, and will continue haunting previous victims once it
has killed the one it currently follows, but the teacher’s reading nevertheless
lends a moralizing aspect to the infection. In an ironic echo to Lazarus,
however, “it” consistently returns by “resurrection” through an act that is, at
least in more conservative traditions, deemed biblically immoral, thus
undercutting the religious rhetoric. Thus, the moralization happens in-universe:
the film itself, avoids giving any meaning to “it”, which acts without any logic
or motivation. “It” is completely amoral, and in that sense, it is once again
similar to an STI, as microorganisms do not feel or think about consequences;
they simply reproduce. The (im)morality of their transmission is framed as
such only by human society, religion and culture. Nevertheless, Jay herself
casts a moral judgement on her infection when she says that there is something
wrong with her while explaining the curse to her friends. In this sense, “it” is
also a ghost, since hauntings are linked to socially constructed notions of
morality, transgressions of these norms, and/or past traumas. Jay’s first instinct
is not to talk about the infection. She is on the surface talking about the
haunting, but her words also imply, that she, as a person, is somehow “wrong”
because she has been infected. Even in the beginning of the movie, Jeff/Hugh,
who is infected before Jay, says he wishes to trade places with a young child,
because he still has his whole life ahead of him, which can be linked to theme
of resurrection and redemption, since children are traditionally seen as a clean
slate. They are ostensibly pure, innocent, uncorrupted by the choices that
might be deemed “bad” or “immoral” later in life. In this context, the audience
does not yet know about “it,” so Jeff/Hugh’s words do not sound like his life
is at risk due to a supernatural force, but instead as if he is regretting a grave sin
or wishing to forget a great trauma, and that the only solution is divine
forgiveness which would give him a fresh start. This regret echoes the shame
people feel when they are infected with an STI in real life, a shame which is
shaped by society’s perception of STIs being a result of promiscuity and
unnatural behaviour. Thus, "it" is a complex hybrid of both haunting, which is
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monstrous due to its link to repression and trauma, and biology, which is
monstrous because it confronts one with the cosmic dread of being at the
mercy of an amoral force.
It Follows, however, does not linger on the sense of shame and
transgression evoked by the “haunting” aspect of “it”; instead, its characters
ultimately transcend simplistic moral thinking to defy the stigma associated
with STIs. The film ultimately does not frame the invasion of “it” as a moral
comeuppance. While the social and individual fragmentation typically
associated with Tudor’s metamorphosis narrative is present in the film’s
melancholic late-capitalist suburban Detroit—a space of ennui and decay—It
Follows ultimately emphasizes communal resilience. For example, after they
agree to share the infection through sex, Paul and Jay ask each other if they feel
any different, and they both reply “no.”
While “it” never physically transforms its victims, those affected by it
initially felt that they had been changed by the infection. In this scene,
however, both Paul and Jay understand that the infection does not change who
they are as people. Their friends as well are supportive of their choices. This
illusion of metamorphosis can be seen in Jay’s previous assertion that there is
something wrong with her due to the infection, as well as when she goes to the
outskirts of Detroit, where the physical decay of the city reflects Jay’s perceived
bodily decay caused by her infection. In fact, right after Jeff/Hugh passes “it”
to her, she finds herself in an abandoned, run down industrial building. Her
final confrontation of “it” as well takes place in a pool situated outside the
suburb, through impoverished neighbourhoods closer to the city of Detroit. In
these instances, “it”—even if it does have a physical manifestation—acts as a
ghost rather than a biological entity, as it is tied to places with a history, and
serves as a reminder that these sites were once full of life, that an extreme
economic collapse must have occured to cause these places to be abandoned
and destroyed. Jay, however, shows resilience. She overcomes the feeling that
she is physically and morally decaying after she finds an ally in Paul, who
accepts the infection with her, as well as her sister and friends, who help her
look for solutions to stop “it.” As mentioned above, the open discussion of
“it” allows the protagonists to confront “it,” and helps Jay to feel less shame.
The moral aspect of the invasion is confronted, even though it is unknown if
the biological aspect will ever be overcome—that is, if “it” will ever be
eradicated. The invasion narrative in It Follows has multiple, contradicting
meanings: on one hand, “it” constitutes an amoral biological invasion, but on
the other, “it” is also a haunter, and thus it is inevitably tied to a world of
causes, consequences, and therefore of morality as well.
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While the “it” does invade the body, mind, and space of the person
who is infected, the characters are stranded in time and space, making their
world a closed environment. In fact, the film makes a point of purposely
muddling any spatial or temporal clues, creating a certain liminality, which
strands the characters in a cosmic bubble where there are no moral
consequences, given that there needs to be a certain linearity to have a causal
relationship. This liminality also reflects the film’s equivocation on whether “it”
can be tied to morals and traumatic histories, or whether it is a basic, driving
biological process. The film takes place in either a no-time or a collapse of
times: the props on the set give mixed signals about the specific time period, as
it is possible to see an old TV set at the same time as a Kindle-type electronic
reader (albeit with an incongruous 1980s plastic shell design) (see figures 1 and

Within the same scene, it is possible to see a modern Kindle-type reader with a decidedly
retro clamshell casing (Figure 1, top), and an 80s-era TV set, which continually plays
even older genre films (Figure 2, bottom).
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2). The synthesizer-heavy soundtrack and some of the technology are
reminiscent of late-70s/early 80s films such as Halloween, which is the earliest
time the film mise-en-scène suggests. This time period coincides with the
advent of the HIV/AIDS crisis in the US. Thus, though time is blurred, the
film consciously refers to a historical period of panic, denial and
discrimination, and where HIV did cost the lives of many. The blurring of time
and space, which muddles relationships of causality, would reduce “it” to solely
a biological invasion if there were no hint to any time period whatsoever, but
the reference to a traumatic history of HIV onset makes “it” a haunter as well.
Spatially, suburban Detroit is uniform, with a low population density, and
long distances separating one person from another. This location choice
creates a sense of placelessness, given that there is nothing unique about the
suburbs. The symmetry and repetition of suburban planning is uncanny here,
figuring a familiar, but discomfiting sameness. Here, “it” is once more
associated with trauma, as it often manifests through the repetition of a past
distressing event. The physical space, then, is both a metaphor for trauma, as
well as a reminder of Detroit’s demise in the face of a changing, late-capitalist
world. Moreover, the suburbs are separate from the city, which isolates the
characters from external influences. In fact, when Jay and her friends go to the
pool to try to trap “it,” Yara comments that as a child, she was not allowed to
go past the line which separates the city of Detroit and the suburbs, reinforcing
the feeling that suburbia is its own, separate bubble, purposely kept away from
exterior influence, and the implied violence attached to urban life. Their
isolation in suburban space both intimates and limits considerations that “it”
might be an invasion brought by outsiders who are deemed to be immoral or
dirty. Yet, if “it” were purely biological, it would have a source. Thus, the
spatial aspect of the film also brings out the contradictory nature of “it” as
both haunter and infector, and is ambivalent on whether one aspect is
predominant.
Nevertheless, what is certain is that the film does establish a link between
decay and degeneration, poverty and illness. It is worth nothing, however, that
there are very few people of colour and no queer people at all in the film,
which dismisses some realities about STIs. All the main characters are white
(save maybe Greg, who is white-passing) contributing to the suburban
homogeneity the film seeks to portray; but in reality, STIs, as any infectious
diseases, tend to disproportionately affect the poor and marginalized. For
example, when it comes to HIV in the United States, “gay and bisexual men,
particularly young African American gay and bisexual men, are most affected,”
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according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (“HIV in the
United States,” 2017). Thus, while the film does look at poverty, it puts
forward no representation of the most affected populations. In fact, the most
impoverished areas in the film are abandoned factories, neighbourhoods and
semi-urban warehouse and industrial spaces—all bereft of inhabitants. If
people are to be found in these spaces, they are either in motion, driving
through to get somewhere else, or they are there to make use of the anonymity
offered there, such as with the loitering sex workers Paul seeks out at one
point. In that sense, the film could be read as somewhat regressive, as it erases
the correlation between STIs and specific types of social marginalization, as
well as the fact that those who are most affected also have less access to testing
and treatment. Conversely, this purposeful exclusion can be read as a
confrontation of the characters’ sheltered white privilege. Jay and company, are
lower-middle-class—poor perhaps, but not impoverished. In this
interpretation, the film portrays a white, middle-class anxiety of being be put
down to the status of minority through the social stigma of illness. At the same
time, this play with STI stigma could also be an attempt to isolate prejudice
about STIs as a particular form of discrimination, in order to reflect real life,
where discrimination against HIV+ people is its own distinct form of
oppression. At base, It Follows seems to say, it’s complicated.
It Follows uses horror devices to convey real fears that people of every
social status have about STIs, while also avoiding divisive stereotypes that
would justify unwarranted and counterproductive panic. Perhaps most
importantly, the characters in It Follows muster the courage to confront an
uncertain future as a community. In the last shot of the film (see figure 3), Jay
and Paul walk forward hand-in-hand, facing the audience in defiance of “it.”
Instead of isolating themselves in shame, they reach out to each other in
solidarity. While no one in the film other than their close friends knows about
their condition—a factor that gives it a kind of invisibility—their
communitarian resistance is an allegory for the resistance of real people who
live with STIs whose existence is made all the more political by the stigma
attached to their condition. In that same final shot, there is a figure in the
distance—possibly “it”—which means that life will still be difficult for these
characters; nevertheless, instead of passing “it” on to someone else in hopes of
delaying death, they share the infection, deciding to face the challenges of
living with illness head-on, without giving up.
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Figure 3: Jay and Paul walk hand in hand in solidarity, while an unknown figure—possibly “it”—
follows behind.

The monster of It Follows appeals to metaphors that are similar to those
used to talk about real STIs to create fear in the audience, but ultimately the
film deconstructs this stigma. At first it seems to equate sex with death, but the
main character, Jay, and her friends refuse such a fate, and instead of suffering
on her own, Jay finds an ally in Paul and a group of friends who support or
share the burden with her. While Jay has moments where she feels ashamed for
being infected, she is never shamed by others for being sexually active. One
could argue that the film’s resistance to locating itself in a particular historical
moment—despite its allusions to the collapse of industry in Detroit, as well as
the beginnings of the HIV/AIDS crisis—constitutes a form of avoidance of
greater social forces at work, undermining the characters’ struggle. The
monster acts upon them, not manifesting from within them physically; its ability
makes the stigma they fight only the internalized stigma of living with STIs.
They are not (yet) activists, and they do not (yet) confront the larger context in
which they exist. However, the film’s allegorical setting can also be read as a
testament to the fact that living with an STI, whether one is militant and highly
visible about it or not, is political in and of itself (especially in the case of HIV),
given the tremendous social stigma associated with it. At the same time, the
biological aspect of “it” invokes a wider metaphysical dread, as it confronts the
characters with the fragility of life and bodies, as well as the uncaring and
amoral nature of the universe. Nevertheless, because the infection is given a
moral dimension by humans, the characters’ lives from that point onward are
politicized, and thus their private resistance is revolutionary in and of itself. Jay
and Paul do not take on the whole world, and they do not need to: facing the
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future and its challenges is already a huge task to undertake. In a society where
sexual education is still a topic up to debate, and where HIV non-disclosure
laws (where they exist) only exacerbate the challenges that HIV+ people face,
individual overcoming of stigma is already a form of radical resistance.2

Notes
The study in question took into account “approximately 22,000 [condomless sex acts]
among gay couples and 36,000 among heterosexual couples,” where one of the partners is
HIV+ with an undetectable viral load. During the course of the study, 11 previously negative
participants became infected with HIV, but with partners outside the relationship, whose viral
load was not monitored. For the thousands of condomless sex acts that were accounted for,
however, there was no HIV transmission (“Negligible Risk”).
1

This essay was written for the course “Ethics and the Horror Genre,” conducted in the
Winter of 2017 at Dawson College, Montréal, Québec, under the instruction of Dr. Jean
Coleno and Dr. Kristopher Woofter.
2
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